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PREFACE

This handbook is the result of a research project,'"The Development
and Validation of an Inservice Program For Vocational Teachers of The
Disadvantaged", conducted by The Center for Career.and Vocational Teacher
Education at Western Kentucky University. The project was funded by the
U.S. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

A vast-majority of the material presented herein, has not been
authored by the researchers and has been so indicated. A complete list
of the source of these materials can be found in the Facilitator's Guide.
Since materials had already been developed which presented techniques
and concepts desired to,be incorporated in,the inservice, our task was
mainly one of locating these materials and making modifications, where
necessary, for convenient presentation.

Since the inservice was conducted in six sessions during its develop-
mentoin the research-project, inservice materials are thus separated
accordingly.in Supplements A-F. The materials presented in these six
supplements contain all informational notes, directions, and practice
exercises necessary for the inservice participant to'work through a par-
ticular section. The supplements have been designed so that with minor
procedurarmodifications, a supplement can be studied and completed either
during a scheduled inservice. meeting or by an individual at home.

The last section of the handbook, the'Facilitator's Guide (Supple-
.

ment G), has been developed to aid the inservice leader in conducting the
inservice program. This supplement contains directions, teaching aids,
worksheet and transcript'answers, and source of materials information for
each supplement.

It shodld be remembered that the ideas, concept, techniques, and
,manner of presentation are nothing more than suggestions. The inservice
facilitator is encouraged to make those modifications and changes neces-
sary to best meet the needs of the inservice participants.

iii
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'SESSION I

tr

Overview

4

,Session I begins with the film "Aggressive Behavior". The film presents
examples of aggressive behavior sometimes exhibited in the classroom by
the teacher or students. A worksheet is utilized to aid viewers in recognizing .

and controlling aggressive behavior.

"Classroom interaction?, containing four subtopics, lias several helpful
methc s to bring teacher and student into a more comfortai0e learning environ-
ment. The firft subtopic, "Using Student Ideas", suggests six methods for
acknowledging or acting upon student ideas. Another subtopic`, , "Lesson
Organization", helps a teacher understind the fundamentals of an organized
lesson which contributes to the ease of learning for the students. The subtopic,
"Praise and Corrective Feedback", helps the teacher become familiar with verbal,
non-verbal, and-token ways of commending students and methods of facilitating
incori.ect student responses into a potitive learning force. The last subtopic,
"Questioning", suggests various levels of student questioning procedures that
can be used to test the cognitive development of students on subject matter.

Directions

This supplement contains two sections entitled "Aggressive Behavior" and
"Classroom Interaction". "Classroom Interaction" has four subtopics .° In °
each section you will be asked to read and study the written information.
Where transcripts or exercises are provided, you may compete them either
individually or in small groups 10 test your learning comprehension.- Below.you
will find thorough .directions -for the completion of each section. Read the
directions carefully before you begin, to insure'successful completion of each
section. Be sure to check the answers with the facilitator.

Aggressive Behavior *

1. . Read. and study the definition of "Aggressive Behavior".
2. Complete in your own words the Pre-Viewing Activities.
3. View-the film.
4. Work in small groups to complete the worksheet exercises.
5. From film observations, complete the Post-Viewing Activities.
6. Check your answers to the Post-Viewing Activities with the program

facilitator.
7. Read, study and provide the necessary information for the exercise '

in the_section, "Some More Thoughts About Aggressive/Behavior".
8. Review one of your classes and do the section "Now Use The Concept
.s For Yourself
9. Be prepared , discuss the above classrobm activity in the next session.

1\-1 8,
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Classroom Interaction*

,,, a

A: Using Student Ideas

4
1: Read an study the introduction "Using Student Ideas, in Teaching".
2.' Conclud, this subtopic by supplying the necessary information for

the transcript, "Using Student Ideas".
3. ChecWyeur answers with the group facflitator.

r 4
B. Lesson-organization_

4. Read.ind study the 'introduction "Lesson Organization In Teaching".
2. Read An dy!qeacher Behaviors Inyoliled-in Lesson'Organizition".
3. Follow, dfOtctiont,given and cork in small groups to complete the

transcri t "Lesson Organization ".
4.. Check your answers with the group facilitator.

C. °Praise and corrective Feedback

*I:, Read 41.;sta-y the introductiOn "Praise and Corrective Feedback in s

.

I
Teachin07-,

.
4

t '2. SuppTPAhe necessary information for the eurcise "Praise". .

.1. Qo the matching exercise "Corrective Feedback".

14. Chick your answers with the group facilitator.
, -

D. Questioning
_ \ ,

1. Read" and study the' introduction "Using Questions in Teaching".
2. REad*and study "Classroom Interaction-Questioning".

.

3. Complete the transcript "Questioning" in smafl groups.
I

4. Check your answers' with the, group facilitator. , P

10

* The source of materials indicated throughout the supplement may
: be found in,the Facilitator's Guide.

14 -
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AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR*.

Jr

AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR: "...desteactiveor hostile action, tiften
consequence of frustratiom(annoyance; onfusion,

- anger, engendered bylk@ing thwarted, disappointed,
defeated, threatened)." Edward Hilgard., Introduction

f to Psychology (New York: ,,Harcourt Brace Joya-
. novich,:1953), v. 591; says:

sAll- human beings exhibit aggressive' behavior - for-one of twoeeasons:
either as a coping response to ar, overwhelming stimulus or as an effort
to gain control over the behavior of another.

Every teacher has a responsibility
havior.in himself - and to'control
classroom clithite thgt will, foster
anent in pupils.

I. PREVIEWING ACTIVITIES

to 1eai, t to recognize aggressive be-
it. °ily then can he generate 4_
security, creativity And accdoplfsh-

Write whatYOU 'think aggressive behavior ls:

Describe the visible characteristics:

4

S

,

NOW'VIEW THE FILM: AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR

V

A-3 1 0
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.

.
, . , .

III'. POST-VIEWING ACTiVITIES

. ?,. *
, (

' -

The actilitie4, tolfdllow will-heip you to becoile-more observdnt, tor'
'=further develop the capability to Identify aggressive behavior. IR-
reased awareness should-help you better control your own aggressive

behavior and.tetinde and-and manage such behavior in/others=
. , ." . ,

!?

ft.
..,

.

Stati! the-definitioa for aggreisive.behavibrtaf,uUd in this

0 . .
AG,

'

1

, .

0

.

.

List the ag6ressivebehavior you observed in,the film. 1.

4

IV. SOME MORE MOOTS ABOUT AGGRESSIVE .BEHAVIOR

FtSTPATION. Frustration is etate ofileightened.psychic tension -

as' stated of stress_ the heightened tension demandt release.\:.

--- Aggression (overt,, hostile destructive behvApr),is a.prIn-:
. cipat-means of tension reduction.

. .

o_

4

I.
I
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TYPES OF fRUSIRATION: The aggressive behavior -0%y be (a) direct action
agaipst the individual or,object that is the source
'o-f frustration; (b) displaced action against an inno4
cent.perspn or object rather than against the actual
or intangible cause of the frustration. Ernest Hil.=
gaH, Introduction to Psychology,-(New York: Harcourt
"Brace.Jo/anpich, 1953), pp. 180-85

, ,
0

,
- .

Think back o,er your behavior during the last week.- List five tlqogs youdid you woo3thnow label ds aggressive behavior.
,

What4aused you to be aggressive?

AggressiVe Behavior
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a

Vol NOW USE THE CONCEPT FOR YOURSEIJ

Choose a class period which you consider "difficult." -Look for three
instances of your own aggressive behavior. Immediately,after the class

ur .
period:fillout the cha-t

1, Use,Colbmn A to describe your aggressive behaviors.

2. Record pupil responses (Column B).

3, t
3. Fill out Columns C and U.

Column 0 asks ybu to consider how you could haye acted differently.
Remember, you can do more than "bite your tongue.". You can plan
ahead. You can take the trouble to establish relaponships or
activities is which conflict or tension is reducei;

<u
s01

Teacher
Behavior

pr

0

4_I

OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

C DB

Pupil Why Was How Could I Have
Response I Aggressive? Acted Differently?

...

INSTANCE 1 A Open
HeAilities

z.^. Withdrawal

A Other

IllS CE 2 ' A Open

Hostilities

LWithdrawal

A Other

INSTANCE 3 A Open
Hostilities

A Withdrawal

Other.

p

as
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USING STUDENT IDEAS IN TEACHING*

It is sometimes very hard to us& student ideas. Though teachers are

usually well-meaning they often squelch student responses; it is easier to

correct a wrong answer immediately or get information yourself than to go

through the often long process of helping the student find the answer him-

self.

To use student ideas effectively, one must make a commitment first

to the value of having students express, discuss, and respond to ideas put

forth brother students and by the teacher. Fundamental, then, to using

student ideas is. an attitude of respect for the students' opinions, beliefs,

and interpretations. This kind of respect is seen in the behavior, of the

indirect teacher, as defined by research workers who have studied teaching

Styles. _It is the indirect :teacher who is more prone to use student ideas,.

discuss student feelings, and praise and encourage many different kinds of

student responses. In general this is the teacher who does not do very much

lecturing or exert undue direction in a articular learning situation. The"

principle which we believe to be true is that students of the teacher who

uses their ideas often are likely to achieve higher and like school better

than. students of the teacher whb does not'use student ideas.

In a lesson designed to elicit student responses of one sort-of another

we believe thP: the teacher can-use the students' ideas by responding to the

student in one or two different ways. The first way is through acknowledging

ideas. This general category seems to be composed of, four subcategories

of teacher response. These are:

(a) 'simple acknowledgement

(b) reinforcement.

A-7 i mew



(c) restatement

(d) summarization.

The second way a teacher can respond is by acting upon student ideas. This

category of teacher response seems to be made up of two subcategories:

(a) application

(h) comparison.

These different categories of teaching behavior aretelahoraad on beloW.

Acknowledgement

Simple acknowledgement: The first way to acknowledge ideas is through

;simple verbal statements such as "I get it,' -' "I see what you mean," "Do you

all see what he means?" etc. Thus no evaluation of the-idea is given but

the basic elements of the idea are acknowledged simply for the students.

C

Reinforcement: A second way that a teacher may acknowledge a student's

idea is by reinforcing that idea. He may say, "That was a good idea,' or

"That's interesting," etc Reinforcement may also be given to part of a

student response, such as when a teacher says, "Well, I'm not sure that's

. all relevant (or accurate), but what you said about his motives is worth,

considering carefully." In this way the teacher focuses and selects certain

aspects of ideas that are worth working with. Putting a student's ideas on

the board is reinforcement by giving him public recognition.

Reinforcement of student ideas follov, well-accepted practice for

the shaping or continuation of certain kinds of behavior. In the case of

shaping, reinforcemept maybe used to produce a higher cognitive level of

verbally stated ideas from students. Shaping takes place when the teacher

selects .and focuses' on only parti of student ideas-, conveying the infcit!mation

that what will be reinforced are only task - specific kinds of ideas and

A-8 lb
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opinions. .Student behavior can, of course, be maintained through the use

of reinforcement of ideas. When students are assured that certain of their

behaviors will be greeted by a positive kind of teacher response, then the

liklihood that those behaviors will be repeated is increased. Should the
liSp

teacher stop reinforcing the production of these ideas one can anticipate
a

a drop-off in the frequency of student responding. Mso, should reinforce-

ment be given for any ideas the frequency of divergent responses may be

increased. This may be good, or bad, depending on the goals of the lesson.

Certainly the convergent responses called for in one kind of lesson would

be poor quality responses in other' contexts.

Restatement: A third way that a teacher can acknowledge his students'

ideas is through repeating, modifying, rephrasing, or putting ideas into

other words. These are all possible ways of recogniiing ah idea and show-
.

ing its importance. For example, suppose a student said that "Amerfea's

withdrawal from Vietnam is being conducted too slowly." 'A teacher can

acknowledge the idea-by responding as follows: "You say the withdrawal, is
4

being conducted too slowly," or "You think withdrawal isn't fast enough? "
.

. or "So, you're saying that American troops should be brought home soon,"

- etc. By using any of these^techniques--repetition, modification, rephras-'

ing, or using other words--the teacher is acknowledging the basic idea.,,

He is either reshaping the idea for use in some way, o
*
r punting it into a

form which in his judgement would allow better use. Or,'the teacher may

LI

merely be restating the idea in order to enhance its validity as an idea

to'be used in fUrther discussion.

A-9
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Summarization: A fourth and final way in which an idea can be acknow-

ledgedrby a teacher is through summarization. Either a single idea or a

set of related ideas may be brought together by a teacher or studentin

some summary fashion. For example; a teacher may say, "Then you believe

that (a) we should conduct the experiment, (b) we should use beans and not

carrots, and (e) we should all take turns watering," In this way the

teacher is summarizing a di;cussion by a class and haebrought the set of

ideas into focus.

Acting Upon Peas

1

A second major way in which student ideas \and responses can be used

'is, perhaps, the crux of what-we mean by using student ideas.. The teacher

responses.noted above acknowledge the idea.' The teacher responses to be 1

discussed below actually act upon ideas in some fashion.'

Application: The first of the ways that a teacher can act upofan

idea is by application. For example,-a teacher might say, "Okay, go do

`it," or "Let's follow that line Qf thought and see where it leads us," or

a

"What's the next step?", etc. Each of these examples are verbal Statements

by ?` eacher that forces the student or the clats to take the next logical

steps: applying the ideas which have come forth.

Comparison: One other way,that a teacher can act upon students'

ideas is through comparison of ideas. For example, a teacher may say,

"How does your statement compare with Stanley's?" or "Wasn't that what

Deborah had to say?" or "Would Thoreau have agreed with that interpreta-

tion?", etc. .Another way an idea is compared is with the facts. Thus a

teacher may say, "Is that really so?"'Or "What .do some of you others think

of that?" The intent is to examine the idei in comparison with other

A-10 Is



,factors. As long as ideas are being examined and compared they are truly

being used. If the stoldgnt idea gets lost, or the teacher imposes many of

his own ideas on the situation or discussion, then it becomes simple lectur-

ing or teacher talk or one kind or another.
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TRANSCRIPT

USING STUDENT IDEAS*

r

Directions:- Below is a transcript of a classroom discussion.
Each usgerlined teacher behavior is an example of
one.of the six categories of "Using Student Ideas."
In the left margin, identifywhich category you feel
is being illustrated. Lister category for each
underlined word or Phrase. -

Recently two oil tankers'collided in San Francis P Bat,

and they made a huge oil spill. What do you think you

could do to deal with the problem? What do youlhink? Jay?

(Children raise hands)

Cleanup the birds.

T: (Clean up the Ifirds?} Okay !writes!writes on the.boardV,Let's get

that. 'What else? What would you do to deal with dills

problem of oil.spill?

S: Probably send some rags or some stuff down there so they

could s,op it Up.

(4) T: 10kay.1, (asks for hands) Virginia?

5: You could-make a,machine that could... make the oil,go'

away, like, suck it all up and leave the'water there or

something.'

(5) T: 'Kind of like a vacuum cleaner, you mean?' Awrites on pow.
(6)

(9)

S:, Yeah.

Pnnit they have something like that? 'Don't they have a.

vacuum cleaner?

S: Yes, 1 think they do, but it's not very'uh...

T: jou don't think much of the vacuum cleaned So we could maks

better clean-up machines, is that what you mead Virginia?

S: Uh-huh. (teacher, writes on board)

A-13 20
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T: Murray?

S: It'll make more money for the taxpayers if they do that.

(10) T: iyou don't. like the idea of a better clean-up machinei

(11)

Why not? -

S: Cause it'd be more for ;Elie taxpayers to pay. That'd

make 'em pey more taxes.

T: 1What do you think? Fran?)

S: Well, why shouldn't the taxpayers just want to have it

cleaned up just as much: as any other person ? The) all

poi' taxes, why don't:they just pay more taxes and clean

it up?

(12) T: do you think, Murray? Do yOu like-frank.> lied

Why? Jag, do you have something to add to that ?.
,

(13)

114)

S: Well, 'no, but they could use mechanical machines to

guide the ships through instead of relying On the captain

to steer it.
a e

pkayl ((writes on boards Oh, somebody's excited.. What

vas that? Wanda?
..

-

4S: They Could% hive people looking out over to make sure that
.. .

there is, there isn't no ships coming the other way so

they won't crash into each other.

T: You like that?

S: Uh-huh. .

T: What d6 we call -them?

S: Watch-outs.

T: [What should I call them .watch:load ((Writes on board)I

S: Y?ah.

T: All 'right. Steve? 21
A-14
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(17)
(1C,

(19)

(2O)

(21.)

C

re

S: Why not just stop using oil in this country? t.

T': Oh. [What do you thirik4 (hands) (You've got an 'idea there/

S, I disagree because 'took at all the cars there are in'the

United States and think of all the people that work fort

oil companies and look.how many people would be out of jobs.

T: Marie, yotONk_worried-about'it-tcoo. khat?

S: Well, if they do" that what"will the ships be using and

most geople Vie it every .day in different ways, -too.

1: -(Steve; what was it you suggested?

S: Why not stop usiri9 oil in this country.

T: -Nu still don't -.oh, Jeff, youstill don't think that's

a good idea ?J You're shaking your head.. (hand) Jay?

S: Well, unless somebody invents a dev-., a motor or something'

to drive car. s that had no moving parts, you coildn't

omit oil.

(22)1 T: (Steve, it's xour ide4.,_you want to_Ar
4

(23)

(24)

(25)

S: Well, what about in tuialler quantities? Do we really need

as much as we have right now?

T: (painting at Jeff) would that satisfy YOU -.-,you still

look a little ...I
S: I don't know, because there would be lots of people still

out of work at the oil companies.

T: ILti-huh) Tim?

S: My don't we just 'use pipes? You know, We use them but

why don't we put double pipes over themyou know ...
.

. "Instead of putting the oil in ctankersA

S: Yeah?
42 7-A-15 .
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(27) )26
1

it
(28)
(29)

(31)

'(32.)

`
: (All righg 'let's get Steve's that

uo I

was to ...

S: Stop.using oil.

T: (Stop using oil] (Your idea Tim s-top-psirrgItYrikerstt

And to use plpes. I( puts on board)!

S: We use ,oipes but only we need double pipes in case their,

inside pipes break.

1140 your idea to stop using tankers_to carry oil?) °
.

.

S: Yeah.

T: dci you think of that (points at Jay) -4.4e1

4--

S: i4ell, 1,f one's going tc, break, the other one's going to
- ,

break, more or less, like if an earthquake or something,

you break both of them, not just the inner:one.

Yeah.

T: {you like that idea, Wan-d42)

S: No, it'll'break: The pipesql break. If you have an

earthquake- -just like he's talking about.

T: .(points at _Jiary) -Army, you have a notion.

5: Why don't we. use a plane to carry the

T: Marie?,

S: Can't 'they put a plastic one?

(34), T: 'plastic what?,

S: Tube, to carry the oil in.

(35) T: Kat do yi' thinkl Why riot-, you don't -- you're shaking

your head.

S: They'd break, they'd break easier... than the pi pes they're

using now.

(36) T: LStave, ou loOk'puzzledi Lo
.. A-16
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39)

40)

41)

(42)

143)

(44)

(45

O

S. It would -be as strong 'as metals like they would use because

it'c be a lot more brittle. (Hand is raised.)

T? Jay?

S: Well, if you're going to use flexible plastic it wouldn't'

have to be strong--itid give with the earthquake-or some-

thing:

lAll rilghtl we haveLt51 ideas here now. One was to_us.c.
t

plastic pipes an&one was to use plane j !Wasn't your idea

to use planes, Dave4lAll rightillet's_get this ud

*

a a
Wei/e moved on mow from.your ideas and we're trying to-see

. what it is you've thought up. Can't you see,how some of

these have. the same geheral idea about them?) Steve?

S: What aboutithe lighting ships and the guide ...

T: Oh, that's it. (Now how do these fit togetherV

S. Well, the light would help the-guide to witch.

(Teacher points to board as she talks.)

1

T: All 'edght, these are all Helping ideas, aren't theutanig;

6i1 tankers still but making their traffic safer. All right,

Lee's see- -I'll put down HOT" so you'll know that it's a
.t. 0.401,11/Mii

safe_oil tanker. Okay. Lighting ships, then, would be a

safety factor./ Are there any other safety factors Virginia?

S: The watch-outs.

T: Yes, watch-outs. What else?

S. The foghorns.

T: Foghorns? Which one is that? Here we go ...



Or

(46)

Y

4

I

T: We have first ideas to make the tankerssafe,* to make.the

traffic safe. Then if there is an accident yo0 have ideas

:for: clean -up.` (Points -to question regarding aot using Oil.)
4

tWhat is this idea? Whatbig idea does this havellJay?

-Ek--Well, stop using oilit's kind of different from ail the

others.
O

T:,, Yes, and.how is it diffelient?

,S: It's not using oil period, and it's just not like the other

ones--they all, have using ail and-that,one, tt just says

preventing
.

T: This is going to ado away with the whole_:problem, isnl.t it?

of oil spill. Some have the idea ofsafetyl.ka_thgre

be an accident. w(Categorizes gn board.) ...We hive the idea

(48) of etlean-up--better clean-up,-,in'case there Is asiiccident.

And this third idea"yod had was to do awe); with-011'u;

1

that there wouldn't be an accident at all. .

.1
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SSON -ORGANIZATION IN ,TEAMING*

This section if-designed to-provide a teaching supervisor with

some practical suggestions about intrOduCing o'rganizatiOn into teaching.,
.. . 4 .

Itshnuld aid ih discussions of teaching, but is not meant to be exhaus-
-t

tive, meely,;provocative. The accdthpanYing Protbcol material is meant

to stimulate discussion, Viewers ofthat Protocol should formulate

their own plans and regh tneir own conclusions about the use,of orgeht:'

zatiOn in teaching. The material that.folloWs is 'to aid the superOsor

i.
in leading'dfscussions which will clarify theuse of organization, and

aiphe student in understanding and'analyzing.the concepts'inolVed,
,

. ,., ,

so that the principleisA,etter mastered. 'The principle maybe stated .

as follows:0 when a teacher is perceived as a good organizer of the
.

,

I I

learning environment, it .is likely I itatthere will an increase in
.

student achievement and that students will develop a more positive

attitudiabout the'dasi.and the competency of the; teacher.

* The major concept tocundeidwd is that of'lesson organization.

We,consider the term "well organized" to be a rating given to a teacher

who exhibits some or &any ofthe ch racteristtcs descri- bed.below.

'Though it-sounds obvious,, the t Cher shopld insure that.a,lesson

starts off the desired direction. One Way to do this is to review

previous material and set the-stage for the current material. Inthis

way, perhaps-the structure of the curriculum can be made more explicit -

for the lear'rier.' Reviewing and previewing activities can accomplish

this job. Subsequent instruction can sometimes be aided by the use of

0,
-a
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a series of lower-Order questions.
These questions provide feedback

to the instructor abbut the level of knowledge in the class so that

instruction on a topic may be geared to the right level of understanding.

This-could, potentially,, give rise to ratings of the teacher as a "good

explainer". Part of that rating is based on the ability of the'teacher

to communicate to students at their own level, one of the clarity di-

9mensions which also indicates organization.'

A well organized teacher insures that the subject matter h2 is

concerned withis the major focus of discussion. This.-°i4 called task

orientation. It is appropriat' to be task oriented at the beginning

ofa lesson, such as when a teacher calls students to attention, or ,

says_"Okay, let's get busy, now." During a lesson, task orientation is

reflected in teacher statements like "You're getting off the subject"

or "Let's go on if we can,"etc. Task oriented behavior need not be

rigid adherence to a curriculum nor should it prevent some horsing .

'around at tie beginning of a lesson. It merely is teacher behavior

which insures that some semblance of businesslike teaching and learning"-

takes place over the long haul.

Another way to show organization in the beginning of a lesson is

to present to the students organizing concepts around which they can

integrate the subsequent presentation of material. For example, if the

1050h were on myths, the teacher might ask students to Apply what they

learn from certain common and recurring mythological events to the

stories about the lives of Buddha, Jesus, and Lincoln. Or, students.

may be asked to look for the signs of royal birth, assassination, hard'

A-20 27
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trials, etc: in religious, political, and industrial folk heroes. Or,

simplystudents may be asked to compare the mythical_ elements in the

life of King Arthur with the known events in his life. Though the ftrm

of the advance. organizer might vary, when it is used it, can provide

structure for the student. It not only shows the teacher as we)1 organized -

but also helps organize material for the student.

Another method of showing organization at the start of a lesson is

to explicitly state the aims 4nd goals of the lesson. Thus, rather than

plunging into a lesson or starting with a statement 'Ike "Today we'll

talk of the French economy," a teacher may begin by stating:

"After this discuss ion and talk you should be able to state

three of France's most important imports and three of her

most important exports. Further, you will be 4ble.to list

the four countries most dependent on France for market' or

for goods. Finally, you should be able to write of the

effects on the French economy of the European EConomic

Community."

These behavioral objectives inform the student of exact* what'll,

expected of him for this lesson. A teacher who can state such expliL.t

goals and then provide a lesson whieh accomplishes most af thete goals

for most of the students 'is extremely well organized.

Part of what is meant by "well organized" is the air of-efficiency

which permeates, a class where the teacher is personally highlS, organized.

,
Personal habits like having pictures to illustrate a topic, or using an

overhead projector to show graphs or other important material contribute

A-21



to high rating of the teacher's organization. Other aspects of

Personal organization how in the teacher who knows how much time to

spend on one topic or with one student before moving on. It shows in

having papers graded on time and tests returned with informative

feedback, rather than just a grade. The highly organized teacher anti-

cipates many of the needs whi.ch will arise. during a lesson, prepares

lists of extra readings or assignments in adVance, and has references

handy in order to respond to any student requests.

During the lesson-the organizgd teacher, with clear goals in

mind, can signal the end of one segment and the beginning of another.

'n, this way students are proiided with reference points so that they

may know where the lesson is, in light of where it is going:
a

During the lesson the teacher can also emphasize important aspects

of the material. Either verbal emphasis like "Now this is important,'

or visual emphasis such as listing key words on the board canbe used.

When emphasis is given to the material that really does count, the

lesson is usually perceived to be task relevan't, targetted directly

on course, etc.

A rating of the organization of a lesson is also greatly affected

by how the lesson ends. The inclusion,of a summary in the presentation

of material serves.to tie up the basic lesson content and again snow
*

the structure or flow of what has been presented. A

If questions were asked of the students at the beginning of the

lesson to serve as organizers, then by the end of the lesson they

should be answered:

A-22 4Z 9



When objectives- are reached, a lesson or lesson segment should be

ended quickly. There is no need to elaborate and dwell on material

which has already been mastered. The well organized teacher knows

.

when to stop.

Organization is also in evidence when, deliberate attempts to tie

material to other aspects of the curriculum are made. Thus a teacher

inight,00te that a lesson on the French economy can tell us things

about national economies in general; or that the- study of thel French

economy points up_the interdependence among events in man made systems,

which is analogous to the interdependence among events in natural

sy:tcms, like the water cycle, etc. These deliberate attempts to tie

a lesson, to other courses or to material.that was presented earlier or

is yet to be presented "'anchor" the lesson and provide for the student

'the widest possible associative -net. This,anchoring is also part of

what we mean when we say a teacher is "well organized."
1

All of the above kinds of tea her behavior contribute to a rating

of well organized for teachers.
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Teacher Behaviors Involved In
Lesson Organization

Components:

.1) Specification of abject-Rives- clearly stated objectives
for a lesson.

2) Review- context for students "to organize the events
which are to transpire.

3) Task Orientation- bringing the claw to attention and
maintaining attention throughout the lesson.

4) Signals of Transition - 'words and actions that tell one
part of the lesson is ending and another part is

0 beginning.

r

5) Emphasis- emphasis upon particular words or ideas to be
learned.

6) Clarity of explanation

7). Check for student comprehension.

8) Personal organilation of teacher- businesslike, achieve
ment-oriented, concerned with intellecutual or cog:-
nitive content; systematic, responsible, prepared and
poised.

9) Summary- review at the end of a lesson.
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TRANSCRIPT

LESSON ORGANIZATION

Directions: Each of the following teacher statements is an example
of one of the nine components of lesson organization.
Beside each statement, identify which component of or-
ganization you think it ,represents.

1. Let me give.you the definition of a capital good. Let

me give you a definition. Capital goods are any goods

which are man made, which when used are not themselves

used up in the process.

2. Okay, fine, alright. Now, if we tried to explain

McCarthy's defeat, could you now be able to 0,0 several

factors, uh, let's say three-factors that explain why

he goes down the tubes ultimately? Is that clear now?

Okay, not clear? Alright. Suppose we put it in the

framework of this kind of a question. What ...

3. Okay, today we have begun to find out who helps the

President in solving the problems he faces. You'll find

out tonight in your homework assignment who these others

are and what they do to help. Tomorrow the dais will

hear the reports from you youngsters who have done the

research. Do you have any questions?

4.
Right! It's the second time that redly rakes it important.
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5. You should be able to, 'after this .lesson today, to.list

a number.of surpluses and to be able to cell which one is

most important. In-addition, you should be'able to define

capital goods and social overhead capital.

6- Alright, good. Cities of Refuge were cities set aside

for two types of people: those who were.guilty of 6npre-

Meditated, myrder or accidental death, causing the accidental,

1

C v

death of someone else, and soldiers. Soldiers mho went

out to fight under Yahweh's, lari killed people. But they

were fred of any kind of blood revenge by virtue of

these Cities of Refuge that Yahweh, had established. Ah,

actually, what it came down to, the soldersoutof his

first month's paicotild--he plunked down a few coins which i

went into the treasuries of these-cities, and that in

effect, I shouldn't say bought him off, but,in effect it

dish It meant that he was, it was symbolic of his having

gonCto the City of Refuge and spent some time there. So

he was innocent then. I

7 -1
Last time in looking at the Ten Commandments we saw that

there was a great similarity between the Ten Cohmandments

and Hamm4rabi's Code. Today we're going to go a little

bit 'further. *1
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8. Any questions about that?-That's due Thursday.

a,

9. Alright, well, we've talked_of surpluses and we've talked

.of capital goods; now let us take a look at the one pre-
,

condition for take-off, which is social overhead capital,

10. Do you have another example?

S: All the money we're spending on defense.'

T: Okay.

S: What?

S: On defense, like, you know, Vietnam. We're not getting

anything out "of. that, a bunch of,dead people.

T: Dave, you're getting off the subject. We don't Want to get

into the social aspects offighting yet-'-we'll save that

til we get to our next .class;

Okay, then we elaborated on several reasons that explain

why,McCarthy did gain the Success which he did, including

this last possible economic reason. Earlier in the per4od

we examined some of the factors in\McCarthy's defeat, And

on your test tomorrow, causal explanations, either for, he

defeat or the success; it is impossible for me to over-

emphasize,
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12. Well, let's see if we can find out about some others

that help the President. [Teacher raises map to show
1

list of Presidential helpers written on .blaCkboard.]
3.

Now here's your homework assignment. You're to find
4

.

out what these people do to help the President. Do we I

have some volunteers?

13. iAnd by the end of the period today you should have--you

'should be able to tell me three, at least three modern

laws that come ultimately froM the book of Exodus or ,

-. i

earlier. You'll have an opportunity in your homework

to do more than this, but I'd like--I think by the end .

of the period each of you should be able to identifys

three modern legal areas.

14. So we've seen today some examples of laws which we have

today which"can be traced back to the Old jestament:

workmen's compensation, negligence, laws protecting

'workers, and finally, of course, and most important, the

Lex Taliones, the idea that the punishment mu%t be commen-

surate with the crime.

15. Right! Right! Now that's crucial to the understanding o

this idea.
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16., Now, today when we're done we'll-know more about who.

helps the President.to do these things. Now keep this

in mind: thlse are big problems and one man can't do it

all, so there must be ways that he can get help. ,NoW

we'll try to find out, try to'understand wht it's like

to be Prdsident.',Let's see if we can name some of the

helpers.

17. 'Now the homework for tomorrow is on the board. Exodus'

33 to 34: The law analysis is due Thursday and that's

what P.11-be passinl out now. If you'll do that now,

Brian? What I'm %ling to ask you to do' in this., 1.1.vi

listed on these dittoes three coltimns. In the first
.

column I've given the Old Teitament passage ...

18 . Let's go on if we can.

v.
19. Okay, now yesterday'our discussion centered around the

issue of whettier one should testify befOre a Congressional

Committee or not during McCarthy' t time. And there were'

some main, ideas that came out; that is, factors which

influenced a person's decision as to whether he would

testify. 'What were some of those factors?

S
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20. -Okay, now we're through with some of the specific'examRles

4"

4

some of the smaller examples inmIxodus, and we're gonna

move onsnow to 4 much larger concept, one that isprobab1y

the most important legal concept in the Old Testament.

That is What's called the Lex Taliones.

e

9
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PRAISE AND CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK IN` TEACHING*

Praise

A student's need for Commendation from the teacher is,reco§nized by

all educators and forms part of the preparationof each future teacher.

Teachers can see early -1r their career that students are more responsive .

and"successful 'when commendation is gEnerously provided. When a stutient

succeeds and is praised, his feelings of competency are strengthened. He

.
will be more confident to,step further. If on the other hand his 'success'

is ignored, .he miry thiik*that'his own achievement was "really not sb. great."

And he mayno be anxious to repeat the achievement. The effect of praise

vary with each student.- A student who is clever, popular and secure

may not need positive reinforecha for eacksuccess.. But a 'student wh$

often fails academically and socially may relish and savor his memory of

an achievenent'whiCh resulted ih praise. In either case, and for the vast

area in between the'extremes, students will _generally respond affirmatively

to praise. Adequate commendation will often have carry-oVer effects. ,By
..

praising positive behavior,the student's citizenship,-*his academic pec.for-

mance! his social relationspios, and his self-image will be strengthened.
1.

Verbal praise is the mosteasily recognized type of praise. ,Several.
.... . .- .

'teacher responses which.exemplify verbal p'r'ise are:

l'-' ' liondertil:

That is well organ4-ed..

Your handwriting is neat %.

Is
like ybur promptness.

You wear attractive dresses.

.6101tobd.

. %
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A smile, blush, or inner satisfaction is the usual student response. As

a teacher liarns to give honest, spontaneous verbal praise he will be apt

to strengthen rapport with the class members. To just think the expression

of praise is not adequate. Unless the approbation is expressed, ttfi student

will not benefit by the teacher's reaction. For example:

While grading a student's paper the teacher writes "good" in her book.

In a discussion with other teachers, one teacher defends a student's
behavior.

The student receives a higher grade because of good penmanship.

Although these statements reflect favoreble attitude's toward the student,

he is unaware of their occurrence. In such cases his b!thavfor fs not changed.

Praise can be used to strengthen already existing behavior patterns, or it

can be used to shape behavior patterns ..ich are considered desirable.

Praise can be conveyed without words. Most teachers will agree that

they have neither the time nor the inclination to verbalize every positive

reaction to the behavior of each student. To constantly vocalize praise

may not only be tedious for the teadheP, but it may seem phoney to the

students. Nonverbal positive reinforcement may be in the form,of a smile,

mnod, a handshake, a pat, a hug, or other physical demonstration relaying/

the affirmatives, impression. These nonverbal encouragements may be more

satisfactory to shy students as they are often more subtle and may be per-

.
formed without the other class members being aware of them. The extent and

type of praise will alsd depend upon the conduct being approved. A Small

-
achievement may merit nonverbal praise, while a major achievement may call

for verbal attention.

A third type a praise comes.ln the form of tokens. Tokens may include

trophies, stars on a chart; rewards of more enjoyable tasks, "J." marks,
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merit points, etc. The system of rewards and punishments has long been

used in education. These materials-focus-only on the rewarding posifbi-
,

lities for a teacher. A spanking is the historical token of negative

behavior; a gold star has classically symbolized excellent behavior.

Tokens, including grades, Ire a strong factor in determfning students'

actions. In the secondary
schools especially, students are not as con-'

cerned about "pleasing the teacher" as they are about getting a diploma

or scholarship, two very significant tokens. Most teachers have seen a

sudden spurt of effort from students who-were told they "bordered between

an A and a B." Students seek the affirmation that is inherent in the high

grades. Further, nonverbal expressions of smiles and verbal approval

often accompany the high grade token.

An understanding of proper conditions for giving praig willtmake the

praise seem natural and will eliminate embarrassment. A teacher usually

praises academic achievement. That is important, especially to students

who seldom achieve. But a teacher must also teach' ccepted social behavior.

A most effective way of regulating social action is to laud good conduct

and react negatively or not at all to unacceptable social behavior. Such

factors as dress standards, morality, use of drugs, etc. may be influenced

by the attitudes conveyed by the teacher. In order to avoid didacticism,

a teacher may choose verbal and nonverbal means to express praise or

reproach. Examples of social praise could include:

Encouraging student concern for ecology by
writing a letter to a local newspaper
applauding studolt involvement.

Praising students for establishing personal
dress standards without school control.

Allowing students to leave the classroom
without a hall pass.
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Another condition for praise would be the presence or absence of

witnesses. A teacher may wish to compliment'a girl's hair style, but

would find it inappropriate to call the attention of other students to

the single student. A smile may be all that is necessary to

let the girl know her appearance is pleasing. Prite praise is often

possible before or-after class session. Itcis quite common for a

student'to place herself within-the range of the teacher to allow the

teacher,to react. Students, especially in grade school, expect and look

forward to the private praise i teacher frequently gives for outstanding

social and academic behavior. It is important to publicly praise many

outstanding actions (especially if the behavior occurs outside the realm

of the classmates). A track or other sports-victory, an election victory,

or outstanding academic success often warrants public praise from the

teacher. It serves several purposes: (1) lets the student know that the

teacher is aware of the achievement, (2) alerts classmates to the situation

so they also can express praise, and (3) reinforces the student's behavior

so he will want io achieve again. A seemingly small success of a student

unused to success may warrant classroom recognition to serve the same

purposes listed. above.

Praise town entire group can be used.to control the actions of the

group. A self-fulfilling prophecy is involved. If the teacher tells a

class how good they are, the students may. feel good and, thus, act good.

The converse of this is true also - a class told that,it is noisy and slow

to learn may express rebellion by being noisy and reluctant to achieve.

Praise to the whole group is in order when the majority of the class

achieves for, a period of time or does a group project well. The class is

4
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also apt to work harder If the teacher coaxes the students with such

phrases at, "I know youcan do this exercise today," or "I think you are

ready to tackle this harder problem." Telling the class members that they

are generally neat and tidy will promOte continued care. Such praise

establishes a climate that often makes the class willing to work with the

teacher 'to learn.

Most praise relates to the behavior of students. In fact, it is the.

use of contingent praise whichsis the most effective in modifying behavior.

But a teacher can express praise for circumstances not tied to behavior.

Such comments as, "Your eyes are such a nice brown," "I like that shade

of ink," "I appreciate this nfice, heavy paper," etc. also convey praise.

These non- explicit expressions of praise are often helpful when a teacher

wants to praise a particular student, but the student has performed no

particularly praiseworthy behavior. Even such trivial events as comple-

menting a student't choice of ink may cause the student to think of himself

as having good taste and being discriminating. A student may interpret a

compliment on his eye-color as meaning, "The teacher thinks I am good-

looking. She especially likes my eyes. They are really prc.ttyl"

Praise must be properly timed. Most often a student's praise imme-

diately follows a praiseworthy act. To delay the praise may give the

student the feeling that the praise is superficial and perfunctory, that the

teacher is-"just doing his duty." Delayed praise is often used, however,

as in the case of report cards - an example of rewards which are issued

periodically. To recall past praiseworthy action may have positive value

for a student. It may serve,to lift his goals to match previous action

and may convey a positive feeling for a teaeherwho did not forget past

4:
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;achievement. Delayed praise may be appropriate in summarizing the

completed work of a unit or term. General good conduct that does note

merit daily praise may warrant praise at such a-time. Such items as

sustained good tendance, constant good citizenship, or consistent happy

mat 'eserve occasional praise.

Teachers, by virtue of their role, are important to students. To
,

receive the approbation of the teacher is vital to the sound academic and

emotional well being of many (especially young) students. Often students

may worry unproportionately at the withholding of praise by'a teacher.

Lack of praise can make ,a- student's life miserable. He may feel'inade-

(Nate and debased without praise or, on the other hand, sczup and accepted

if he receives appropriate praise.,

Corrective Feedback

Feedback that attempts to modify the student's answer when it is either

wrong (definitely incorrect) or off target (not a correct, anticipated or

appropriate response, but neither Is it definitely incorrect) is what we

are calling correcti,..2 feedback. It is not purely disapproval, but instead

tries to channel a student's response such that he can be correct.

Corrective feedback can occur in five different ways:

1. Cueing and prompting: For example, when a teacher says, "What do

you think the word 'renaissance' means?", and a student responds with

"nature," the teacher can provide cues and prompts by saying "How 'about re,

like in revive or rededicate or reincarnate?" Then the teacher may follow

with, "What are some words that start with the nai soundt?" If and when

the word "nativity" comes out, the teacher can talk of rebirth as the

meaning for renaissance. Thus the teacher has corrected ustudent response

4'0
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through cueing, prompting,
hints, suggestions and clues of various

sorts.

2. Giving directions: Directions may simply be,,"Check your answer

with the book," or "Pair up with Samuel, he'll show you how it's done,"

or "Look it up in ...," or "Think about it some more," etc. The key to

directions is that there is a command of some sort. The intent of the

command by the teacher is to provide help to'the students in correcCog

an answer.

3. Maintaining responses: When a student seers to be on the right

track, but has given a wrong response, a teacher may try to get continued

responding until a right response is made. A teacher may say, "No, not

.- quite," or "Almost," or "Try again," etc. It is also possible for the

teacher to maintain responding through tone of voice, such as a quizzical

"What was that?" or "How many?" By conveying disbelief in the first

answer through her tone of voice, a ieacher may prod a student into con-

tinued responding until a correct answer is given. The teacher is not

structuring the responding, as in cueing or prompting. Nor is the teacher
.

issuing instructions on how to'solve the problem, as in giving directions.

In this instance the teacher is trying to help a student to make a correct

response when the ability to do so is present, but the student is not quite

getting it.

4. Probing: This technique moves a student toward a different

response. Some typical probes to an incorrect student'answer are "Do you

really think that is so?", "If A.41 and BC, why is it possible that Ater

"Would that condition change if smoking occurred?" Sometimes probing in

these instances is like a Socratic dialogue. Sometimes it is simple

persuasion.
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By using praise for correct responding and corrective feedback

when incorrect responses occur, a teacher is likely to be perceived as

a positive person, and one likely to have a positive effect on learning.
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PRAISE EXERCISE*

Directions: Place an X in the column(s) that pertain-t0 the situation
described.
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1. John received the highest
citizenship grade.

2. When *Jose finished
reading, the teacher
applauded loudly.

3. The teacher told Jose's
parents that Jose .s an

outstanding reader.

.
Y

4. After Joan solved the '

problem, the teacher found no
mistakes. _So she placed an
A above the problem.

:

5. The coach said, "You are
the best quarterback on the
team."

6.-The PC teacher gave extra
points to girls who showed
good sportsmariship.

7. "My teaLher really seemed
to like my dress," said Lori.'

8. The teacher patted my*
shoulder,as I placed the
litter in the can.

,

.

,17

.

.
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9. "Your patriotism is

contagious," she told the
class.

----

0. The teacher admired
John's choice of costume.

11. The debators beamed with
pride as the principal
listed their achievements.

J2. Sally's service at the
hospital was described by
her English teacher.

.

13. A letter of commendation
will be sent -to the best.
citizen' in the class.

14. The teacher smiled '

encouragingly to John as
he read the difficult
paragraph. .

ti .

..

.

15. John stood in front of
the class as his leadership
qualities were itemized. . .

.

16. Mrs. Brown hodded to

each student who correctly

solved,es-chalkboird
problel.

.

;-

.

.17. "Mary uses such pretty,
colors!" exclaimed her
teacher.

18. "The valedictorian is
Susan Brown,", announced the
principal.

.
.
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CORRECTIVL FEEDBACK

EXERCISE *

Directions: There are four types of corrective feedback:.
(A) cues

(B) directions

(C) probing, and'
(0) maintaining responses
Each of the following statements is an example of one
type of corrective feedback. You are to identify these
teacher statements according to which type of feedback
yO'Ll think it represents.

"Are you sure &it's the rignt answer?"

"You can'find the correct answer in your textbook."
\

3. . That's note quite it."

4. "Doe tiI4,t answer go along with what Bill said earlier?"

5. "If you study with Judy, I'm sure you'll see the answer."

6. "The answe, can be compared with Joan's.ifyou still think
you're right,." .

\

7. "You say the answer is . , but why not look at it this way?"

3. "suppose Hitler was not chakcellor--w14 would Papen have done?"

9. "You've almost got i,t, go On."

10.
. "Your answer is not cOmplete, is it?"

.11. "Are yob sure that what you have developed discusses all of
the causes?"

o

12. "Perhaps if you focus Your attention on the anterior portion
you can see the rtlevant attributes."

13. "Not quite, try again."

14. "Have you considered the outcome of such actions when no one
rebels?"

15. "If you apply your hypothesis to a different sample, won't the
results change?"

16. "Turn the crystal 45° anci see if the answer continues to be
the same."'

17. "Why don't you reexamine the causes of the Mexican War in light
of the Southern desires for more territory?"
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USING QUESTIONS IN TEACHING*

Questioning at an instructional technique has been recommended to

teachers since,Socrates first used it to draw out ideas from itudentt..

A steady stream of boods and monographs on the "art of questioning"

have appeared overthe years. These attest to the belief that appro-

priate questioning behavior is an important teacher characteristic.

A common theme throughout the literature is that questioning is a means

by which a teacher stimulates thinking--the means with which sbe elicits.
A

higher order mental processes such as critical judgment. itwas John

Dewey yoho pointed out that thinking itself is questioning. 40tAlguld
ro

seem that the critical requirement for a "good" classroom question is

that the question prompt the student to use ideas rather than just

remember them. The generally accepted preMise is that the form of the

question serves as thi stimulus for eliciting certain kinds,of cognitive

activities which may range from simple recall to,highly complex inferences

from data.

Thus one of the first things a potential questioner must learn to

recogniie is the fact that questions have different characteristics,

Among the manytypes of questions we may distinguish two: those which'

are factual or lower-order and those which are more complex or higher-

* order questions. Some people break down the lower-order omemory

category into two sub-categories, knowledge and comprehension. Likewise,

some people break down the category of higher-order questions into a

number of sub-categories such as interpretation,' analysis, syithesis,

evaluation, etc. The, reason for'attemPting to identify different kinds

,
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of questions is quite simple; it is bblieved that different, types of

Weitions produce different kinds of cognitive-responses on the part

ofstudents.

Not all stuaeni responses are cogni ve; some cart be through

simple classrbom observation. For example, when a teacher asks a

. _

simple memory question like, Who wal the sixteenth president of the

United Statei?", students often wildly raise their hands, utter such

.*

. sounds as "ooh-000" which, in general,otry to attract the teacher's
,,,

attention so the student may be called upon. The students are sure .
.

* -they know the answer. They are sure they can deliver a response which
.

.
.

the teacher will accept as correct. On the ether hand, then a question

is highly complex, students will often ask for clarification of the

question, or show signs of puzzlement, or tentatfoeness in the hand-raiiihgv

that occurs. These are observable behavioral indicators of thetimpliCify.

or tomplexity of the various questions that are being asked, Thus even

through simple observation, and without any,accest to the cogniive

structure of students, we can often see the effects of questions.

Questioni can also be asked in certain kinds of sequences. Fpr

example, a number of factUal questions.in a row can be used to establish

. a certain data base'.,' This can be followed by a higher-order question

whichrincorporates materfal from the established factual data base.-

Other strategies might call for simple alternation of lower,brder and

higher-order questions. The "correctness" or "incorrectness" of using

the various strategies is unknown. What is desirable is that the teacher

recognize that such strategies, de exist;
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r Another strategy observed in teachers beSides the sequencing of

questions is the use of "personalizing". Perstnalizing occurs when a

teacher'applies rather abstraCt ideas or historical events to everyday

situations that students are "familiar with.. Thus, thouph the class may

be discussing th *unique customs and habits of some'tribe, the teacher

can make an impcirtaatanthropoldgical point by'asking students if any

unique or private behaviors occur within their own family. Certain

favorite sayings 6- customs, etc. .might show how each family is in
.

its
.

if a unique culture. Or, when a literary concepf'as loneliness Is-
4

being discussed, one might ask student to'destribe the feelings-'of
,

loneliness. that they might ttiemselves:haverfelt. Personalizing an
. . ,

.

abstract concept can therefore bring it cld'ser td the studentsl.

In summary,. what shotild,6e understood about questions is that they
./.

-

vary in type

.

(along any of a, number of dimensions), that they have

.

... ..

,

.1
. ,

com lexity, andlthatthey'Canibe Combined into certain.kinds of question-

dif erent effects upon students depending upon'their.simplicity or
.

,

ing:strategies. . 44
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Classroom Interaction
"Questioning"*

Sander's Taxonomy of Questions

Lower order
question - Memory- student recalls or recognizes information

Translation- student -changes information into a differ-

ent symbolic form or language.

Interpretation- student discovers relationships among

facts, generalizations, definitions, values, and

Higher order
questions

skills.

Application- student solves a life-like problem requir-

ing both identification of the issue and the se-

lection and use of appropriate generalizations and

skills.

Analysis- student solves a problem in the light of con-

scious knowledge of the parts and forms of think-

ing.

Synthesis- student solves a problem which requires orig-

inal creative thinking.

Evaluation- student makes a judgment of good or bad, right

or wrong, according to standards which he himself

designates.
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QUESTIONING TRANSCRIPT *

DilectLow.: Uolow is a traw,cript of a classroom
dIscussion. Each teacher question is an
example of onu of the categories of question-
ing.outlined in Sander's Taxonomy of Questions,.
To the left of each teacher question, indicate
tho category that "you feel is being ii lustratqd.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

T: Let's pick up for a minute on something that happened at

the beginning of this scene. What prevented, right at

the beginning, Huck and Jim from seeing the raft?

S: The fog.

T: The fog. Why couldn't they yell to each other in the fog?

(hands) Amanda?

S: Well, Huck said that he couldn't recognize things or recognize

voices. And they kept giving hoots to each other (another

student: whoops - whoops ) whoops to each- other.
f

T: Okay. They gave whoops and they gave nollers but they still

couldn't recognize them. Where were Jim and Huck heading?

Jennie?

S: Cairo.

T: They were heading towards Cairo. (hands) Why were they

heading towards Cairo? Silis?

S: I want to ask a question.

T: Okay, go ahead.

S: Is Cairo the capital of Egypt?

T: Is Cairo the capital of Egypt?

S: Uh-huh.

S: to.

59
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

T: Amanda:

S: They were heading towards Cairo 'cause that was in the,

free states.

T: Okay, that was in the free states. Is there another Cairo

in Egypt? Rachel le?

S: Yes, there. is.

T: Is it the capital of Egypt?

S: That's what it says in the dictionary.

T: Okay. That's what it says in the dictionary. What trick

did Huck play on Jim? Jennie?

S: Umm, he made Jim think that when they lost the raft and

when it got -- when they were separated, .he made Jim think

that it was all a dream.

T: Okay, why did Huck play such a trick on Jim now? Jennie?

S: Um, because, maybe Jecause he hadn't, played- a trick in a

long time.

T: And was just in a kind of mood to play a trick on somebody

and put something over on somebody. Do any of you disagree

with that? Do you think that Hack had other motivations,

for playing such a trick? Nobody disagrees? Timothy?

S: He just came,,up at the right time and something happened.

just for that trick.

T: The right time?

S: He knows all these tricks, and you know, he has this trick

and he does it.

T: What's the right time? What do you mean by that? Greg?
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(12)

(14)

S: Uh, like he probably had a, you know, ha a; wanted to

play a trick and he was just waiting for, you know, a

chance to do it.

T: Do you disagree with the opinion that Jim held of Huck when

he found out the kind of trick that he'd been--that had been

played on hjm?
o

S: What?

: Do you agree with the opinion Jim had of Huck, or do you

think that he was unjustified in tting so angry and so

upset. After all it was just a game, wasn't it?, Bonita?

S: I think that, um, would you repeat the question?

T: Sure. I was trying to get at whether you agreed with Jim

feeling angry and upset and enraged over the fact that a

trick hadleen played on him.,

S: I agree with this opinion because I would have felt bad if

somebody did that to me too because, well, I don't like to

be played tricks on, especially as bad as the one Huck

played on Jim.

T: Can .you think of an example of prior to this chapter when

Huck had pangs of conscience? After-alli he was helping a

runaway "nigger", wasn't he?

S: Yes.

T: Laurie;

S: One time he was just about to give Jim up and the man was

coming on hisbboat and'he said, he asked Jim, he asked Huck

if he has anybody with him and then they said, "What. color

is her" and then he stops and thinks about it and then he
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(16)

(17)

(18)

P

says he was white.

o

T: And that -was the turning point', wasn't it? Because Mack

was just determined that if he'd been brought up right

'and proper that he wasn't going to Om his best friend in,

was he?

As a result of this episode, ,this raft scene, how does the

relationship between Huck and Jim change? Rachelle?

S: CoulOou repeat the question?

T: Sure. Um. After this scene' where Huck finds, you 'know,

'ploys a trick on Jim ar.d Jim realizes that he's been made

a ,fool out of;_how does the relationship between the two

boys change? Amanda?

5: Well, at first they had a really, really close relation-

ship and they, well they lost the raft, they were looking

for each other but then when Huck played the trick on Jim

the relationship kind of turned 'cause, and Jim felt really

. badly about it and he just kind of left.

T: Okay. Do6 anyone disagree? Greg?

S: Um. Well, I don't actually' disagree but urn, they did

kind of come a little closer together after,-. you know,

at the end when they both felt, you know, sad about each

other.

T: So in other words, you think possibly instead of growing

farther apart they're actually brought together. How are

they brought together? Laurie?
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S Urn urn, they kind of told what they felt for each other

a Huck didn't kr,uw he didn'tfete that, well, liked him'

that much, so when he thought he was dead, he wos so anxious

to see him, Urn, Huck didn'tknovi he felt,.he was so close

to Jim. Huck feeling so close to hide.

(19) T: So in other words, a bad scene tike _that actually brought

the two people closer together. Have you ever:had an

experience like that where you're, say in a fight with

your best friend, or you disagree with a teacher and get.

in a real bad argument with a teacher, and then afterwards,

that kind of experience makes you closer to that perso'ct?

Lisa?

S: Well, Rita and me were outside and we didn't like Vicki

that day, we were real mad'at her. And so when we were out

on the yard she wanted to go get a pizza ,in the cafeteria and

so while she was in there we ran away from her, we were

hiding from her. So, uh, so wheg she got back in the class-

room she was feeling all bad and everything and then we made

up.

Ahd when you made up you felt closer for it?

4 S: Yes.

(20) T: Okay. What is the meaning of the phrase, "Huck had diffi-

culty humbling himselfbefoi-e a nigger and it took fifteeri

minutes before he could do so." Bonita?

S: Well, he had to sort of think it over because, well, it

wasn't up to his um, well . .
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T: Can anybody help her witlithe word to fill in. -Timothy?

S: Well he din't, like-she,Said, white people Aidn'i want to

apologize to black people and it,would be lower and they'd

lose their pride.

(21) T: How do the rest of you feel,about that kind of situation
,

existing today? Where a white person As embarrassed to

humble himself before a black person? Jennie?

S: Um, in some cases people.are prejudiced and they feel. that

they shouldn't humble themselves to someone who 'doesn't

look like them.,

'(22) T: Okay: Considering what you've said about prejudice, if the

a raft scene, imagine in your mind, it could have *.,:ken place

today instead of when it took place. How would it have been

different do you suppose? Jennie?'
0

z

S: Well I don't think Jim would have taken it so seriously

.5

'cause he wouldn't have to run away from slavery.

4

4 o
3
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SESSION II

Overview
,

Session II begins with the film, "Withdrawal. Behavior". Rtpresentedi
in the film are student behaviors exhibited .as pupil withdrawal, recogniflon
of the problems, its causes, and how both student and teacher can avoid the
problem.

40
.

., .
.

"Classroom Management" combines positive reinforcement, group alerting,
learner accountability and withitnt5s'into one section. The subtqpic, "Positive
Reinforcement" emphaSizes a variety of positive reinfortement techniqUes-to
help teachers adapt to, varied classroom situations and routines.' Another of
the subtopics, "Group-Alerting" involves teacher behaviors designed to keep
4Students alert in theClassroomt while increasing pupil work involvement and ,
reducing deviant behbior in the classroom. The.concept of "Learner'Accounta- )
bility" is based on the, teacher's usof accountability strategies in the class-.
room; thus, reflecting 4 higher degree of student-work involvement and fewer
class disruptions. The\s,ubtopic "Transitions" is conoerned with cla4.42dm_
management techniques exhibited by the teacher for the *pose of, facilitating
the smooth transition frpm one classroom activity toanother. last of the'.
subtopics in this section is "Withitn , 'ch refers to the-teacher behavior
demonstrated due to her knowledge of what Is go' g on in the classroom. To
further clarify, the tea her, through communication with her children, is aware 4of what the children are ctOally.doing and at the same time increasing student
work involvement and decreasing any-disruptive student - behavior.

,p .

Directions

This supplement contat s two sections entitled "Withdrawal Behavior" and
. "Classroom Management".' " lassroom Management" tontaths, fourisubto0Cs. In

Where transcripts or exerciseses are provided, you may complete them either

each'section you will be led to read and study the written inforMation. ,

individually or in small graups totest your learning comprehension.- below
you will find directions for the completion of each section. Read the directions
-carefully before you begin o insure succosfur completion of each seaion.
Be sure to check the answers\ with the facilitator.

\

V.

Withdrawal Behavior

1. ,dead ana study the definition of "Withdrawal".
2. Using your own words, complete the- Pre - Viewing Activit'es.
3. 'View the ,film.
4. Review aggressive behavior 3nd then complete the Pot-Viewing

Activities in small groups.
5. Check your answers to the Post-Viewing exercises with the program

facilitator.
-6. Read, study and supply the information needed'for the subtopics,

"Think a Little More About the Causes of Withdrawal" by working in
small groups.

B-1
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,Withdrawal Behavior, continued

7. Choose a class period where withdrawal of students sometimes occurs,
then complete the subtopic, "NOwAse the Concept For Yourself".

8. B prepared to discuss the above classroom activity inithe next session.

(
Classroom Management*

A. Positive Reinforcement

1: The facilitator will,give an oral presentation oVef the following mater-
ials: "Classroom Management Through Positive Reinforcements"*; "Teacher
Attention As a Reinforcer"; "Activities and Priwiledps as'Re;nforcers."

B. Group Alerting

1. Read and study "Group Alerting - Description-of the Concept ".
- 2. Follow the instructions given, and complete the transcrit "Group. ,

Alerting". ,

3. Check your answers kith the group facilitator.'

C. Learner Accountability
8

1.- Read study "-Learner Accountability - Description of-the Concept".
2. From structions given, supply the necessary information for the

transc ipt, "Learner Accountability" by working in small groups.
3. Check our answers with the program facilitator.

D. Transitions

a

1. Read and s dy "Transitioni - Description of the Concept"
2. Roleplay or rite out on the,sheet provided a clasSfroom situation

which incorps ates one of the three behavioral indicators of transition.
Write it or rileplay it first in a negative manner, then in a positive
manner.

E. Withitness

1. Read and s edy "Withitness - Description of the Concept".
2. Follow t' instructions given, and complete the transcript, tWithitness"

in smal groups.
3. ,Check your answers with the program facilitator.

* The source of materials indicated throughbut the supplement may be
found i e Facilitator's Guide,

B-2
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WITHDRAWAL BEHAVIOR*

t;$

WITHDRAWAL: ",..to turn away (as eyes) fromran object of attention;
to draw back or aside; to remove oneself from participation;
to become socially or emotionally detached."(Webster's
Dictionary)

No teacher wants to be' the cause of pupil withdrawal. Most teachers want
to motivate pupils, to excite them, to keep them involved. Yet, pupils
'do withdraw - frequently, and in larger numbers. What can a concerned
teacher do? He can become more observant - more sensitive. He can learn
to recognize the specific behaviors that signal pupil withdrawal. Then,
he can look for the causes of that withdrawal. Where he is himself the

.cause - he can control. By learning to control his own behavior, the
teacher can begin to reduce pupil withdrawal.

I. PRE-VIEWING ACTIVITIES

0-Think about the behaviors of pupilsPand teachers you have seen in
the classroom. In your own words, write What you think pupilQ withdrawal means:

_ How do you know when a pupil or a teacher has withdrawn? Describe the
way a person may act when he is withdrawing.

II. NOW VIEW THE-FILM: WITHDRAWAL

B-3
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W. POST-VIEWING ACTIVITIES

Obviously, there are some visible behaviors which signal that withdrawal
is occuring, e.g. lowering of eyes, lowering of 'voice.

Aggressive behavior signals fru:tration. Withdrawal also expresses
frus Jtion, anxiety. You have just seen apathy - indifference -
inactivity - inattentiveness. These are often forms of withdrawal -

means of coping with overwhelming problems.

Sometimes teacher behavior is the cause of pupil withdrawal. IF IT IS,
we must be alert, sensitive and ready to change our own behavior in order
to remediate the cause.

The'follow;ng activities will help you develop greater skill in 'recognizing
the symptoms of withdrawal. They will also help you refine your understand-
ing of the causes of withdrawal behavior.

Can you improve your first definition of pupil withdrawal?

Make a new list of behaviors which indicate withdrawal.
6

to'
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IV. THINK A LITTLE MORE ABOOt THE CAUSES OF WITHDRAWAL...

Ernest Hilgard, in Introduction to Psychology (New York: Harcourt J
Brace Jovunovich, 1953), p. 186, says:

0 ;
, ,

When resistance is FUTILE...the frustrated erson may become sullen
and detached instead of angry and defiant.SWITHDRAWAL)...often
indicates that aggression tendencies are being held in check or
inhibited.

Withdrawal may be into a fantasy world, or into a state of detach-
ment, non-participation.

Think of yourself. What dc, YOU do when you withdraw? What causes
you to withdraw? Think of students. What do THEY do when they
withdr-aw? What causes them to withdraw?

2 A B
List some behaviors which you State some situations, problems,
exhibit when you withdraw: etc. that cause you to withdraw:

u ,

(The two lists need not coincide)

i

List some behaviors which stu- State some situations, problems,
dents exhibit when they withdraw: etc. that cause students to withdraw:

,

B-5
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V. NOW USE THE CONCEPT'FOR YOURSELF!

Choose one of your own class periodS in which you might expeCt to find
some examples of withdrawal.

A. Either during or immediately after class fill out ColuMn4 A and B,
i.e., write names of pupils and the observed withdrawal behaviors.,

B. As soon as possible (you may not forget, but the pupil will;so minutes
are important), fill out Columns C and D using the following procedures.,

-(l) Tell the pupil what you saw him do as,you noted,in Column B.
(2) Ask him what he was thinking about when he withdrew. Write',

that answer in Column C.
(3) Now ask the pupil, "Was I doing anything that made you..:"

(withdraw) Then-write the answer in Column D.

REMEMBER: The pupil's answer will be reflective of his trust in your
sincerity. If he believes that you are really trying to work
on YOURSELF and not on him, he will help you. You will find
that this activity Will itself help you to establish better
communication as well as better relationships with your
pupils.

OBSERVATION INTERVIEW
A

Names Observed Behaviors Withdrawal Thoughts Dia teacher cause?

c

Cr
CL

r-
CL

,0111111MI%
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What could you do to help these pupils avoid the problems of withdrawal?

4

/
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Introduction
E

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

THROUGH

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT *

The past fifteen years has been a time of evaluation and change for the

educational community. As a result of a growing dissatisfaction with the

success rate of the educational process, educators and psychologists

have developed-a number of innovative educational techniques for the

public schools. Many teachers have started to use these techniques in

an effort to increase the motivation and achievement of their students.'

One learning technique that many teachers use to manage their

classrooms effectively is positive reinforcement. This particular learning

model emphasizes three skills: 1) the teacher assesses what is happening

in the classrgom in terms of observable behavior; 2) the teacher reinforces

students by attending to and otherwise acknowledging student accomplishments;

.

and 3) the teacher works to-develop self-motivated, self-reinforced learners.

Essentially, these skills deal with teacher responses to student behavior--

responses which have a significant effect on classroom management problems.

Reinforcement skills enable the teacher to become a positive force in the

classroom which, in turn, leads to increased student motivation and achievement.

Management problems decrease rapidly when students are interested and

successful in learning. .-

I

The purpose of this module is to introduce teacners to a variety of

positive reinforcement techniques: It is important to emphasize that these
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techniques can be used successfully in all kinds of classrooms with all

kinds of students. Positive reinforcement can add to the success of

many teaching styles such as open classrooms, non-graded subject areas,

or team teaching. Positive reinforcement can also help a variety of

students; average and below average students can become more motivcted and

more successful if they are reinforced for learning. All students need

reinforcement. Therefore, teachers are advised to add these positive

reinforcement skills to their teaching repertoire and 'adapt them to fit

their students and their regular Classroom routine.

What is Positive Reinforcement Theory?

This module is based on a psychological behavior theory which has evolved

in the last fifteen years. This theory states that behavior is determined by

its'consequences. If a behavior is reinforced,vit will increase in frequency.a

Reinforcement theory has been tested with students at all grade levels in a

large number of classroom research studies. These research projects show

that student behavior is the result of all the reinforcers (positive and

negative) that are ar-ting on a student. In effect, positive and negative",
reinforcement pushes and pulls a student toward school and away from school,

as illustrated by this diagram:

AN NEGATIVE FORCES ACTING ON ASTUDENT

MOVV,' CHIC t)

TOWAUS

Pcs,,itivv Teachers

MOI.TS CHILD

AWAY NOM SCHOlL

Negative leachers Escape

\
LncLe

Failure
'-,s

,..,.,

Ileven(!ft iParent-,)
.)

.

if
0' Propx and AttyoLion ------->. 1;1 -----> Borinfj Work joks kP_..,

State
Li

'Intorw,clnq Activities --__). ..___>. Demeaning Treatment tars

Individualized Sitting Still
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Obviously, it is desirable'to move students toward school, to develop

positive feeli-qs in students about school, teachers and subject areas. There-

fore, this module emphasizes a variety of.positive reinforcement techniques

to help teachers accomplish this objective. .using praise, attention and

interesting classroom activities to reinforce on -task student behavior;

making sure that success is available to all students; adapting or developing

individualized instructional materials; and developing a, repertoire of

positive verbal'and non-verbal responses to student behavior.

This module does not recommend that teachers use negative reinforcement

tg Motivate students, simply because negative techniques do not show long-

range positive effects on student motivation and achievement. Additionally,

criticism, failure, demeaning treatment, and punishment tend to push the

student away from school. In this process, students often have negative

feelings about school, teachers, their self-image. These negative feelings

can result in students avoiding school altogether or trying to "get back"

at schools through further misbehavior, vandalism, or just not doing any

school work:

To understand the positive reinforcement system, it is necessary to

know the meaning of ,two terms--behavior and reinforcement. These terms

figured very importantly in the definition of reinforcement theory we stated

early in this section: behavior is determined by its consequences; if a

behavior is reinforced, it wili increase in frequency.

What is Behavior?

A behavior is any observable response, incident, event or piece of

action that can be seen and recorded. For instance, some typical student __
behaviors might be writing a story, whispering to a friend, coWeting a math

problem o'r shooting a rubberband. Some typ,ice.1 Olther behaviors might be

B-10



giving test directions, sitting-with a student, complimenting a student on

his work, or correcting math worksheets.

These behaviors are described in two very important -grays: 1) they are

specific actions, and 2) they are observable actions. This emphasis on

specific behavior is essential to this module because reinforcement theory

deals with the objective reinforcement of behavior. In order .to reinforce

behavior, it is necessary to define "behavior" in specific, observable

terms. It is difficult to'reinforce'feelings, states of mind, or other

concepts because they're too vague to identify in terms'of behavior. It

is'eaY to reinforce behavior that you can oblerve. Therefore,,whenever the

term "behavior" is used in this module, it can be defined as a specific,

observable action.

What is Reinforcement?
ti

s

'A reinforcement is an event that, increases the frequency of the

behavior that it follows. For example, if you praise a student for

working hard'on a writing project, it is likely that he will work hard

main, because praise is an effective reinforcement for most students.

Likewise, if you compliment a student for cleaning up his work area,

it is likely that his work area will remain neat,'because teacher at-

tention is reinforcing to most students. Praise and other kinds of -

teacher attention foriii just one group of reintorcement,that is available

the classroom. Researchers who have studied the effects at positive

reinforcement in a variety of school situations have found that teachers

have an infinite number of effective reinforcers at their finger-tips:

teacher attention, praise and proximity; various classroom activities

and privileges; and extra surprises like food ur toys. these rein-

forcers are frequently catalogued as a hierarchy of positive events
F,
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Level 1. Self-reinforcers. The learni task4pis self-reinforcing as the

student works and as he achieves mastery of the ,task

Level 2. Attention reinforcers. Praise and attention from teachers,

4
recognition and approval from peers, grades.

Level 3. Activity and privilege reinforcers. Helping the teacher,

free-time, any classroom activity or privilege the student
.

enjoys.

Level 4. Tangible reinforcers. Candy, food, extra objects not normally

containedin the classroom.
4

Every classroom contains students who are operating on these

different levels of reinforcement. A few students may be completely self-

motivated; they are reinforced by their own pleasure and success in solving

a difficult problem, reading a story, or completing a series of tasks. These
4-4

students seldom need outside reinforcement and usually are very effective

learners. Most students, however, are working on the a,.tention reinforcement

level. These students are a little less self-motivated and occasionally

need teacher or peer recognition to accomplish learning tasks. A few

students in" a typical classrOom may be working at the next reinforcement

level; they need an extra push as a motivation to start working. With these

students, the teacher can make popular classroom activities and privileges

contingent upon the students starting to work--completing some initial

learning tasks. Most studentsdo not need the powerful, reinforcement of

food or tangible object to start working and learning. Therefore, it is

advisable to use activity,and privilege reinforcers to motivate hard-to-reach

students Whenever possible. It seems wise to avoid using tangible reinforcers

because they are usually too expensive, too strong, and too easy to use

haphazardly.

B-12 .
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There are three important steps in using reinforcement to increase

student motivation and achievement: 1) identifying at which level students.0

are operating on the reinforcement hierarchy; 2) reinforcing students for

learning, at their individual reinforcement levels; and 3) progressing

students:up the hierarchy, level by level, until they have develope..: self -

reinfori"1ng working habits. In other words, the initial purpose of using

reinforcement is to motivate students to begin or to continue working. The

final objective is to develop self-motivated leoners and to pilifise the

teacher out of-the reinforcing role.

o

An interesting step in this process is identifying just where students

are on the reinforcement hierarchy. The pragmatic approach seems best
:

start at the top level (self-reinforcement) and work down, trying different

reinforcers until yOu find4one that is successful in motivating the student"

to work and learn. Always use the minimum amount of the highest level of

reinforcement. When the teaser uses as little, reinforcement as possible,

it is easier to progress the student up--towards self-reinforcement.

'Another interesting step in using,rOnforcement is learning how to

'push the student up the hierarchy so that he becomes less and less

dependent upon the teacher fotreinforcement. Teachers can practice-

this skill by combining different reinforcementilevelsTalways aimingfor

less outside reinforcement and more ,self-motivation in students. For

example, a teacher can motiiatea student with a special activity or

privilege reinforcer., Whenever this reinforcer is used, it is coupled

with teacher attention: "Sam, you did that typing problem .so fast and so

, correctly that you can quit'for today and run some errands for me. You've

worked-well and done'a really great job!" To advance a student from praise

I"
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and attention to self-reinforcement, the teacher must associate these two

levels of reinforcement together, such as-: Mary, you've,copleted that

assignment already. Fast world Here, check it with the key, put the grade

on it, and_thenlark it in my book that you've completed that assignment.

-Summary

This module 14s concentratedcm positive reinforcement theory, which

states that behavior, is determined by its consequences; if a behavior is

reinforced, it will increase in frequency. Positive reinforcements like

praise, (Atention, success, and interesting activities increase student

motivation and give students a positive feeling about school, teachers, and

th9mselves. Negative reinforcements like criticism, punishment, failure or

demeaning treatment are not effective in achieving 10-rig-range motivation.

or achievement gains. Teachers can use various levels of positive rein-

forCement to motivate students. There are two key steps in using positive

reinfb;-cement effectively: \1) using the minimum amount of the highest level

of reinforcement that will MOtivate the student; and 2) phasiPg out outside

reinforcements in order to develop self-motivated learners.

z
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TEACHER ATTENTION

AS A REINFORCER *

[ What isjeacher Attention?

A large portion of teacher time is spent in paying attention to on-task. .

and off-task student behaviors in the classroom. This attention can bb

:r described as verbal or non-verbal.

VEAAL
NON-VEFBAL

Right, correct answer!

You finished that workbook as-
signment goickily, Sam!

Good, you got two more probleMs right.

Smile.

Nod,yes.

Wznk.

Move near student.

Verbal statements refer to specific activities or tasks the student

is working on. This practice reinforces specific on-task behavior and is

most effective in motivating the student to continue working or behaving

in a certain way at a specified task. Vague statements such as "OK; You're

doing well; You're behaving-nicely; You've been good'today," might make the

student know exactly what he's doing right, nicely or we
4'

"If he isn't

aware of exacily wht he did to get the teacher's praise, he can't very well

do it'aga4n-for -more. Therefore,tt is advisable to make reinforcing state-.

ments refer to specific studekt behavior in this' activity.

There is another facet of teacher attentibn'that is more reinforcing.

than praise to mo'st students: This kind of attpkLion involves acknowledging

the Student as a real person. ,This can be accomplished 14y calling students

by name, giving individual students sbme,p vate teacher attention, using

Student information in-discussions and in, aki g class decisiOns. This

personal sort of attention involves the teacher in looking at students

individually, discovtring'what they 'like and don't like, giving them more

sophisticated attention than praise for,wQrkirsind pterticipat. g in class,.
B-15 °
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Therkfo're, teachers should try to use both"praiSe and more personal kinds

of attention to reinforce studect.

Why Pay liessisAttention to Off-Task Behavior?

Paying attention tooff-task behavior is unwise because it has a

number of untsirable co nsequences. the theory that states "if

&behavior is reinforced it will increase in frequency?" ,This theory

applies to on -task and off-ask behavibr. Frowns, reprimands or corporal

.punishment actually reinforce off-task behavjor and make itincrease in

frequency: This increase may occur immediately or at a later time, but it
.

does occur. Therefore, the teacher who pays attention to students who are ,

Fooling around or'being disruptive atten accomplishes exactly the opposite

of what is intended =- ,these students continue to be off -task and occasional'y

devise even more original ways to obtatri teacher and peer attention. Attention

is precisely what these Students are demanding, even when the attention is a

frown, reprimand or threat.

Another pridefrabl,e side -ex ect of paying attention to students when

they are off -task involves studen' self-concepts and feelings. CriticiSmaid

reprimands' underTine positive self-concepts and encourage aggressive

reactions in students. 'A:student who is reminded of his.mistakes morefre-

uently than he is complimented on his successes is liable to begin to think

. he's a real loser. He maythen expect to do poorly, exPtt to fail in new

experiences, new subject areas. These negative feelings lead to general

' anger towards school. At this point, some students just "turn-off" teachers

'and evade school. Depending on the harshness and frequency of the negatiye

attention.they are receiving, other students strike back by encouraging

classmates to be disruptive--destroying ohpePs and books, vandalizing'school
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property or getting teacher and peer attention by disrupting the class in

other ingenious ways.

Should Teachers Try to Withhold Attention From All Off-Task Behaviors?

The teacher should pay as little attention as possible to off-task

student behavior3. It is difficult to ignore disruptive behavior, but it is

important for the teacher to develop the skill of paying less attention to

nuisance behaviors like pestering, fiddling, doodling or whispering. It is

also important for the teacher to develop the skill of paying less attention

to distracting behaviors like talk-outs, humming and other strange noises.

These ignoring skills are most effective when they are combined with the

skill of paying attention to on-task behavior,.because ignoring used alone(

is not effective ,o Incr=lasing on-task behavior.

4

The teacher who is Interested in getting students on-task more often
9

tries to ignore off-task behavior and tries to reinforce on-task behavior

with attention--at the same time. In terms of what the teacher actually does,

this combination of skills involves turning away from disruptive behavior

and simultaneously reinforcing on-task behavior in another student. In this

way the teacher also focuses the classLs attention on a student who is

working, instead Of making the disruptive student the center of attention-

with a reprimand or threat. At the same ,time; it's also a good idea to watch

for on-task behavior to reinforce in this disruptive student so tnat he can

get some attention as soon as he responds positivt,,y.
tr.

Of course some off-task activities are difficult to ignore; some

disruptive behevior' may be dangerous to the students involved, very-

'distracting to other students, or damaging to school property. In emergency

cases like this, the teacher may have to sacrifice paying attention .to the



disruptive behavior in order to rescue other students. But the teacher

should be aware that stopping a fight, taking a dangerous object away frOm \

A
a student, or'removing a disruptive student from the room does not solve,the

basic Problem by itself. Jn fact, such actions probably make the overall

situati.n worse, because the disruptive behavior in question has been

reinforced, and it will occur again. In emergency cases., the teacher has

to decide which is more important at the time--reinforcing the disruptive

student or rescuing classmates:,

If the teacher decides to pay attention to off-task behavior becauSe it

4 is dangerous or very distracting to other students, it is advisable, to Use

R

the following techniques to minimize the undesirable consequences of paying

attention ,to off-t-ask behavior:

Reprimand softly. Minimize peer-group attention by making your

commentsaudible only to the disruptive student. Move to within

three feet of the student before you say anything. Walk over at

a normal pace a'nd,lif possible, continue talking to or looking at

working students as you walk over to the disruptive student.

Depersonalize reprimands. Only refer to activities that are hap-

peri'ing at that time; eliminate evaluative comments concerning

student ability or pa;t behavior. For instance, "Your argument

(conversation, physical activity, etc.) is disturbing me and

distracting the rest of the class. I would like you (both of you)

to stop (separate) now. We'll all have a chance to talk about this

- at (a specific time)." This comment tells the student why he

should stop whatever he's doing and schedule a later time to let

off steam.
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Emphasize "start" statement. Don't limit your comments to "stop"

statements: Concentrate on telling the student what to start-doing

instead of misbehaving. For instance, the comment--"It would be good

if you started your reading assigpment now"--is a logical extension

of the comments above because it encourages the student to begin a

specified on-task behavior.

Equalizing Attention to the Whole Class

It is important for teachers to pay attention to all the students in

the classroom. Teacher attention is such an important reinforcer that it,

should be shared by all students. All students should be reinforced each

day by frequent smiles, nods and words of praise from their teacher. When

teachers attend to the good things all students do by paying attention to

them, students will be encouraged to act more positively.

Very often teachers get into attending habits. Certain students

participate in class often. They answer questions, volunteer inforiation

and accomplish goals. These students receive lots of reinforcement because

teachers like to see students listening, working, participating and

succeeding in school. These successful students and their teachers get into

the habit of reinforcing each other; the teacher smiles or praises when the

student answers. The student wants more attention so he volunteers,

participates in class more often. The teacher is happy to see the student's

interest and reinforces him often. And so,it goes--a circle of positive

reinforcement.

Two kinds of students are often left out of the reinfortement circle- -

disruptive students and shy students. Disr1iptive students usually receive a

lot of negative teacher attention, but teacher5 often miss the chance or
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. ,,forget to reinforce these students for their on=taSk, positive behaviors.

Shy students rarely receive teacher attention, probably because they may

be hesitant to volunteer or raise their hands with answers. Instead of

interacting in the classroom, very shy students often disappear behind the

hands and yr of the more verbal, more involved students. Teachers need

to be t somP disruptive, shy or withdrawn students are failing to

get their share of positive teacher attention.,

Ideally, all students would participate in class and be on -task a

large percentage of the time. In this ideal situation, all Students would

share the teacher's attention equally. This ideal balance is difficult to

apprOach when many of fhe teacher attention responses are part of an

habitual pattern which does-not.encourage the quiet or less successful

student to become more involved in class. HoWever, many times the teacher

developer an attention pattern that does not include all students. When this

occurs, the teacher should make a conscious effort,to find, and pay attention

to on-task behaviors in students who are being left out. This attempt at

equalizing teacher attention will break the acquired pattern and divide

teacher attention among all the students in the class. All. the students

will begin to be on-task more often so they can get more reinforcement. The

circle of reinforcement will be enlarged to include morCand more students.
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ACTIVITIES AND PRIVILEGES
AS REINFORCERS*

Activities and privileges are stronger reinforcers than teacher attention.

This type reinforcer is used with the student who needs an extra pish to try

new learning behavior.

Effectively practicing positive reinforcement to achieve classroom manage-

ment requires the teacher to observe students as they work and interact in

order to determine which students, if any, need reinforcers stronger than atten-

tion. At the same time, the teacher observes students to identify which acti-

yity or privilege reinforcers might be effective in motivating students to be

on-task wre often.

Observing the Class

To manage the classroom through Positive reinforcement involves periidic

classroom and individual observations. Observations give the teacher

information about the nature and frequency of on-task and off-task behaviors;

observations enable the teacher to determine where students are On the

reinforcement hierarchy; and observations (and informal talks) give the

teacher information about which activities and privileges are most effective

in motivating individual students. One student may be motivated by a

activity or privilege that may have no motivating effect at all on another

student.

ObserVations of the frequency of certain off-task behaviors help the

teacher evaluate just how interrupting or destracting the behaviors really

are. Maybe observation will reveal that students aren't off-task as often

as -teachers think.
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Observation also helps the teacher identify individual behavior

pasterns. The teacher might find that certai students nave problems

being on-task in only one activity. If building displays'in D.E. is when

Larry is off -task most, then the teacher can change teacher responses or

individual assignments so that he will be encouraged to tie on-task more

often.

Can any of you think of activities or privileges that you use Or can

use for reinforcement? This type reinforcement has the advantage of being

inexpensive and readily availaOle. In addition, few students need'rein-

`forCers-any stronger than this (i.e., most students are at the hierarchy

level of privileges and activities Or higher.

The initial purpose in using activities and privileges as reinforcers

is to motivate students to try new learning behaviors. The goal of using

such reinforcers is to give students more and more opportunities to initiateI

behavior on their own and to ^Continue working as self-motivated learners

who are reinforced by success. Activity reinforcers are just a means to

reach the goal. Therefore, activity reinforcers should be phas'ed out as

soon as the student achieves some success in being on-task or makes some

progress towards academic success.

lity Use Activities and Privileges as'Reinforcers?

,..
The initial purpose in using activities and privileges as reintorcers

is to motivate students to try new learning behaviors. The goal of using

such reinforcers is to give students mere and more opportunities-to initiatev

behavior un their own and to continue working as self - motivated learners who

are reinforced by success. Activity reinforcers are just a means to reach
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this goal. Keeping the goal of developing
self-motivated learners in mind,

teachers are advisedd begin phasing out activity reinforcers as soon as

the student achieves some success in being on-task or makes some progress

towards academic success.

Using classroom activities and privileges as reinforcers is successful

in motivating students to try new behaviors because it-.is a very flexible posi-v

tive reinforcement technique. The teacher first discovers what is reinforcing

to the student andthen makes that activity or privilege contingent up-on a

certain quancity cf social or academic achievement. The choice of the acti-

vity.reinforcer is very flexible; students may enjoy being a teacher-asSistant,

stapling papers, running errands, etc. Whatever the individual reinforcer may

be, the teacher learns to make this enjoyable activity available to the student

only AFTER-the appropriate learning behavior has occurred. In this way, accor-

ding -to reinforcement theory, the learning behavicir is reinforced and will

Certain basic decis-ions have to be made before you can use activity or

privilesp reinforcers effectively.

1.' Identify Work Requirements. You identify the behavior or area in which

the student needs to increase production or to increase on-task social

behaviors. For expiple, you may want the student to complete More,

problems, worksheets, etc. In addition, you have to be sure that the
4

student can succeed at the task identified because successful comple-

tion leads to achievement of the reinforcer,' which increases student

Motivation. Therefor', it may be necessary to make special work-

sheets, say, for this student.
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2. Choose a Reinforcer. The teacher must decide which privilege or

activity will best act as a reinforcer for each individual student.

Always make sure, however, that the student receives his activity

reinforcer after he has completed the work requirement. For in-

stance, a student gets to go to lunch early only after he Completes

additional problems or worksheets in'the morning.
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-ct GROUP ALERTING

Description of the Concept*

Introduction:

The principle underlying GROUP ALERTING may he stated: TEACHER
BEHAVIORS DESIGNED TO'KEEP STUDENTS ALERT WILL INCREASE ON -TASK BEHAV-
IOR AND REDUCE DEVIANT BEHAVIOR IN THE CLASSROOM. In Kounin's° study
of teacher style in (9 elementary classrooms, he found a correlation
between teacher GROUP ALERTING skills and pupil worloinvolvement of
.603. GROUP ALERTING, howeier, also tends to reduce the amount of
deviant behavior during recitation lessons. This is probably due
to the fact that many children engage in deviant behavior because they

not closellinvolved in the lesson. Kounin found that teacher
GROUP ALERTING skills correlated .442 with freedom from deviant behavior*
on the part of pupils during recitation lessons.

At the present time, the concept GROUP ALERTING has little meaningfor you. Consequently, you have'no way of utilizing this in your
teaching behavior. Therefore, it will be necessary to translate this
abstract concept into meaningful specific behaviors. In short, you
.must learn specific techniques in order to apply GROUP ALERTING in ,your
teaching. In this module, you will be introduced to three behavioral
indicators of GROUP ALERTING. Abehavioral indicator is a specific
behavior that.you can apply in the classroom. There are other behaviors
that a teacher can use to apply GROUP ALERTING tb teaching. These three
have beep chosen for emphasis because use of positive GROUP ALERTING and
avoidance of negative GROUP ALERTING can increase pupil work involvement
and reduce off-task behavior in your classroom.

Learner Objectives:

At the completion of this module, you should understand and beable to apply the concept of Group Alerting. You will be asked to
identify examples of the three positive and negative behavioral
indicators of Group Alerting when given a transcript of a classroom-discussion.

the Behaviural Indicators:

Kounin identified several positive and negative group alertingbehaviors that teachers,coilimopTy use in the classroOla. A positive groupalerting behavior is one that tends to keep chriiren alert while a nega-tive behavior tendsto reduce the involvement of non-reciters'in a reci-tation session'. From the,behaviors identified by Kounin, we have selectedthree behavioral indicators for you to focus on in this module. Thesbehaviors can be 2ither positive or negative, depending upon how theteacher uses them. Nrk brief definition of the three behaviors are;

6Kounin, Jacob S. Discipline and r.oup management in classrooms.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston Lc., 1970.
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1. Questioniny Technique -- The teacher frames'a question and
pauses before calling cm a reciter (QT+), rather than naming

,the reciter and then giving the question (QT-).

. Recitation Strategy -- The teacher calls on reciters-at random
(Rs+)--ratner than calling on them in a predetermined sequence
(RS-).

3. Alerting Cues -- The teacher alerts nonperformers that they
may be called on (AC).

Questioning_Technique

When a teacher frames a question and pauses befve calling on a
reciter several desirable outcomes occur. Most important, perh'aps, is
that since pupilS do nbt know who will be called on,"all of them are
motivated to think of answer to the question. The pause is also an
important part of this strategy since it gives_cKildren time to think of
an answer. Teachers who ask rapid fire questions and give children
no time to think can expect little more than memorized answer's. -One
of the most difficult things for teachers to learn is the art of
pausing for a few seconds before calling,on a child. Many:teachers
regard this as time wasted. However, if this time is being used by
all of the students in your recitation group to think of a satisfactory'
answer, then the time is being well spent.

When a teacher first names a .reciter and then asks the question,
the teacher in effect is announcing to all of the other children in the
recitation group that they will'not be called on. Th-is in turn meant
thqt other children in the group will not think of an answer to the
question and in many cases will become inattentive or will engage in .

deviant behavior. Therefore, teacheis who use the positiVe question-
ing technique of framing the question, pausing, and then calling,on a

reciter (QT+) will obtain higher levels of pupil'attention and work
involvement and will experience fewer incidents-of deviant pupil,behavior
than teachers-who use a negative questioning sequence which involves
naming the reciter and then giving.ithe-question (QT-).

Recitation Strategy

When the teacher employs a,positive recitation strategy
reciters are called upon at randomrather than in a predetermined se-
quence (RS+), the result, again, is that children must attend carefully
to the lesson since each chi.ld feels he0may be the next persbn called
on. On the other hand; teachers who use a negative recitation,'strategy
(RS-) such as calling on children ln'a predetermined sequence Will
find children leos attentive and more likely to engage in deviant
'behavior. After all, If the teacher calls on children in a predetermined-
sequence, the child whose turn will not come'for several minutes hasl
-little reason to attend to the classroom activity. Of course, it'is
desirable to make lessons sufficiently irteresting so that the child
wilt be motivated to attend. However, even with interesting lessons,
the level of attention will be Much better if children cannot predict,who will be Called on next.
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There are other negative recitation strategies that tend to re-
duce pupil attention. For examwle, if tne teacher calls only on children
who rase their hands or volunteer an answer, then the child who-does not
wish to recite knows that he can avoidreciting merely by never raisinghis hand. The result of this negative strategy is that the teacher rarely
calls on thb children who are most likely to need the recitation experience.
Andther negative recitation strategy used by many teachers is to call on
the same few pupils most of the time. These are usually the btighter.and
more eager pupilS in the classroom. It is far better to call on all
children during'a recitation lesson so that over a period of a week each
child will have been called,on about the same number of times. Some
teachers who have gotten into the habit of calling on a_few pupils can
break this habit by keeping a class roster at 'hand during a recitation
rnson and tallying the number of times each child is,called on. -It is
then an easy matter for the teacher to call on children who have fewer
tally marks and,. therefore, gradually balance the recitation of. different
childrerrin the Class.

In this module, we will,emphasize the positive recitation
strategi, of calling on reciters at random (RS+) as apposed to the =negative
strategy of callimi on pupils in a predetermined sequence (RS=). AJthoughwe will not emphasize Ur other negative strategies mentioned, Such as
calling on volunteers only, avoiding these strategies important and
should be kept in mind by the teacher.

I

rAlerting Cue

,401 Alerting Cues (AC) are used by the teacher to remind children in
the rec*tationsgroup that all are likelpto be ca tied on. The,use. of--alerting.' cues is.Orticularly important if the teacher as previously used
negative recitation strategies or negative question4g sequence. Many
.times alerting cues are used to make Students aware of the ground
rules the teacher will use in the recitation.- For e4ample, the teacher

say, "During this recitation, lywill first ask a quesioh, then I4will pause,fpr a.few seconds and thong will call for-one o_fe_you_to
give me an 'answer. Since, ypihave no way orknowing-who I will callon, each of you should use the time when I pause to think'of a goodanswer to the question." I; the teacher notices that a few children are.'hot listening, In alerting cue will remind them that everyone should be e 01*listening and thinkingOrders in case hP is called on next. For ex-ample, the teachernnght,say, 'Remember, no one knows who will be Calledon next, so eactvof you should listen carefully and be ready with a, good ,'answer in case T call on ypm."

Once the teacher has used positive questioning sequence and recita-tion strategy over a period of.time and has avoided neOtive groupalerting behavior, children will require relatively feW alerting cues.However, alertingcuesare especially important when the teacher ischan4ng from negative group alerting behaviors to positive behaviors.Also, alerting_ cues should be'used Whenever a teacher feels that .somechildren are not attending carefully to the recitation. Such r-eftlinders.are often sufficient to increase the worm involvementand reduce devi-ant beivior: \,
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All rtn-w of the po6tive group alerting techniques , which we have escr.ibed
above, are v,sry ,,).pie behaviors for tne teachers to employ. Yet, these
behavior', Cl ,n ting about very important Lhanges in..the a;mosphereof
your discu.,,,Ion dnd teGitation lessons. If yo use positive group
alerting behaviors, children will listen moreTarefully, are more - likely.likely, 4 ,
to give a go4answer when called on, and will 9forierally display ahigher .1

level of work iovolvement. A second advantage of using positive group
alerting techniques is that as tne work involvement of the.-group goes up, and
the frequenLi of ,1'viant behavior suell as disrupting the class and dis-
cipline pL7oblems, goes down.

,Summayi
)

.

.
..2 .

-.
1. Po%)tiveAuestioniag_jecnniqup (QT +) involves framing..thg question ,

before callvig on a child to answer. It is desirable to pause after Nwing
the questionin order to give children time to think of an answer.

ie ,

.). PW)1tivo Recitation Strat(!liy (RSt) involves callinxj on pupils
at random so-that all chiidreaWill have to prepare an answer.

t

,3 ATeing'Cues (AC)' involve alerting children tnd-t they should pay
attentiv dqd toinx of an answer.,to every. question since they might be
called on next.

a.

aft

1
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GROUP ALERTING

TRANSCRIPT 4' '

r

Instructions:

There are several teacher behav rs which can be employed to keep'
children alert during classroom.inte action. 'Three suoh'behaviors-are:

, 1. Questioning TechniqueThe teacher frames a question and
pauses before calling on a reciter (QT+), rather than naming
the reciter'and then giving th'e question (QT -).

2. Recitation'StrategyThe teacher calls on reciters at random -

(RS+) rather than calling on them in a predetermined sequence
(RS-).

- c

, :ft
. ,

3. Alerting CuesThe_teacher alerts nonperformers that trey may
be called on (AC.1.

The following is-a transcript from a classroom situation.. Throu4h-
out the transcript, you will find teacher remarks are iinderlitied. Read
each remark and decide whether it is an example or a violation of one
of the three behaviors listed above. To the left of each underlined
statement, write the appropriate symbol as follows: 6 ,

AC' --for Alerting Cue

QT+ --for correct Questioning Technique (if teacher violates this

procedure', use QT-)
RS+ - -for Recitation StrategY (if teacher violates this procidyre,,

use RS-)
NA --None of the Above -

`R.



.Seating Arrangtmentf
>4

Pau la

Barbal.a

Part I:

T:

GROUP ALERTING

STUDY FIRST

Doug

0 Mary

0 Brett

In our science lesson, we read about a boy finding

a strange bone. The boy thought the bone might be

from an-extinct animal. How could anyone tell

what kind of animal a single bone came from?

Mary?

Mary: you compared it with similar bones from the

same animal.

1. That's a good'idea, Mary. Brett?

Brett: I found some bones and I could tell which ones are

ribs and back bones, but I couldn't tell what

animal the bones came from.
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2.

3.

1: Then you've had some personal experience with o)d_

bones, haven't-you, Brett? Could it.have been

some bones to a horse?
tb.

Brett: No. They're too little to be from a haie.

T:- Okay. Doug, hasArett given-us any important

information from his experience?

Doug: Yeah, I hadn't thouet about that b3fore, but if

the bones were small-then they would come from a

small animal. So you couldn't get a mouse's bones

mixed up with a cow's bones.

T: Right, Doug. Now, perhaps we could answer some

harder questions. Everyone think about this care-

. fully so you can give a good answer if called on.

How would a scientist be able to recognize the

bone erom an animal such as a dinosaur that no man

has every seen? Barbara?

Barbara: That's not hard because the bone would be bigger than

any other type of bone that they knew about so it

would have to be from a big animal. -

4. T: Good answer. Paula?

Paula: And if they found a few bones, they could piece

them together and get aneidea of the size and

shape of the animal.

Okay, you've done a good job of thinking. Now

suppose you found only one bone ora.few bongs,

would you be able to tell anything about it?

Think-this over for a moment while I decide who

to call on.. 'Consider some of the things we

8-31
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6.

Part II:*

T: already know.. May'y?

Miry: If.you found a tooth or part of adaii you maylbe

able to tell what kind of food it-ate:

Instructions: Decide what recitation strategy

has been used in Part 1 of this transcript.

Write your answer in the blank un the left.

T: Okay, fine. Doug?

Doug: If you found a leg bone, you may be able to ,

tell if it runs fast by measuring it or tly

its .shape.

-Brett?

Brett: I think the more you know about animals' today,,

the more you would know about animals in the

past. So you may know something about an ani-

mal even though you may never have seen them.

Okay, Brett, that's a very fine point. You've

told4os one way scientists continue to search

for facts. Okay, class: Ou'vmidone very*well.

7. Now we're getting into more difficult material

A ")i

so think; very carefully about each question I

8.

Paula:

ask. Okay, students, here is the first question.

Assuming that a scientist can tell you what kind

of animal a bong came from, how could they pos-

sibly tell how old it was? Paula?

I read,something .about that but I can't remember.

T: Mary, can you help us?

B -j2
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Mary: If the bones were fossils, you would know that
a.

they were old.

T: Okay, very good. It takes a while for a bone too,

become a fossil. Barbara?

Barbara: Knowing what kind of rocks they were found in

T:4

Brett:-

might help you..

Okay, Brett?

I ember now. A geologist might be able, to

t1:0-itou because they know quite a bit about dif-

ferent layers of the earth.

10. T: Very good. Paula, what can you tell us about fos=

sils?

Paula: I've read about a place 'in the desert where you.can

get fossils of fish. Becatise Iheffossils are in sed-.

imentary rocksthey have been able to tell the age

of the fossils. /)-

T: Okay, Paula has brought up an interesting point.

0
Now can fossil fish be found in the desert? While

I pause to call on someone, each one of you shOuld

think about this carefully. Use the informatio

we have'learned.by reading the chapter. As you

know, you don't normally find fish in the'desert.

Doug?
1

Doug:. Our book said that there was once water there and

maybe the climate changed or the earth changed

making it become a desert.

T: Fine. Brett?

8-33 9 9
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Brett: Maybe the earth was pushed up forming a mountain,

or an'earthquake coula have changed the shape of

the land.

/
Very good. You've, all done a7very fine job on

this unit.

Instructions:' Decide what recitation stategy

has been used in Part II of this transcript.

Write your answer in the'bl'cink on the left.
alIMMMIlw

r.

Ca o

b
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LEARNER ACCOUNTABILITY *

Description of the Concept

Introduction:

4

The concept of LEARNER ACCOUNTABILITY is based on the following
principle: WHEN THE TEAChER USES SPECIFIC STRATEGIES TO HOLD THE STUDENT
ACCOUNTABLE FOR HIS WORK DURING THE CLASS, THESE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
gILL INCREASE THE STUDENTS' WORK, :NVOLVEMENT AND REDUCE THE FREQUENCY
OF DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR. Kounini found signi*icant relationships between
the teacher's use of accountability strategies and amount of work involve-
ment shown by students. He also found a significant relationship.be-
tween teacher use of accountability'andfreedom:from deviant-student
behavior in the-clssrbom. Theiefore, the teacher who ,uses accounta-
bility strategoes is likely to have a Higher degree of student work
involvement and to have fewer class disruptions and discipline problems.
AccountabAity strategies consist of a variety of-techniques the teacher
can use to keep informed about studei.t progreSs. An essential element
in all .01- the accountability strategies is .that the teacher must show
clear, and unmistakabie signsof listening and checking: Going through
tne motions of tae accountability techniques is not enough, unless the
teacher clearly attends to the resultant pupil remarks or behaviors.

.

For example, if the'teacher asks children to hold up their work so
tnat she may check it, she should obviously look at the work being
held..up, praise work that is particularly good, and ask questions if
tn6 pupil has the wrong answer or has failed to follow instructions
on the work he is showing.
le

A At the present time, the concept LEARNER ACCOUNTABIL)TY has little
ymeanisig for you. Consequcntly, yoii have no way of utilizing this in
'your tvaching 4ehavior. Therefore, itovill be necessary to translate
tbis abstract concept into meaningful specific Whaviors. In short,
you must learn specific techniqUes in order to apply LEARNER ACCOUNT-
ABleITY in your teaching. In this module, you will be introduced to
three-behavioral indicators of LEARNER ACCOUNTABILITY. A behavioral
indicator is.a specific liehavier-that you. can apply in the classroom.
There are other behaviors that a teacher:can use to apply LEARNER

' ACCOUNTABILITY to teaching. These three have been chosen for empysis
because (1) they cant be used in a wide 'range of teaching situvtions,
(2) they bring-,about substantial 'improvement in student work involve-
ment. and behavior, and (3) they are simple enough for you to Master
without practice in v-egular classroom.

Leanne- biectives

At the completion of this module, you should understand, and be ableto apply the concept of Learner Accountability. You will be asked toidentify oxamples of the 3 behavioral indicators of the concept Learning
.Accountability when given a transcript of a classroom discussion.

7Kounir, J.S. Discipline apd GrOup Management in Classroom,. New
_York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970.
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Ben)vieral

To achi.eve n understanding of -the concept of Learner- Acco4ntability.

...

and be able to , ,ply it, involves learningye fo)lowing three behavioral
indicators.

.

.
, ,

. . c
C;(,:11 )1reLt,,dProlits -- Teacher asks que;tions which focus on
the si.6.nt'', goal by asking hii; about his vork plaas or work

,res>.

-eacher student,, accountaule for 'thei.r
.-.uri by navin.i tnem ,,how work or dedionstrate ski".1s or knowledge.

s. ;.(r Teacher ikvolves students in the work thei r

L'iem respond to another student's recitation-orpeers by'

work activity.

3oal Directed Proil)t:,

6oal

te

die teacher ;actions or statrefits aii,l,d at
focusing the pupil on the steps involved in reaching his 4oa1. such
questions us .ia'lly deal with' either work plans or work ordgress. Work
plans prolots ta-e aimed at getting the student to think through parts

. of the work process 0- work 'stra-tegy he. will follow, and include teacher
questions,s'fch.as: "Aat is the -first thing you should do on your pro-

> eject book?" or "What*olould you di next on this assignment ?" or "How
would you start on this new activit'?" Other gal directed prompts are
aimed-at learqing the'students' progress on a work activity. Examples
.of work pro,;ress brN pl..", are: "John, how far have you got4en'on your
notebook'" or 'How did ,,nu get along yesterday in your library search?"

fir;,t thinc, 0 i silould di) after 1 -hand back the test papers'?" or "Are

or "How are)a progres,iing on your science ro,gprtt" or "What i9jbe

you going to be able to finish,irrtiwe for your report next week?"

Y 3'u stil', d 0,1)10Y ,;031 Direc
the 101 lowing to your .,tudents

a

t Prompts to convey ideas sUckas

I. -.Nei, ac, the te,Ithe; are Interested in the stuient's work and
wuntito-keep informed about his progress.

2. fle shiuld plan his work so that each stLp will be clear as he'
progresses.

. °
.

-3. Since you, the teacher, frequently ask about his g)rogrewon
his work, it mes.- be important. .If he is to have any progress
to report, he must keep working towards his goal,.

4. ,'the teacher, want the studentt,to do well. When he
encounters problems, you are ready to help Rim.

'In summary, you are -interested 41) his progress, want him to do
well and ire ready to help if he turn will ao as well as he can.

B-36
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In some cases, it is difficult to differentiate between Fork.
Showing and Goal Directed Promii_ps since bot:i may occur in the same
teacher actLon, In completing ydur Recognition

Les'sorr', labelas "work shtwing" any, teacher action in which the learner actually dis-
play,,.his'work, demonstrates a skill; or gives answers (such a'scharal
response) in wnich he demonstrates-his knowledge or understanding of
the material he is studying.

In_contrast, GoalDirectedProuls require the student to tell2

about his work rather than show nib. work or ,demonstrate what he nas
learned. Work shoWing Oals with curriculum content while Goal Dir-

. ected Prompts are concerned with the work or learning process.

Work Showing

This includes a number of 'strategies that the teacher can use with
both groups and individuals to learn how well students are progressing
in their work activity. These include:

1. Students holding up their work for the teacher to check.

2 ,SLudents reciting in unison-to teacher question.
,

3. Visual checking -p The teacher circulates and checks the work
of.nonreciters wnile a .given child is reciting.

4. The teacher requires a child to demonstrate and checks his
performance. ,

Using, check points -- The teacher sets up certain check!
,

points in order to iystematically"check the progress of,the
class. For example, the teacherlight say, "When you've

.finished step one, bring it up to me and I 'will make sure
it is correct before you go on."

Peer Involvement Strategies,

1. .Individual -- The teacher brings other pupilsinto a'reci-
tation with cues` such "Bill, tyou and Jim work the problem
together and be ready to help each other out," "Mary,
listen to John's answer and be ready to add to what he-says."

/, r,r0up -- These are strategies which require the group to become
involved' in the performance of an.individual child. For ex-_

ample, after an individual response, the teacher can say, "How
many bf you agree with John's answer?" or 1;1' some some of you
agree and some of you don't agree with what Mary says. What
do you think of Mary's ai,swer, Jim?". game can also be. used
to obtain group peer involvement. For example,,the. teacher can
set up -two teams. The teacher asks a question to a member of
leant 1 and then calls on three n2mbers of Team 2 at random to
see if each can add something to the Team 1 answer. Then, the
teacher asks a new queon of Team 2 and calls on three members
of Team 1 to see if they can add to tl-c! Team 2 aff,wer and so on.
Points could be given for tDe-initial answer as well as the,
additions made to the answer py the other team. .

lij
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Instructions:

-,- 1. e

LEARNER ACCOUNTABILITY*

TRANSCR3PT

There are several teacher behaviors which can be employed to hold

c=1
a- student accountable for'his work during class thereby-increasing the

studpnts' work involvement and reducing,the frequency of off-task behav-

ior. Three of these behaviorf are:

l..- Goal Directed Prompts -- Teacher asks questions which focus'

on the student's gOal by-asking him about his work,plans or
,

work progress.

2. Work Showing .Teacher holds students accountable for their

work by haying them show work or demonstrate skills or

knowledge.

3. Peer Involvement -- Teacher involves students in the work of

their peers by-having teem respond to another student'-s

recitation"or work activitj.

m.
-

The following is a transcript taken f a classroom situation.

Throughout the transcript.you will. find that_teacher remarks are under-

lined. Read each remark and decide whether or not it is an example of,

one of the three teacher behaviors of Learner Accountability. To the

l-eft of each underlined statement, write.the appropriate symbol as

follows:

4

GDP -- Goal Directed Prompts
WS - -. Work Showing

PI -- Peer Involyeme'it

NA--- None of the above
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1.

T: Today, I4m going -to divide. you into two teams'

fora math activity. Each team will'take a turn

stating a math story for the otheilteam to solve.,

-A maximum of -four points a'probrem will be awarded:

'Two points for setting' the problem' and correct

mathematical notation the first ,time,, one point

8if you get it,thelsecond time. Two points for

correct answer to the problem the first try and

one point on the secono-try.-.Thi captain of the
.

team asking the question will be able to choose

any member of the opposite-team to.set up and

solve:the problem on the board. Therefore, there

will-be a one minute time period in which each
- r

member of that team may work out the probleM on

a 'Neck of paper. I will hand each capttin a set

of questions from which he may choose one to ask

whin it's his'team's turn., Are there .ny questions

before we begin? Since none of you raised your
. 0

hands, but are Fooking.a littlepuzzted, I'd like

to review. What does your team do4when asked a

questidh? ,Kent?

Kent: . They try to get the answer.

T: . Do you agree with Kent, Claire?

Claire: In way,,but he should-have said that all members

of the team woric the problem becatise no one knows
ti 9

who the captain will call ont

B-39
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.
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,.. -. .. -
. ..3 . .

'

7: Who can id something to Claire's statement? Xike?

- ...
,

4. T:

"".

5.

6.

7.

; 8

-9:

S

Everyone in the team must be responsible for their

team to win.

That's right, Cie. Now, before you start.working.',-
. .

for points, let's have a trje prOblei. I'll be

the captain and you be the team.,.Work put the

problem on paper and Uteri I'fl call on one of you

4
to do the problem on the board: Will all,of you hold up

.

the pad of-paper my hejper stas given you, so I can,

zA.

be sure that each of you is ready to go-to work:

14

Mike, you don't have any paper, come,up to the

desk and iiir give you a pad. (pause) Okay,..here is -the

problem. Sue had 57 stares. She pasted seven

stamps .in' a raw., Now many .rows 4f seven .could she
4

make? You have one" minute. (pause) What are you going

to do first, Sally?

Sally: "First, I would write the problem down on paper,

rd

but I'm hot sure how to do this one.

Try to work it several ways and see jf you can get

.

the answer. Theresa, how- far are you?

Theresa:. I'm fTnished.

.

T: .Gbod, Theresa. .Even though a minute ish't up, I'd

likc to check your progress. Raise your hand to show-7
. 1"4

$

how many of you are finished.' (Several- students raise-

s
1

-
% hands.) Good, some of you are finished. The rest of you

still have a little time: (pause) Time! 'Kent, will
.

I

you come up and put ypur problem on the board... ,

.,. .

(Kent goes to the board and writesdown the problem
,

, .
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.0

4

0

1:

0

T:.

4,1

".14.

. .

.C".

o

and answer.) Tne rest,of you watch and check.

0

-your work with his Okay, will you,expiai4
.

liow you got that answer?

i .. . .4 :
...,

Kent: There ire' 57 stamps with
.

seven in a now , Seven.
.

.

. . .

o .
%

, diyldedinto 57 would go 8 times with a remainder ..

-,..
of 1.....- n ,

'.

ti

O

.1

1K

Mike:

-

Ta

14

.

Do all agree with Kent?: Stiii you areqf
!

..

shaking your heads.. Mike, is .N!m.ethinq Vie matter 0-

with this -solution?

Keirt-fotgot to Ate remainder of 1Up with the
,

rest of the answer. ,He onl"), wrote it down'where

he %ubtracted.it.
r.

12: Tr -That is right, Mike ,'" Remainders must,bd shown as -

. . ,

part of the answer. Sd% would gi.4e three

-.4.

*points fee that answer -- 'two .because theiproblem.'

13.

was ;kitten cotrectly,.and one because the- correct

answer was gtven'the'second timq. '

Let's begin to play now: Claire, you will be the

captain of Team A.-.Start by readOng one of, the
.\

problems for Team B'tvo work.

Claire: Well, there are sfx tomatoes in each.bagq and

therr are 85 bags. How many t oes are'there?

4w

T:

(pauie)

(Teacher Walks-among students, ob4erving.)

Harlan, let me see your work. O.K. Rim?.

o.

Octili.Theresa, your work looks teal good so

far.,_Keep it covered, though, so no.one can see

it. d
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14. Time is up Captain) you may. call oo someone to

answer-this question.

Captain: Slly.

-15. T:

I

16*

Sall.i;:comt 0 tithe board then and show us how

loLL_AlorkeCIL.tLi____Ieroblem. The rest of you watch.

again to-compare your work-

(pause)

Sally, explain your answer, please.

-P-Sally: I Multiplied 35 by 6 to get a total of 210 to-,

matoes.

T: - , Two hundred ten tomatoes? CLayl_h____Imany.)you-

.

agree with Sally's answer?' Good, because Sally's

17 T:

answer is correct. SO, your team would get a

total of four points. Two, points because the pro-

blemwat written: right and two becaust the answtr.

was-right the first time. Now, it's the other

team's.turn,..1.

r

t

S
1
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TRANSITIONS *
O

Description or the Concept
,f

V.. ,
.

.

t.,,,,,.-

,.s' -Introduction:

This mOdul0 is concern with the-concept of TRANSITIONS. The.

prificiple updeilYing.:TRANSITIONS may be stated as follows: Classroom
pf, 'MANAGEMENT ZCHNIQUES, USED.BY iitTEACHER EITHER FACILITATPOR INTERFERE 7

.WIYH THE SMOOTH TRANSITION FROM ONE CLASSROOM ACTIVITY TO ANOTHER.
. ,

Presently, the concept TRANSITIONS has
.

little meaning for you. .

. Consequently, you have-no way of utilizing this- in your teaching behavior.
Before you can begin to employ TRANSITIONS in youl ,claisroom teachilig . .

h :t behavior; it will bt necessary to translate this abstractcowept into'
L- A-4.- meaningful kpecifit behaviors. In Shorto-you must learn specific,

techniques in order to apply TRANSITIONS in your teaching. In this'
module, you :will be introduced to, three behavioral - indicators of
TRANSI ION52-. A behavioral indicator is a specific behay4or that you
can us im the classroom to apply TRANSITIONS to teaching. These three
have be chosen for emphasis because use of positive TRANSITIONS and
avoidance of negative-TRANSITIONS can increase pupil work involvement
and'reduce diiruptive behavior fn your classroom.

.
..

z

Learner OUectives:
. .

.
,, .

,- At-the Completion of thit module, you should understand and be,
..1.4 'able to apply the concept a Transitions. You will be asked to display

your knowledge of the concept by presenting,to the class a classroom
situation, which incorporates the three behavioral indicators (negative
and positive) of Transiti6hs:

A

Behavioral.Indicators:

In this lesson, we will deal with Iht,e specific behavioral i

indicators related to effective transitions in the classroom. Each of
thete:behaviors,has a, positive and nigativeAlement. That is, the teacher
cat behave in one way which interferes with the classroom activities and

Oeadsto poor transitions or can deal ..ith the same problem ih another
way' which does not interfere with the classroom activities and leads to
smooth transitions between different topics.

. -

0

r
.1
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To achlyve an understanding of the concept, and be able to apply
it, involves earning the following Tbehavioral indicators:

1. StiMulus Boundedness The'teacher is deflected from the-main
activity and reacts to some external stimulus tnat is unrelated
to the on-going activity, versus Delayed_Regponse -- the teacher
delays responding to an unrelated stimulus until a natural break
occurs in the classroom activity.

2. T;irusL -- The teacher bursts in suddenly on the children's
activities in such a manner as to indicate that her own intent of
thought was the only determinant ofher,timing and point of
entry, versus Timely Interjection - The teacher introduces infor-
nation in a manner which minimizes interruption to the student's
activity.

3.. F1'p-Flop 'Se teacher starts a new activity without bringing
tie original activity to. a close and then returns to the original
activity, versus Smooth Transition -- The teacher fully completes
one activity before moving on to the next.

-.Stimulus-Boundedness.(SB..71 de

Stimulus roundedness tends to interrupt .the classroom activities. In

stimulus-boundedness, an ongoing teacher activity is interrupted by
external stimulus. The teacher immediately responds to tht external

stimolUs, therefore; interrupting the ongoing activity. We will caMthe
`positive betli-dor that is opposed to stimulus-boundedness delayed response (513+).

In this caseANhen an extefnal stimulus is introduced into the classroom,
the teacher -Continues with her activity. and delays responding to the
stimulus until a natural break'occurs in the classroom activity. In effect,
the teacher refuses to be sidetracked by an external stimulus that will result
in stopping the normal.classroom activities at a point where these activi-
ties should be continued.

A

Thrust (T-J

In a thrust, the teacher suddenly interrupt the children's activi-
ties such as seatwork, at an inappropriate t':,.e. Inthe case of the thrust,
the teacher is, not responding to an externui. stimufus. instead, the teacher

thinks of some statement or; uestion that should be raised and suddenly
bursts in on the clasToom activity rather than waiting for a,time when hei.
comment will not interrupt children who are involved in the activity.
Thrqsts frequently involve the teacher giving additional instructions
or raising additionalpoints that should have been raised prior to thestart
of the students' activity. 4.4e will call the positive opposite of a ,,thrust
a timely interjection, (T4. Ideally, the teacher should provide all necessary
infirmatioribefore students start a seatwork activity. However, when the
teacher forgets to do this, the information should be introduced in a manner
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that dues not suddenly break in on the children's a(t)vity, and should
be Introduced at a point in,the activity where the interruption will

)have minimum effect on the activity..

A flip-flop occurs when a teacher starts a new topic and having
viotten into the new topic returns to make some comment or give addi-
'tional instructionAout the topic just concluded. The flip-flop.

6rcurs only near transitien..points when one topic is-being concluded
acid a new topic is being introduced. We will call the opposite behavior
smooth transition (FF+). A smooth transition is one where the teacher,
full) completes the initial topic before moving on to a new topic.

What are the essential differences among stimulus-boundednessc,
thr.ists, and flip- flops? Stimulus-boundedness can be differentiated.
from .the other behavior indicators because it invariably involves the
teacher responding to an external stimulus. In contrast:thrusts and
flip-flops usually occur because of an internal stimulus. That is, the

teacher thinks of something that should have been included and responds
to this thought. Thrusts can be differentiated from fi-4p -flops in tha.t

a thrtst involves the teacher suddenly bursting in on a topic that is
already underway. While a thrust may occur at transition points, it
always involves a clear element of suddenness. Flip-flops always occur
at transition points and basically involve the teacher oscillating be-
tween the old topic,that is being concluded and the new topic that is
being introduced.

B -45 1
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TRANSITIONS

Role9olaying

/4
Divide into three groups. Each group select one of the three

behavioral indicators of-tranitions: Stimulus-Boundedness, Thrust,

or Flip-Flop. Your task is to present a classroom situation to the

other groups incorporating Your behavioral indicator of transitions

in first a negative and den a poiitive manner.

Glo
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WITHITNESS*

Description of-the Concept

Introduction:

The term WITHITNESS was coined by kounin9 to refer to the teacher's
behavior-that demonstrates, that she knows what is going on in the class-
room. More precisely, Kounih Aefines WITHITNESS as " . . . a teacher
communicating :o the children by her actual behavior that. she knows what
the 'children are doing . ." In his research, however, Kounin's opera-
tionai definition '-f WITHITNESS was much more limited.*Although Kounin
admits that other events could be used to measure WITHITNESS, he limited
h4s measurement to desist events that the teacher employed in the class-
room. A desist is some action that a reacher takes to_stop a,child's
misbehavior. Kounin failed to find any relationship between style of
desist used by the-teacher-and-the-Success,of-the teacher in Stopping
deviant child behavior. Thi important factors inteacher desists appear
-to be (1) whether the desist is 'directed at the correct target, i.e.,
the child who initiated the deviant behavior and .(2) whether the desist ,-
was timely, i.e., applied before the deviant behavior spreads to other
children or increases in seriousness.. A teacher's-,WITHITNESS score
was' obtained by' dividing the total number of her desists by the number
of mistake --tree desists, those directed to the correct target
before the deviant behavior had spread or become more serious. In Kounin's
study, he found a correlation of .615 between teacher WITHITNESS and pu-
pil's work involvement and .531 between'WITHITNESS anct pupil,deviant be-
havior. These relationships are high enough to incliCatethat teacher_
WITHITNESS is an important factor'in keeping children on task-and reduc-
ing misbehavior in the classroom.

. The principle underlying WITHLTNESS is: TEACHER BEHAVIORS WHICH
DEMONSTRATE THAT-A TEACHER KNOWS WHAT IS GOING ON IN THE CLASSROOM
TEND TO INCREASE STUDENT WORK' INVOLVEMENT AND DECRkASE DEVIANT ORDIS-
RWTIVE STUDENT BEHAVIOR.

At the present time, the conce.t aiTHITNESS has little_meaning for
you. Consequently, you have no way of utilizing this'in your teaching
behavior., Therefore, it will be-necessary to translate'this abstract
concept into meaningful specific behaviors. In short, you must learn
specific techniques in orOer to apply WITHITNESS in your teaching. In
this module, you will be introduced to four behavioral indicators of
WITHITNESS. A behavioral indiCator is a specific behavior-that you can
apply in the classroom. There are other behaviors that a teacher can
use to apply WITHITNESS to teaching. These four behaViors have been
.chosen for emphasis because they are specific and clear-cut and can
readilyrbe applied in the classroom.

9 Kounin, Jacob-S. Discipline and group managemenin classrooms.-
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc., O.
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Learner Objectives:

At the complbtion of this module,you should qpderstand and be able

to apply the concept Of Withitness. You will bc asked to identify

examples of the four behavioral, indicators of Withitness when given a

copylof teacher statements deal'ng with deviant behavior.

Definitions:

Withitness has, been broadly defined as any behavior which the teacher

can employ to ,reduce the frequency of deviant'or off-task pupil behavior. -

We have identified four behavioral indicators of Withitness that will be

emphasized in this mod4Ifie These behavioral indicators are: Desist,

Suggest Alternattve Behavior, Concurrent Praise-and Description of

Desirable Behavior.

Behavioral Indicators:

To achieve an understanding of the concept of Mithitness, and be able,

to apply it, involves learning the following four behavioral indicatory.'

Desist--The teacher demonstrates WithitriAs by telling

students to stop the deviant or off-task behavior. IA

order to be effective the desist must be,directed at the .

student who initiated. the devfantbehaviOeand-must-be
administered before the deviant behavior spreads or

becomes more serious. It must be-timel.rand'on.target

(D+). If the desist is not timely or on target, it is a

negative desist refert4d to as (D-). ?

(2) 'Suggest Alternative Behavior- -When deviant behavior occurs,

the teacher diverts the.disruptive or off-task student by

suggesting that he, engage in an alternative behavior.

(3) -Concurrent Praise--The teacher avoids direct confrontation

with a student who is displaying deviant or off-task behavior

by concurrently praising the non-deviant or on-task behavior

'of other students.
r .

(4) Description of Desirable Behavior--The teacher describes or
has.the off-task student describe'the desirable behavior

which the student usually exhibitS or should exhibit in

place of the on-going deviant or off-task 'behavior..
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In simple terms, a desist invkt% the teacher telling the studert
to stop disruptive or off-task behavior. Usuallj the desist consists of
little except' the teacher telling the pupil to stop doing whatever the
deviant behavior is although'desists differ in such variables as firm-
ness', clarity and punitiveness: Under extreme conditions involving
physical aggression where a child might be injured by the deviadt be-
havior, /the teacher may use physical' constraint in additiorivto a verbal
desist. As a rule, the teacher-should not use desist techniques if one
of the other Withitness behaviors such as concurrent praise is likely to
be effective. There-are'three main occasions when-desist behaviors should-,
beeinployed. Jbese.are:

(1), When the pupil's deviant' behavior is seriously disrupting the
activities of the class. Since the teacher's use of a desist
usually interrupts the class activities, it iS not wise to use
desist behavior to stop deviant or off-.ask pupil behavior whoa
is not creating.a seriods disturbance. Im'these cases, the-
teacher's verbal-desist is likelilo be more disturbing to the
class than the deviant behavioritself. If you have studied

x.- theUSU protocol module on Transitions, you will reconize
that desist behaviors often constitute Thrusts or Stimulus
Boundedness on the part of the feacher'unless the desist can
be carried out in a manner which does not disturb the rest pf
the class. A

esist

Desists should-beUsed promptly in cases of deviant behavior
that involve physical ?igressinn on the part-of the child.
For example, if one_child is poking another with a pencil,
the teacher should immediately use a desist to stop this
behavior since it could result in the injury of a child. In
situations of this sort where injury is pasible,the teacher. ,

may physically constrain the child, in addition'to using a
verbal desist'.

(3) Desists should also be used with children who have consistently .

failed to respond to other strategies such as concurrent praise
or suggesting alternate behavior. However, child...en who con-
sistently fail to respond to alternative strategies should be
counseled by the teacher since the desist is essentially a
form of negative control.

Another reason,for avoiding the use of desists when other Strategies
are likely to work is that many children use deviint behavior as a de-
vice for gaining,teacher attention. The desist, of course, gires the
child the attention he is seeking while a behavior such as concurrent
praise does not. In his study of desist behavior, Kounin related the
degree of success of the desist in stopping misbehavior with various
characteristics of the desist such as clarity and firmness. He did not
find consistent significant rel ionships between .the style of the
teacher's desist behavior and gllting the child to stop the deviant be-
havior and return to on-task behavior. The only consistent-finding in
this regard was that when teachers display anger or punitiveness in their .

desist behaviors, pupils in a class tend to react with more behavior dis-
ruption such as overt signs of anxiety,

1
re stlesshess and reduced involve=
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ment with the ongoing task than when teachers use desists that are ,
not given in an angry or punitive fashion. Therefore, displays of anger-
or punitive behavior should be avoided by the teacher: Such teacher
behavior has a negati4 effect-not only on the child who is the target
but on other children as well.

Suggesting Alternative Behavior
411(

. Often, the teacher may stop deviant or off-task behavior by suggest-
N\ ing some alternate behavior to the deviant pupil. For example, if two

children are whispering the teacher can stop the off-task behavior by
asking one of the children to pass out papers or *form some other task

8,-

which remov'es him from the off-tasksituation. If the teacher is truly-
"with it ", sne will note whether the deviant behavior has restmed after

the pupil completes the alternate behavior that she has assigned to .

him. If the deOant behavior does restke, the teacher should try anothef
strategy such as concurrent praise or descriptiop of desirable behavior.
However, if the deviant behavior-begins to spread to other children or

'-constitutes=a serious disruption to the class activities,.the teacher
should immediately use a firm, non-punitive desist.

Concurrent Praise'

In many cases, if a child fs involved in minor deviant behavior ,

or off-task behavior,, the teacher can get him back on task by concurrently
praising the behavior of a student wire is on-task.. -This concurrent praise
can be directed at a child sitting .inr the off-taik"Ailei or can be di-
rected to all children in the'grepup,who were on task. ContuTrent praise
should also be specific, i.e., the teacher should identify the veciftc
on-task behavior thavis being praised.Oome examples of concurrent praise
are: (1) "John, I like the'way you gAlelieut yoUr workbook and got right
down doing the_lesdon." (John sits. 16t to Jim who has started draw-. -

ing pictures instead of getting ouChis- WOrkbook).= (2) "MaryrJoe and Bill,
you are doing-a fine' job of followineNkyour reader while Jane ieads."
(In thfs case, the teacherahas_praised'all the children-in the reading

group except-Frank who has been-looking out the window instead of following
the reading activity). (3) "I like the way most of you have worked on your
science assignment without whispering or disturbing others." (In this case,
two children in the group are whispering while the rest of the children are
on-task). When using this technique, the teacher must be careful not to
use a punitive tone of voice or in any way compare one child unfavorably with
another. For instance, the statement, "Jane, can you tell Lori the questiol),
you do such a good job of listening in class," may have the desired effect
of getting Lori, who didn't tear the question, to pay attention, but it also
compares Lori to Jane unfavorably. The same,effect could be accomplished
by simply making a positive statement to Jane ar$ no reference at all:to
Lori; i.e., "Jane, can you repeat the question for us? You have been doing
a very good job of listening.in class." Here the teacher overlooks Lori's
unacceptable behavior completely while concurrently praising Jane's ac
ceptable behavior.

Therefore, concurrent praise is a desirable strategy because it
praises on-task behavior and does not give attention to the deviant or
off-task child. Yet, even retarded children quickly recognize that when
they misbehave, their peers receive praise which is being withheld from
them. Concurrent praise 's effective in bringing most deviant or off-task
children back to on-task behavior.
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Describe Desirable Behavior

A deviant behavior can often be stopped if the teacher either (1)
-describes the desirable-behavior that should be going on as an alternate
to the deviant behavibr, or (2) states the classrOom rule regarding the
deviant behavior or (3) ask' the deviant student tE describe the desirable .behavior or state the rule. Desgribing desirable behavio tan take

ing this statement-to any particular child- Let,us suppo _, fOr.ex-ample,ik

several forms. For example, the teacher can state a rule without direct-

that the class has a rule 'that when they finishcan assignment early,
'they can work on their,art project for the remainder of the,period. If
a child gets out his art work before completing the assignment, the
teacher might say "Remember-class, our rule is that you can work on your
art project only -after you have,finishedyour as'signment." Under tt
same conditions, the teacher could direq the rule at tne defiant c '14 -- --by saying, "John,;.reMempeeobr rdle is that you cannot work on your art
project uhtilyou have finished. your reading assignment" or the teacher
could ask the child'to state the rule by saying, "John, what is.the-class
rule -about working On your art project?" Or the teacher could describe
the child's usual behavior by saying, ,"John, you usually are very good-77
about getting your assignments finished before'uorking_on_your art
project."

.

The Effects of Withitness Strategies
i,- . ,

1 .

When using Withitness behaviors- described 'in Lillis lesson, the
teacher should always notetarefUlly the effects of her behavibr on the

. off-task or misbehaving Moil. Different Withitness behaviors:Work best
with- different pupils. "/By carefully 'noting the effect of your Withit-
ness behavior on a given Child you can quickly determine which behavior
is most likely to be/Successful for a given child, under a given set of
conditions. Being Nithit" not only means that you quickly notice
deviant or off-ta behavior and-make some overt move to-I-stop such bent

. havior, it also eans that you are alert, to the effects of your.straI-
egies.

Ignoring Deviant Behavior

Spite many children use deviant behavior as a device to gain
teacher-attention, the teacher can sometimes extinguish the deviant be-
havinr by ignoring it. If the behavior is minor and is not seriously
dtsturbing other punils,'you may wish to try ignoring some deviant
behaviors. You should note carefully whether ignoring these behaviors,:
however; is successful in'stopping the behavior and returning the
pupil to his regular classrodmNwork. This approach is not alw4yt
effective-since much deviant behavior is not designed to gain teacher
attention. For example, if the pupil's real goal is to get the
attention of his peers, it will do nO'-good for the teacher to ignore
the behavior since the teacher is not the,source of reinforcement.
Another problem with ignoring defiant behaitor is that students may
conclude that the teacher'does not know what is going on, i.e., she
is not "with tt".
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WITHITNESS TRANSCIRIPT*

Instructions:

There are several teacher behavidrs which can be employed to demonstrate
that the teacher knows what is going on in the clasSroom and thereby reduce
the frequency of off-task behavior. Four of these behaviors are:

`, 1. Desist -- The teacher demonstrates Withitness by telting
studiits to stop he deviant or off-task behayior. Jp.order
to'be effective, the desist must be directedrat student'''

initiated the deviant tehavior qnd must be' administered
before the deviant- behavior spreads or becomes1nore serious
(D+). if the desist is not timely or on ti.rget, it is a
negative desist referred to as (D-).

2. Soggest Alternative Behavior--- When deviant behavior occurs'',
the teacher diverts the disruptive.or off -task student by
suggesting that he engage in an alternative behavior.

3. Concurrent Prai se -- The teacher avoids direct confrontation
with a student who ig displaying deviant or off-task behavior
by concurrently prais-ng,the non-deviapt or on-task behavior
df other students.

0
4. Description of Desirable Behavior -- The,teacher describes

, - or has the off-task student describe the desirable,beha44or
which the student usually exhibits or should exhibit in
place of the 6-going deviant or off-task behavior.

The following is a list of classroom situations involving off-task or
deviant student,behavior. Each teacher'response is an)example oftone of the
four Verbal teacher skills listed above. To the left of each situation;
write the appropriate symbol as follows

,D+ -- Desist (Use D- if Desist is not_timely and on- target.)

SAB Suggestion of Alternative Behavior

CP -- Concurrent Praise

DDB --,Description of Desirable Behavior

. NA -- Not an example of any of the Withitness behaviors.
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Now let's get out our textbooks (teacher pauses
as students yet out materials; however, Dave is
.reading the-schocl newspaper).

T: I'm glad to see Tony and James are all ready to
start our discussion. They,hlve their textbooks

. out and are tee, 1.i begin.

(Dave continues to read.)

T: DdVe would you please had out these worksheets.
4

(JeffIreachei-o4r.and punches 4m.) '/ 4'

T: -Jeff, you're usually very attentive in class.
What's the trouble?

.

(Jeff punches Tim again, and Tim punches back.)-

T: Jeff Ivaile Tim alone and pay attention to the
lesson. No more nonsense.

A

(Lou isthumbing through.thitextbook when the
teacher calls on her to read.)

T:. Lou, you usually listen and know exactly where
we are: Please try to stay with the class.

,

(Virginia pokes student in front of her with
pencil.)

T: Virginia, notonly does that bother Eric, it's
also dangerous:

(Tom tries to get Julie's attention by tapping
her on the shoulder.)

Rick and Lori; Ijapprfciate the way yoU two are
.paying attention. You're doing a fine job.

(Eric cannot supply an answer from the homework assign=
ment because he did not do the work.)

T: Eric, What is our procedure when I give a class
assignment for everyone?

B-53
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11. 77r
6

A

(Jeff reaches over andvknocks James' books Gff
the desk:)

T: Jeff, how many times have I told you to keep your
hands to yourself?- (Jeff tries to explain) No, I

don't want to hear anything about it, just pay
.attention and keep your hands to yourself.

(Lori islooking.for something in her notebook
when called upon by -the teacher.) .

T: Jane can you give us the answer. You've been
doing a good job of listehIng and keep* up today.

'

% .6

As teacher collects paper, Virginit and Eric
. -start_to_vhisper.)

_

T: I'd like to have Virginia abd'Eric pass out the
worksheets for tomorrow.

ea.

ry
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.SESSION III

- .- Overview

jot"-',k4. .

Sessibr III begins with the sectio n entitled "Supporting BehaVior".
.

After,vieWlpg the film entitled "Supporting Behavior", a teacher can bette
understand the effect supporting behavior has on the self-concept, emotional

.development, cognitive development, and social development of students.

"Teadher Language" contains four subtopics which stress the importance
-- of effective teacher- language. The first subtopic, "Clarity" suggests the

use of precise, short, and simple statements_or questions for explaining

,,

,

a concepror an idea. The second subtopic, "Organization", emphasizes the
need for reviews of past subject matter and current subject matter at the

_ beginning, the end, and other appropriate places during the lesson% The

moo-. ..

third .pbtopic, "Emphcsi5", points out effective'techniques such as voice modula-
r--' Lion, paraphrasing and cueing which indicate important points for students to

: remember. The last subtopic, "Feedback" imparts the need solicit feelback
. -from students to determine their-understanding, interest, attitude toward

subjelt matter.

Directions

This supplement contains two sections entitled "Supporting Behavior" and
"Teacher,Language": "Teacher Language" has four subtopics, .In each section
-you will be asked to r'ad and study the written information. Where trawripts
or exercises,are provided you may test your learning comprehension by com-
pleting thtm individually or in,smalf groups. Below you will find directions

*for the completion of each sect=ion. Read the directions carefully before you
begin, t insure successful completion of each section. Be sure to check the
answers with the facilitator.

Supporting Behavior*

J. Read the opening statement and complete the Pre - Viewing Activities.
2. View CP film.
3. Review film observations by doing the Post-Viewing Activities in small

groups. ,

4.- Check your answers with the program facilitator.
.5. Read and study the subtopic, "The Concept of Self is a Product of

Tranlactions With Others".
6. Complete in your own words the exercise, "Proposed Effects of

Supporf4ng Behavior" while working in small groups:
3. After obserVing pne of your students, do the exercise, "Actual Effects

of Supporting Behavior".
8. Be prepared to discuss the above classroom ectivity in the next session.

J



A. Clarity

1. Read and study "Clarity - Description of the Concept",
2. Check your learning comprehension by doing the transcript, "Clarity".
3. Check your answers with the program facilitator.

Teacher Language*

B. Organization**

1. Read and study "Organization -Description of the Concept".
2. After reading the concept or during the presentation, fill in the

necessary information on the "Organization" worksheet.
3. Check your answers with'the program facilitator.
4. Present a role playing exercise on "Organization" or develop a series

of teacher statements that demonstrate this concept.

C. Emphasis**
0

1. Read and study "EmphaSis - Description of the Concept".
2. After reading about the concept or during the presentation,

provide the necessary information for the "Emphasis" worksheet.
Check yobr answers with the'program fiCilitator.

4".' Present a role playing exercise an "Emphasis"-or develop a series
of teacher statements that demonstrate this concept.

D Feedback**

1. Read and study "Feedback - Description of the Concept".
'2. After reading about the concept or during the presentation, test

your understanding by doing the "Feedback" worksheet.
3. Check your answers with the program facilitator. 1

4. Present a role playing exercise on "Feedback" or develop a series
of teacher statements that demonstrate this concept.

* Th2 source of materials indicated throughout the supplement
may be found in the Facilitator's Guide.

** Note - The facilitator may assign these topics to small groups
for presentation to the entire class.

I
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SUPPORTIi'IG BEHAVIOR

It is generally agreed that parents and teachers profoundly influence
both the intellectual and emotional-development of children through
supporting behavior.. To bean effective influenCe.for positive develop--
ment,,adult supporting behavior must be thoughtful and consistent.

I.. PRE - VIEWING ACTIVITIES

1. In your own words define supporting behavior.

2. Recall the evepts of the past week. You must have noticed some
situations in which adults exhibited supporting behavior toward
children. Briefly describe the specific, observable behaviors
that you would label as supporting.

SUPPORTING BEHAVIOR

CO.

II. NOW VIEW THE FILM: SUPPORTING BEHAVIOR

C-3 $
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III. .POST - VIEWING ACTIVITIES ,

These activities will help you to further develop your understanding of
supporting behavior. They will help-you becoMe more sensitive to the
characteristics of supporting behavior, morg aware of opportunities to be
supporting,, and more considerate of the consequences for children.

1. Begin to organize your thoughts by restating the film definition
for supporting behavior.

,

1

2. List the supporting behz.viors that you observed in the film. (List

I
only what you-saw, not what you,may have inferred.)

c,
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IV.THE CONCEPT OF SELF IS A PRODUCT OF TRANSACTIONS WITH OTHERS.

Transaction'is the negoti,tion of.meaning between yourself and others.
When you exprgss an idea or behavior, another responds to indicate a
degree of understanding or agreement. The response'"feeds back" .to you,
causing you to maintain or correct your own understanding of the original
idea or behavior. Through this feedback process you constantly "check
out".t4e sensibility, logic and acceptability of your own expressions.
You come to regard your language as clear if others indicate they under-
stand your meaning. You, regard your,logic as sound if others agree that
it is to., You regard yourself as worthy if others tell you.that you are
worthy.

As you transact with others you are "checking yourself out." You nego-,
tiate your identity in your oWn eyes and in others. When you receive
positive, reinforqng feedback about your ideas, and, behaviors, it means
that other people see you as 'favorable as you see yourself. Negative,
_disparaging feedback, means,that others see you unfayprably. If you
consistently receive negative feedback,-your self-concept changes to
to bring it in line with the views of those others.

O

A teacher whg seeks opportunities to support a child provides important
feedback wtoich helps that child develop a stronger,,more competent self,
image. This.. information helps the child clarify who he is, what he' can
-do, and what he might become.

A person Who believes, realistically or, not, that he is likely to
succeed and that he deserves respect and attention'will present a
posture of confidence and thereby increase the likelihood of his
success and the respectful attention of others. Such a person's
expectations become"a .reality to others as well as- to himself, both
by virtue of his avert actions and statements, and by the energizing ,

effects that positive expectations for the future are likely to have
upon-the present.

S. Coopersmith, Antecedents of Self-Esteem
(San Francisco: W. ii. Freeman, 1967)

A pupil's expectations of self arc generated and maintained through the
process of transaction with signi'icant others. A teacher is a "signi--
ficant other" iwayupil's life.
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V. PROPOSED EFFECTS OF ,SUPPORTING BEHAVIOR

What do you think happens to'a child wnen you sustain, uphold and-defend
him? What meanings- are you transacting with him? -With others who may
be involved? Use the chart below to organize and record your ideas.

Effects of Supporting Behavior on Child's...

Immediate Effects Long -Term Eff -4

.

..Seff-Concept

.

.

.

.

-

.

..General

Emotional

Development

. ,

.

. 6

.

0 ,.

.

.

..Cognitive -

Development

.

..Social

Development

c

. _

'
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VI. ACTUAL EFFECTS OrSUPPORTING BEHAVIOR

Choose a pupil from your class whom you recognize as needing support.
Over a five-day per',od make a point of supporting him frequently. Lookfor opportunities to do so. At the end of the five-day perio&notice
any changes in the child. Record these in the table below.

Effects of Supporting Behavior on Child's...

Describe Changes You Describe Changes You ,

Think OccurredHave Seen Occur

..Self-concept

.

,

.

.
,

..General

Emotional

Development

.
,

.

.

0

.
.

.

,

..Cognitive

Development

.

.

.

.

.

_

.

.

....-___-..-..--

..Social

Development
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CLARITY

Description of the Concept*

Introduction

This module deals with the concept CLARITY as it relates to teacher ver-
bal behavior in the classroom. The principle underlying CLARITY may be
stated as follows: Tekcher use of clear and precise language tends to make
the material more understandable and increases student achievement.

The concept CLARITY can be useful as a general gi:Ae to follow in your
teaching. For example, a sign with the word CLARITY posted in your room will
-serve as a general reminder to both you and your students of the importance of
this concept in effective.commUnlcation. However, to be most valuable in im-
proving your teaching, you should translate this abstract concept into'speci-
fic behaviors that you can incorporate into your teaching style. You can then
focus your attention on these behaviors until you use them naturally and
effectively. This module will introduce you to three behavioral indicators
of CLARITY. A behavioral indicator is a specific behavior that you can apply
in the classroom. -There are many other ways that a teacher can apply CLARITY
to teaching. However, these three have teen chosen for emphasis because (I)

they can be used in a wide range of teaching situations, .(2) they have been
found to bring about improvement in student achievement, and (3) they are
simple enough for you_to master without practice in a regular classroom.

Learner Objectives' r

At the completion of this module you should understand and be able to
apply the concept of CLARITY. You will be asked to identify examples or
violations of the three behavioral indicators of CLARITY when given a trans-
script of a classroom situation.

The Behavioral Indicators

In the field of communication, "poise"is defined as any extraneous
/auditory sound(s) which interfere with the transmission of the communicated
message. The major purpose of the behavioral indicators presented below are 2,-

t4 illustrate ways in which the teacher can present material in a clear mannefi
without the presence of "noise", thus lessening the chance of misinterpretation
on the part of the student.

C-8 13k)
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To achieve an understanding of the concept of CLARITY, and be able to
apply it, involves learning the following three behavioral indicators:

1. Pr5ecise Lan ua e--lne teacher avoids the use of vague or
ambiguous anguage in classroom presentation and utilizes
precise and definite language,in directions, description,
and illustrations.
. ,

2. Asking Single Questions--The teacher calls for an answer
to only one question at a time, rather than asking two
or more questions before seeking a student response.

.

3. Defining New Words--The teacher-introduces new terms by
&fining them or,eliciting student definitions and
seeking feedback to determine if students, have a clear
understanding of their Meaning.

Pi:ecise Language

All teachers use vague and imprec'se words such as "some, much, few, seem,
may. .-." but those who fail in the art of classroom communication tend -to usethem greater praortion. It is not the intent of,this'module to eliminate
from your vocabulary all words that are.somewkiet imprecise. However, whenever
the content of your lesson permits a chbice hdtween vague and precise state-
ments, you should strive toward precise language.- Research has
clearly demonstrated that your students will learn more effectively i'f you use
precise language and Avoid vague language. The following is a list of words
common to everyday speech that tend to make your descriptive remarks vague or
ambiguous. Use such words only when more precise language is not appropriate.

some few perhaps
many , much , probably
of course

c. maybe something
a little in fact actually
things you see

At times, non-specific words such as "tome" or "probably" are appropriate
in teaching. Sometimes, a_divergent, non-spedific question is very effective
in stimulating students to seek a solution for problems. For example, a
teacher might say, "Let us imagine that we were asked to set by a colony bo
the Moon. There are many things we woUld have to consider. Remembering all
that we have learned about the Moon, what are some of the problems we would
probably have to'solve?" This question uses vague words effectively to encour-
age a divergeht approach to the problem'. The student must bring together
different "bits" of information, rearrange them in a new configuration, and
apply them to the question. Thus, imprecise language is often useful in diver-
gent or open-ended questions. Precise langudge, on the other hand, is most
effective in teacher-descriptions, in 'presenting new information to students,
and in answering student,questions.

C-9
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Another important aspect of clarity is the complexity-of terminology
and sentence structure. In their monumental volume Learning from Films,
May and Lumsdaine (1958) investigated how a variety of independent variables
influence one's auility to acquire new knowledge. One of their studies'was
designed to determine the effects of ambiguous language. .In this study a
20-minute film "What is China" was rewritten so that there were two versions
of the cdMmentary. The difficult version was an attempt to imitate the' style
of more advanced high school textbooks. A second or easy versiel was made by
breaking long. sentences into short ones, replacing academic constructions by
colloquialisms, simplifying the grammar,and replacing unfamiliar words with
familiar ones. The commentaries were then split in half so that each group
of subjects received one-half of the easy commentary and one-half of the diffi-
cult. One hundred and thirteen pupils' from the 7th and 8th.grade viewed film
version A (first half difficult, second half easy) and 119.pupils viewed film
version B (first half easy, second half difficult). Results from a post-test
evaluation foutd,that differences were not,signiftcant between the twu first
ha'ves but were significant favoring the easy version at the .01.1evel for
the second halves. In terms of achievement, those who had the easy version
on the second half gained about one third more than-those who had the,diffi-
cult version. These results clearly demonstrate that your use of clear-,
simple language as a teacher can have a significant effect upon the learning
of your students.

Asking Single Questions -

Another simple 'teacher language pattern that can improve gtudent achieve-
ment is the use of single questions in discussion and recitation lessons. This
component of clarity was investigated by Wright and Nuthall (1970). In this
study, the investigators correlated teacher behavior variables with student
achievement in the mastery of science concepts. They found that teacher
"utterances" (an utterance was defined as a single teacher.:pupil interaction) -
containing only one question. were positively and sjgaificantly related to
achievement (r=.43), while asking two ESr more questions before getting an
answer was .iegatively related to achievement (r =.52). This led the researchers,
to conclude that greater pupil knowledge of subject matter will be produced by
teachers who ask relatively direct questions one at a time whichcan be an-
Swe'red by pupils without the need for additional information or rephrasing of
the questioA. One of the great-problems of students at\all academic levels
is figUring out what the teacher wants. When you, as a teacher, ask two diff-
erent questions in the same breath or mfx your questions with your expository
remarks, many students will inevitably be confused. Confusion of this sort
is frustrating to your students and, as research hal. demonstrated, interferes
significantly with their learning.

Defining New Words

In the process of acquiring new knowledge and dealing with new,ideas, the
student is constantly adding new words to his vocabulary. The work of May and
Lumsdaine (1958), cited earlier, clearly indicates that achievement is adversely



,.

affected when the student is confronted with words as they arise. One of themost important habits you can develop is to be alert to new words and provide
definitions when new words are introduced.

Since students in a given classroom differ greatly in their vocabulary
levels, it is usually possible to elicit definitions of new words from your
class. If none of your students can define the new word, you can often help
them discover the definition. Clues to the meaning of a word can usually be-
obtained by breaking the word into its parts or by analyzing the context in
which the word is used. You should encourage students to-Lry definitions by
context analysis. New words are often related to words the students already
know. The class should be encouraged to study the makeup of the new word inseeking clues its meaning-.

..-

The aforemantioned strategies usualy result in students arriving at a
suitable definition. If your efforts to elicit student definitiOns ?&il,.you
should either give the class a definition or refer students to ,_the dictionary.
The important point to remember is that new words must be defined if,ZMe student
is to learn. Helping students arrive at a ,definition -is Usually preferable to
your giving a definition, but in either case, understanding the new word is
essential.

,
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severalThere are specific skills that teachers can use to make
their classroom discussion less ambiguous. Employing these techniques
will.incraase-student achievement. Three such skills are:

. .
.1

1. Definingz. new words--The'teachteintroduces new terms by defining

them _or eliciting student definftions.and seeking feedback to

determine if students have a clear understanding of'their meaning.-

2. Precise Language- -The teacher avoids the use cbf vague or am-

. biguous_language in classroom presentation and utilizes precise
and definite language in directions, descriptions and illustiations..

3. Asking_sln e ouestions--The teacher calls for ananswer-to only
one questi n at a time, rather' than two or more questions be- a

/ fore eeelci va student response.,.

.

The following is
\
a transcr.ipt taken fromfa classroom situation.

Throughout the tr n4cript you will find that teacher remarks are under-- -

lined. . ,

Read each re ark and decide whether it.is an example or a violation

ofoneof the th ee verbal procedures listecbeabove. Then write the

appropriate symbol as follows:

-

De: Teac er defines newvcirtla (if teacher elicits student defi-

Isiti)ns, use Dp)
Precise language (if teacher violates this procedure by using

vague language, use P1-)
So-' Single question (if teacher violates this procedure by using

multiple questions, use Sq--) If the single question is asking
for a definition, -score as a definition..
NCR an example or violation of ,any of these behaviors.

fl
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1:

a

Class, today's story,hs to do with a person,..tkat has

A handicap. 12.1112.1 do you know anyone who has a handl-

l'In_not sure, What does handicap mean?

Look at the word as I write it on the hoard. liandtcap.

Who can tell me what the word handicap means? Rosy?

Rosy: Well, like if you're blind,Aeaf', or you can.!t talk,

then you have a handicap.

3._ T: these..--re_typcl, of_handicaps. Mar ilia?:

Martha:
.

Don't ydu have a handicap when you are given points

,so that you°*ore even with others?

: T: Yes, if you are thinking of a sport.

Martha: Well, -1 was thinking of golf.

4. T: Oku2 that may haveMmething to Flo with this. arin?

-(The underlined section is a violatiOn of one of the

hdhaviural indicators. indicate which one.) ,

How mail)/ people in the United States are handicapped?

T: Wellt_there are quite a few.(The underlined section is

a violation of one of the behavional indicators. lndica.te'

.t
which one.) Who else Caivrespond,to this question? SO

far, Rosy has said.that blind and deaf people are handi-
.

capped and what Maytha said it also true. Hindicaps are

involved in some sports. Ifyou're not quite as good a

n*,

player as someone else, yuu may he glen a handicap. For

example, if you bowLand you arqn'l very good, you will be

given a certain number of points at the beginning or he

game ur they may ,add so many points tO ybur tame. Tami?

Cr14
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7.

laml: Doesn't handicapped mean crippled?

1: Crippled or disadvntaged: In the story they used the

word handicapped fur someone who Is disadvantaged. If

you are at:a_clisadvancgewhen you are 1 1andie.aued what

would you sily that this means? Rosy?

Rosy: Um, if you are blind, you would have an advantage if you

could see.

T: Okay, then if someone cannot see they are. at a disadvan-
:

tage. If you broke this word int() syllables, you would

have kits and advantage. If advantage means to have an

edlie on someone what does the prefix (Its men? Melissa?

Miis..a: Weil, If you're not content.

T: Clark?

Clark: It means not.

That's correct. It means not or,without. Without an

advantage.' So'a person with a handicap is without an ad-

vantage or lacking in a certain area. Many r4bple have

handicaps. I would even chance to say thlt everyone of

you in the room has SOMQ kind of handicap. However, your

handicaps are probably small ones; like, maybe you cannot

run as fast as others can, so when you're playing a run-

ning game, you are handicapped. Maybe you cannot read as

well as others in your class. When yon're reading or when

you're doing something with reading you are handicapped.

I'hysic,il handicaps are like being blind or deaf. lvhats

another kind of physical handicap..? Can you think of some-J

"in& that can be wrong with your body or something that

C-15
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would make you different`? Kristine? (The underlined

section is a violation of one of the behay:oral indica-

tors, indicate which one.)

Kristine: Retarded?

1': Maybe, xetarded. Mike? 4.

Mike: Crippled hands.

T: Yes ,that's an example of a physical handicap. Can

someone give.another example?

Rosy: Lack of ,speech.

T: -Lack of speech or spe.ech problem. Okay, in today's story

the person in the story has a physical handicap. Her

name is Helen Keller and I'm sure many of you have heard

about her. Today's story describes her handicap and part

of her life. Some people, are born with their handicaps

11 . but not Helen Keller. At 19 months she was ill and had

a very high fever which caused her to become blind and

deaf. In the story it tells how Helen Keller partially

corrects her handicaps with the help of a therapist.11

12 . Does anyone know what a therapist is? Jeff?

Jeff: Well, it's a person who helps another person.

13 T: What does a speech therapist do?

Jeff: I know he gives kids lessons and they practice them to-

make them talk better.

1: Do you have anything to add, Melissa?

Melissa: '.es, isn't a speech thet4pist sort of like a doctor?

14 . T: To become a speech therapist oily. must attend a university

or college which offers a graduate program in speech

C-16



therapy, Ile usually goes to college five or six years

before he is ready to'help people who have speech'

problem~.

Niel: But there are other kinds of therapists too, besideS.

15. T:

16.

spvech.

Yes, a therapist Is a _person who has.. spatted one type of

problem or handicap and-then cages the sktlis he h:is learned

tohelp_people overcome their handicap. Of course, all

handicaps cannot be cured. For example, it is often not

possible to Correct the vision bf the blind so that they

can see again. But what can be dine to help bli.nd people

overcome their handicap? Margery?

Margery: Maybe they could be taught Braille.

T: Okay, blind people who calf read Braille can overcome part

of the handicap of )eing blind.

Greg: How do people read in Oraille?

17. T: Wellj_symbpls to represent letters arc pressed into the

ipa er so the paper has raised dots on it. The blind person

runs his fingfrs over the paper and can read by feeling

how the dots are arranged.

A
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ORGANIZATION

Description of the Concept *

Introduction

This instructional package deals with teacher language that'is designed
to aid students, in organizing their learning. t,,ie will call the concept upon
which this kind of teacher language is,based ORGANIZATION. The principle under-
lying ORGANIZATION may be stated as follows: Teacher language designed to help
the student organize his learning and place it in context tends to increase
student achievement. Research has clearly demonstrated the validity of this
principle. therefore, an understanding of this concept and of the ways it'can
be applied to your classroom behavior can make you a more effectfve-teacher.

Presently, the concept ORGANIZATION has little meaning to yOu. Con1equently,
you have no way of utilizing this in your teaching behavior. Before you can be-
gin to employ organization in your classroom teaching behavior, it will be
necessary to translate this abstract_ concept into meaningful specificbehaviors.
In short, you must learn specific techniques in order to apply ORGANIZATION in
your (eaching. In this module you will'be introducedto four behavioral
indicators of ORGANIZATION. A behavioral indicator is a 'Specific behavior that
you can use in the classroom to apply the concept. There are other behaviors
that a teacher can use to apply organization to teaching. These four have been
chosen for emphasis because (1) they can be used in a wide range of teaching
situations, (2) they bring about substantial improvement in student participa-
tion and (3) they are simple enough for you to master without practice in a
regular classroom.

Learner Objectives

At the completion of this module you should understandand be able to apply
the concept of ORGANIZATION. You will be asked to present an explanation of the
concept, and the teacher behaviors involved, to the group and provide examples
by either (1) role playidg a clasr,room situation or, (2) developing a series
of teacher statements that demonstrate the concept of ORGANIZATION, to be iden-
tified by the group.

The Behavioral Indicators

To achieve an underStanding of the conoept of ORGANIZATION, and be able to
apply it, involves learning the following behavioral indjcators:

1. Teacher Elicits Review--At the start of the lesson and as
needed throughout the lesson, theiteacher frames questions
to elicit from stuuents review ofrelevant past learning.
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2. Teacher Reviews--At the beginning and as needed throughout
the'lesson, the teacher supplies a review of relevant past
learning.

3. Terminal Structure- -Near the end of the lesson, the teacher
adds content relevant. information which has not been
covered in -the discussion.

4.' Summar Revie
reviews

1 aon.

ear the end of the lesson, the teacher
main ideas and the essential content of the

`Using these simple but significant behaviors can make a considerable differ-
ence in your teaching effectiveness. Your continued use of these four behaviors
will lead students to more effectively organize their learning and thus increase
student achievement.

Teacher Elicits Review

It is not uncommon to find teachers beginning-their class discussion with
a point blank barrage of dates, names, places and events. Often, this leaves
the students confused as to how this new information relates to previous learning
and also unsure of the direction that will be taken with the new material to be
covered. This "coming from nowhere and moving in who knows what direction" can
be eliminated by good ORGANIZATION. Teacher language which elicits from the
student a review of relevant past learning contributes to. good organization.
Essentially, this process involves the teacher implementing effective question-
ing procedures. The questions s-houlgbe posed in such a manner so as to provide
S foundation of ideas and informatioMtpon which you can, build the new lesson.
Yourquestions also help you determine what specifically the students do not
know. In ord6- to accomplish this, your questions should begin with broad
topics and gradually become more specific. For example, a teacher might follow,
the following lines of questioning:

Teacher (T): Alex, what were we discussing yesterday?

Alex:

T:

Alex:

Alex:

,T:

Alex:

Well, we were talking about war.

Can you tell me what warme were distussing?

It was the Civil War.

Good. Can you tell me what we did discuss?

Well, we talked about the causes for-the north to
fight the south.

What was one specific cause we mentioned?

Well, in the south they wanted to keep the Negroes
slaves'cause they needed them to pick cotton and the
people in the north didn't want to have slaves 'cause
they didn't have any cotton to be picked.
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Another example of eliciting a stc-dent review is: "John, would you tell
us all yo;1 can about our discussion about ffuit flies in science class yester-
day."

. Not only does this technique help students establish the information base
they need to move on to new ideas and content, but it also indicates to the
teat. where his/her teaching failed to communicate. Hence, the teacher is in
a better position to effectively reconstruct the deficits, of 'die previous instruc-
tional sequence and thus supply the missing information.

Teacher Review

The teacher review of past learning 's different from the teacher elicited
review in that the teacher takes the initiative of providing the content or
ideas needed by the student to move ahead. Here, rather than question the stu-
dents, it becomes the job of.the teacher to synthesize and integrate the data.
Often times, this means clarificat-on of previously misconstrued concepts. In
this case, the teacher briefly outlines or summarizes for the student the rele-
vant information. Examples of teacher review are as follows: "Yesterday we
discovered in,our science experiments several properties of light. We found
that light travels in straight lines, ,and that it can be reflected, absorbed,
diffused and bent." "Yesterday, we talked about cell construction. The main
point-from this lesson is that the nucleus, cytoplasm and cell wall are.,the
basic structures found in almost all living cells."

This process of review provides a situation in which misconceptions can
be corrected, lacking information added, and a foundation built from which the
teacher can move to more complex concepts or new content.

Observation and analysis of teachers who are well organized has led to
the conclusion that the establishment of the knowledge base (that is, checking
for the amount of knowledge and comprehension level,of the'student) is an im-
portant part of the organized teacher's repertoire of behaviors.

Terminating the Lesson

The two behavioral indicators included under thisheading are (1) ter- .

minal structure, and (2) summary 'eview. These behavioral indicators are
very similar and generally caret of be differentiated,by an observer _unless he
knows in detail what the class has previously covered. In providing terminal
structure, the teacher adds new content-relevant information that has not
covered in the discussion. In summar review;1 teacher brings together the
main points that have been covere in the dis sion. ,Terminal structuring is
particularly useful if the.topfc is to be discussed further since it helps to
set the stage far the next discussion. Both terminal structuring and summary

. review,. when used by the teacher to organize presentation, correlate with in-
creasedistudent achievement.
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Two examples of terminal structuring are as follows: "Today in our
lesson we have talked about the continental shelf which extends into the ocean
from the shore of the continent. But, we didn't mention depth of the shelf.
Did you know the average depth of the shelf is 400 feet?" "In our science
lesson today, we talked about the Sun, but I didn't talk about the materials
that compose it. More than 99% of the Sun's mass is made up of hydrogen and
helium.",

Examples of summary review are IS follows: "We have a very interesting
lesson today on light. In this lesson, we discovered that light from the Sun
is not simple, but is made up of many colors. A prism, such as we used'in
class today, sorts white light into these many colors." "An atom, as we dis-
covered in our science discussion today, is a tiny particle of which substances
are made. The nucldus.of an atom is made up of protons and neutrons. Composing

. the rest of the atom are electrAs which orbit around the nucleus.':

Sumnary,

The concept ORGANIZATION is concerned with teaching language that is de.-
signed to aid students in organizing their learning. The four specific behavioral
indicators of ORGANIZATION that we have presented are all used to focus the
-learner's attention on information or ideas that you as the teacher want him to
remember. An extremely difficult problem for most students is figuring out what
is and is not important and relevant information. Typically, the student does
not have enough bdckground in the area of study to make this differentiation
without help. You as the teacher can aid him by using the following four be-
havioral indicators:

I. Teacher Elicits Review--At the start of the lesson and as
neededthroWITUTUnesson, the teacher frames questions
to elicit from students review of relevant past learning.

2. Teacher Reviews--At the beginning and as needed throughout
the lesson, tFie teacher supplies a review of relevant past
learning.

3.- Terminal Structure--Near,the end of the lesson, the teacher
adds content relevant information which has not been
covered in the lesson discussion.

4. Summary Review--Near the end of the lesson, the teacher
reviews the main ideas and the essential content of the
lesson.
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k ORGANIZATION

-Worksheet*

0

In order to demonstrate understanding of the concept ORGANIZATION,
It is necessary that you can state the principle underlying this concept
and be able to list And briefly define four specific behavioral indicators

that a teacher can use to apply this concept to the clalsroom situation.

As the concept and behavioral IndicetOrs are explained, fill out
the following worksheet.'

1. State the principle underlying the concept ORGANIZATION in your own words.

2. Name and briefly define four teacher language skills (behavioral
indicators) that can be used in the classroom to apply ORGANIZATION.

(a) Name: Definition:

(b) Name: Definition:

e.

(c) Name: 0.

Definition:

(d) Name: Definition:

L
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EMPHASIS

Description of the Concept*

Introduction

This module deals with teacher language that is designed to emphasize
important facts or concepts. We will call the concept upon which this kind
of teacher language is based EMPHASIS. The principle underlying ETHASIS
may be stated: Teacher language designed to draw Students' attention to
important content tends to increase studentachieverrent. Research has clearly
demonstrated the- validity of this principle. Therefore, you can become a
more effective teacher if you have an understanding of this concept and of
the ways it can be applied in your classroom behavior.

At the present time, the concept EMPHASIS has little meaning for you.
In order to apply EMPHASIS in your-teaching, it will be necessary to trans
late this abstract concept into meaningful specific bOlaviors. In other
words, you must learn specific techniques in order to apply EMPHASIS in
your teaching. In this module you will be introduced to three behavioral
indicato'rs.of EMPHASIS. A behavioral indicator is a specific 017MTITTat
you can apply in the classroom. There are other behaviors that a teacher
can use to apply EMPHASIS in teaching. These three have been chosen because
(1) they. can be used in a wide range of teaching situations, (2) they bring
about substantial improvement in studentiparticipation, and (3) they are
simple enough for you to master without practice in a regular classroom.

Learner Objectives
/

At the completion, this module, ytu should understand and be able to

.4,,,

apply the.co cept of EMPHASIS. You will be asked to present an explanation
of the con t, and the teacher behaviors involved, to the group and provide
examples y'either (1) role playing a classroom situation or, (2) developing
a series of teacher statements that demonstrate the concept of EMPHASIS,,to

be identified by the group.
. .

4 -r
The Behavioral Indicators

To achieve an understanding of the concept EMPHA5IS, and he able to apply
it, involves learning the following behavioral indicators: .

1. Voice Modulation--The teacher uses voice tone and igflection
to point out and emphasize main or important facts or concepts.
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2. Paraphrasing-- -The teacher repeats the most important content
of either a student response or of her own remarks using
different words or phrases.

3. Cueing--The teacher calls the learner's attention to impor-
tant points by using.phrases such as ".this is important,"
or "be sure to remember tnis."

A ,,Although these are simple behaviors, their use can make a significant
diffe ence in your teaching effectiveness. Do not underesbimate'theif lm-
portan

Voice Modu .tion

Most tea ers spend over half of their time in the classroom talking to
students. tius of this talk is devoted to explaining and expbsitory teaching,
i.e. transmitting content information to the learner. The language skills
you use in explai ing, describing, and transmitting information have a great
deal to do with yo effectiveness as a teacher. The difference between an
exciting and a dull lass can often be attributed to the teacher's ability to
skillfully use verbal emphasis and voice modulation in both oral presentations
and classroom discussi s.

Research has indicat d that teacher verbal emphasis has a positive effect-.
on student A o, words or sets of words that are verbally em-
phasized by the teach r are ore often learned or remembered by the student.

Paraphrasing/

"Tell 'em what you're gonna tell 'em, tell 'em, and then tell 'em what
you told 'em." This and the similar rule of thumb for written exposi(tion
that every paragraph should begin and end with a topic sentence is t e essence
of paraphrasing. Researjh has indicated that students understand a cture
better if each main.point is mentioned at the start of the lecture and re-
viewed at the end of the lecture. By introducing a point explicitly instead
of just-moving into it, students are prepared to listen for the specific con-,,
cept. Likewise, restating the point after discussing it is important if the
student is to obtain a concise and accurate picture of the important concepts.
Teachers sometimes feel that it is unnatural and merely worthless to restate
a main point after discussing it, saying that this kind of repetition is
merely a waste of time. But, important points demand this kind of repetition.
In a review of research, it has been found that students increase achievement
scores when their teachers paraphraseimportant points.

In addition to emphasizing main ppints, paraphrasing also increases the
probability of the learner understanding-what you are saying. A student who
does not understand your first explanation will often "get it" if you restate
the.same idea in different words.
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Cueing.

-.. There are several kinds of cueing that a teacher can use to emphasize
important ideas and information: One of the simplest and most effective
is direct cueing. In direct cueing, you call the learner's attention to
important points by using such phrases.as "this is important". .."this
nextidea is . ."pay particular attention to". . ."be sure to re-
member". . -most importantly". . . and "now get this". . . . These phrases
signal the student to pay attention tosthe information immediately coming.

One
, of, the most difficult problems students have is identifying impor-

tant pointsti. Studies of lecture notes taken by college students demonStrate
that even at this level most students miss a substantial proportion of impor-
tant points covered in a lecture. Direct cueing can greatly' help the student
irf identifying the concepts you want him to learn.

In addition to directly cueing main points, there are several other
cueing techniques that you can use to help your students. Among these are
gesturing and enumeration.

.1

Gesturing can be divici0 into two,,categories--intentional and casual.
Intentional gestures are those that Are thought out- beforehand and are in-
serted specifically fOr an emphasis of main points. The casual gesture is.
different in that Woccurs during the delivery of the lecture, and is not
closely tied to content. Our concern here is with making gestures intentional
so as to cue students to' important information. With continued pradtice,

. Intentional gestures can become a natural part of your.regular. teaching be-A.
navior. _It has been found 'that intentional movements of either hands, body,
or face makes the important point easier for students to identify and remem-
ber. For example; pointing to (a map or demonstrating conflict with clenched
fists can cue students to important points and make-your presentation more
nteresting.

EnuMeration, An-other technique of cueing, is accomplished by starting
your presentation by outlining or briefly stating the main Tdeas, reasons,
or points, and then enumerating each presented. As you can see,
enumeration is similar to paraphrasing. Lecturing or conducting a classrocim
discussion in this manner helps the student to organize the.lecture in his
own mind before it _js presented. This preview immediately enables the stu-
dent to isolate the distinct ideas', and separate the main 'points to be remem-
bered.

You. should'remember that cueing techniques can, only complement and give
additional meaning to your oral exposition. They cannot compensate for a
s loPPY, unorganized, or confused presentatipn.

Sulimary
. 0

The concept EMPHASIS 'refers .to teacher lan'guage which' is used to focus
the learner's attention on information; ideas; concepts, or facts that you,
as the teacher, want the student to remember. One of the great dilemma
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for post students, be they in nursery 'school or graduate school, is figuring
out what they are to learn. As a rule; the studeAt doesmot have enough
background in thearea he is studying to differentiite between what is im-
portant and- what is not. You,- as the teacher, can greatly help him and,
therefore, increase your own effectiveness by learning to apply the three
behavio61 indicators in this instructional package. - These are:

1. Voice ModulationThe teacher uses voice tone and inflettion
to point out anti emphasize main or importanCjactS nr con-
cepts.

1
2. ParaphrasihsThe teacher repeats the' most important content

.of either a student response or of her own remarks using dif=
ferent words or phrases. v

*- 3. Cueing- -The teacher calls the learner's attention't impor-
tant .pointsty using phrases such as "this is important," or
"be sure to remember this."

(

. .
.

. %Although these are very simple language-behaviors,lresearch has shown641 thetr use,can increase student achievement and make a substantial im-
provement in discussion lesSons.

. .

0

(
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4EMPHASIS

WORKSHEET *

In order to demonstrate understanding of the concept EMPHASIS it
is metessary that you can state the principle underlying this concept
and be able to list and briefly :fir, three specific behavioral indi-
cators that a teacher can use to / this concept to the classroom

As the concept andbehaviorarindicators are explained, fill out
the following worktheet.

1. State the principle underlying the concept EMPHASIS in your own
words.

J
2. Name and briefly define three teacher language skills,(4ehavioral

indicators) that can be used in the classroom to apply EMPHASIS.

(e) Name: Definition:

(h) Name: Definition:

(c) Name: .Definition:
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FEEDBACK

Description of the Concept*

Introduction

This instructional package dells with teacher language that is designed
to obtain information about your teaching from your-students. We will call
the concept upon which this kind of teacher language is based FEEDBACK. The
principle underlying FEEDBACK may be stated'as follows: Teacher language de-
signed to solicit student feedback facilitates teacher adjustment of'the
learning situation to meet student needs-and thus increases student achieve-
ment. Research has clearly demonstrated the Validity of this principle.
TifeTefore, you can become a more effective teacher if you have an understanding
of this concept and'of the ways it can be applied to your classroom.

Although basic to effective teaching, the concept FEEDBACK is not known
to most teachers. Although-most teachers occasionally' seek student feedback,
very few systematically obtain feedback and apply it to improving their
teaching. Before you can begin to implement this concept in your teaching,
you must translate it into specific behavioral techniques you can utilize in
the classroom. Thus, in this module you will be introduced to three behavioral
indicators of FEEDBACK. A behavioral indicator is a specific behavior that
you can apply in the classroom. There are other behaviors that a teacher can
Buse to obtain student feedback about his teaching. These three have been chosen
for emphasis because (1) they can be used in a wide range of teaching situa-
tions, (2) they bring about a substantial Improvement in student participation
and attitude, and (3) they are simple enough for you to master without prac-
tice in a regular classroom.

\

Learner Objectives

At the completion of this module you
apply the concept of FEEDBACK. You will
of the concept, and the teacher behavior4
examples by either (1) role playing a cla
a series of teacher statements that demons
be identifiediby the oup.

should understand and be able to
e asked to present an explanation
ihvolved, to the group and provide
room situation or, (2) developing

rate, the concept of FEEDBACK, to

The Behavioroi Indicators

To achieve an understanding of the concept of FEEDBACK, and be able to
apply it, involves \earning the following behavioral indicators:
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;I. Sojiciting Feedback Related to Student. Understanding--By
questioning, the teacher determines the level of student
understanding regarding the specific subject matter or
ideas that have been covered in the lesson.

2. SolicitiHj Feedback Related tq, Pupil Interest--Through
questioning and observation,'Oe teacher identifies those
areas of the curriculum that arouse student interest.

3. Soliciting Feedback Related to Pupil Attitude--The teacher
frames questions which are designed to determine student
perception of the relevance of the curricular materials.

Thee are simple, yet significant, behaviors which make a consider.ablediffere in your teaching effectlteness.
Do not underestimate their im-

portanc increased student achievement will result through continued appli-
cation of =EEDBACK.

Soliciting Feedback Related to Pupil Understanding

In this szction we<are concerned with information that helps you appraise
student understanding.- Effective teaching is often the result of ader,uate
assessment of student progress. Differences among students in a particular
class necessitate that you frequently seek feedback regarding understanding.In order to do this, it is necessary that you become proficient in asking
specific questions which will yield, for you, the student level of conceptmastery. Essentially, this tethnique consists of asking frequent questions
as the lesson progresses. With this procedure, you are able to determine
whzther your explanations are getting through to your students. This can be
done by directing questions to the group (i.e., "Is there anyone who doesn't
understand what the low pressure areas mean on the weather map?"), or to indi-
vidual students ("John, can you describe a low pressure area in your own words?").
Individual questions can call for longer responses and usually require th
student to demoristrate his understanding rather than merely indicating tha hedoes or does not understand. For example, "John, now that we have discusse ,

photosynthesis, can you explain to me what this process does?" "Bill, can
you give me an example of a change in an animal that can be explained by the
theory of evolution?"

Soliciting feedback related to pupil understanding has been found to be
positively correlated to teacher change in verbal classroom behavior. This
type feedback can be a powerful aid to the teacher in adjusting teaching be-havior to the needs of the students.

In summary, you should frequently seek feedback from both groups and indi-
vidual students so you can ascertain their understanding of the ideas being
presented or discussed. If some of your students do not understand, you should

`,explain further, making use of paraphrasing and examples. You should also be
alert to both verbal and non-verbal indications that students need more help
witch the lesson. Puzzled facial expressions, restlessness, and annoyance areusually signs that you have "lost" come of your students. Since success in
tomorrow's lesson often hinges upon a good understanding of today's work, itis never wise to move ahead until you are satisfied that your students understand.
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Soliciting Feedback Related to Pupil Interest

Soliciting feedback related to pupil interest is much the same as the first ,

behavioral, indicator (soliciting feedback related to pupil understanding). The
-difference belween these two lies in the focus of your questions. In soliciting
feedback-related to pupil understanding the emphasis is upon the student's cog-
nitive processes, whereas in soliciting feedback related to pupil interest, the
area of concern is the pupil's motivation to learn. Here the teacher is asking
the student for an emotional choice rather than an intellectual answer. By
polling the class in this manner, a teacher can gear her lesson to the interests
of the class. For instance, if a teacher foundoa particularly strong student,
interest in agriculture, she might focus her social studies lesson on the food
crises in countries such as India and China. Very often this technique increases
student attentiveness 'and participation in the discussion. Examples of teacher
questions which yield feedback regarding pupil interest are as follows: "Which
kind of mammal would you like to study first?", "What do you feel is the most
exciting project in our space'program?", or "What aspects of the welfare system
,are most interesting for yoU?" Questions designed to appraise student interest
should he asked not only at the start of the lesson, but also as the lesson
progresses. Such questions as "How many want to do something else now and re-
turn to our discussion of space travel tomorrow?" should be asked if it appears
that student interest is flagging. Once student interest begins to drop,

` learning will slow down and,you can accomplish more by moving to a different
activity.

In most lessons, alternate paths of study are possible at certain points.
These alternatives can be presented and students asked which interests them
most. Often, different students will choose to concentrate on different alter-
natives, so the entire lesson will be covered by the class as a whole.

Finally, teachers often miss important educational oppc,qinities because
they are unaware of the hobbies and special interests' of their students. Such
special interests can often be tied to on-going class work, and can bring in
stimulating ideas as well as providing important recognition for some of your
students.

Soliciting Feedback Related to Pupil Attitude

The student's attitudes about the instructional situation can do much
either to facilitate or inhibit his learning. Student perceptions of rele-
vanceare especially important and teacher solicitation of feedback should be
frequent and systematic in this area. In planning your lessons, ycu should
try to relate as much of the content as possible to those aspects of the stu-
dent's life and environment that you believe your students consider to be rele-
vant. You should try to learn as much as possible about the issues and problems
that most concern your students. This kind of information often comes out in
free discussion periods, reports, and papers that students write. For many
students, your success as a teacher trill depend to a great degree on your in-
sight into the concerns and values of your students and your ability to relate
the curriculum to these concerns. However, since you as a teacher are a product
of a different generation and often a different culture than your students,
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gaining this insight is a difficult task. Teachers often find that just when
they feel they really understand their students, something happens that makes
it clear that their understanding is far from complete. Thus, it is very im-
portant that you frequently seek ,feedback from your students that will give you'
a better understanding of what they regard to be relevant. Here are some ques-
tions that can be asked that can help you get the feedback you need; (J) "Is
this unit of work really important?" (2) "Who can tell me how our study of
urban problems relates' to things that you feel really count?" (3) "Is this
question really worth studying, or should we spend our time on something else? ,

If we should study something else, what are some things you feel are really
relevant to today's World?" (4) "I've told you why I believe business math is
really important to you.. Am I right or wrong about this?" (5) "Let's look at
the chapter titles in our Introductory Physical Science book and I will tell
you a bit about each chapter. Then, I would like you to decide which topics are
most important to you as an individual. We will then plan our work so we can
spend most'of our time on the most important topics." (6) "Is this discussion
going the way you want Tt to go? Are we missing the point?"

Questions on relevance should be asked at the beginnit:ig of each unit of
work. If students perceive a unit as irrelevant, you may be able to convince
them of its importance. If not, the students' attitudes will probably interfere
seriously with their learning. In discussing relevance with your students, try
to avoid discussions in which you support one side of the question and the stu-
dents all support the opposite view. Try to play a neutral role and encourage
students to give, different points of view. If your class is divided on their
perceptions of the relevance of a given unit, it is possible to offer two_ or
three alternate assigriments so that each student is working in an area that he
perceives to be important. "Relevance" is a value-laden and often meaningless
term in today's society. Many students condemn all education as "irrelevant"
without giving the matter any real thought. Don't settle for unsupported state-
ments or slogans. Urge students to defend their positions. Thig forces the
students to think, and any time your students are thinking you are earning your
salary as a teacher.

Su unary

The concept FEEDBACK refers to teacher language which is designed to ob-
tain information relative to student interest, understanding, and attitudes.
With this ,information, the teacher is in a better position to gear his/her
instructional program to student neels. To obtain adequate student FEEDBACK in
the classroom, the teacher must seek such feedback freqUently and systematically.
The three specific kinds of FEEDBACK (behavioral indicators) that have been,
presented and that you will learn to apply in this protocol instructional module
are:

I. Soliciting Feedback Related to Pupil Understanding- -By questioning,
the teacher determines the level of student understanding regarding
the specific subject matter or ideas that have been covered in the
lesson.
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2. Soliciting. Feedback Related to'Pupil Interest =- Through question-
.

ing and observation, the teacher identifies those areas of the
curriculum that arouse student interest.

.3. Soliciting Feedback Related to Pupil Attitude--The teacher frames
questions which aielesigned- to determfne student perception of
the relevance of the curricular materials.

Although these are very simple language behaviors, their systematic use
can give you insights into your students that can greatly improve your teaching
skill and thus increase student achievement, interest, and motivation.
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FEEDBACK

worksheet.*

In order to demonstrate understanding of the concept FEEDBACK it
is necessary that you can state the principle underlying this concept
and be able to list and briefly define-three specific behavioral
indicators that a teacher can use to apply this concept to the classroom.

As the conceptand behavioral indicators are explained, fill gift'

the following worksheet.

1. State the principle underlying the concept FEEDBACK in your own words.

-

2. Name and briefly define three teacher language skills (behavioral
indicators) that can be used in the classroom to apply FEEDBACK.

(a) N4me:' Definition:

(b) Name: Definition:

(c) Name: Definition:
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SESSION IV

Overview

"ReCiprocating Behavior" is the first section of SPssjon IV. Thefilm presented helps'a teacher identify reciprocating behavior. Throughmutual exchange of ideas, the teacher can facilitate more opportunities forreticent or reluctant pupils to participate in classroom discossions.

"Instructional' Concepts", containing three subtopics, presents the idea of
conceptualizing the instruction process in order to make imDroveMents in com-
ponent parts of the process. The first subtopic. "Concepeualizing The Process
of Instruction" suggests alternate ways of looking at the total instruction
process along with the variables that affect this process. By at
verbal interaction in the subtopic, "Verbal Interaction In The Cognitive Dimen-
sion: The Relationship Between Teacher Verbal Behavior and Student Response",
a teacher can become familiar with a matrix classifying modes of teacher
verbal behavior that will generate productive verbal behavior from the student.
The subtopic, "Organizing Facts To Teach Meaningful Relationships" emphasizes
the need to teach subject matter in a logical sequence and conceptualize all
information into relevant categories.

Dir--tions

This supplement contains two sections, "Reciprocating Behavior" and
"Instructional Concepts". /Instructional Concepts" contains three subtopics.
In each section you'will be asked to read and study written information. Where
transcripts or exercises are provided you may complete them individually or
in small groups to test your learning co .prehension. Below you will find
directions for the;completion of each section. Read the directibns carefully
before you begin, to insure successful completion of each section. Be sure to
check the answers with the facilitator.

Reciprocating Behavior *

1. Read and study the introduction and definition of "Reciprocating
Behavior."

2. In'your own words, complete the Pre-Viewing Activities.
3. View the film.
4. Classify film instances of reciprocating behavior in the Post-Viewing

Activities by working in small groups.
5. Check your answers with the program facilitator.
6. Think of an example of reciprocating behavior that happened to you,

then do the subtopic, "You and Reciprocating Behavior".
7. Read and study' the subtopic, "More On Reciprocating Behavior".

A



Reciprocating Behavior, continued

8. Pick a class session to encourage reciprocating behavior and

provide the necessary infgrmation for the subtopic, "Your
Class and Reciprocating Behavior".

9. Plan a teaching strategy for students reluctant to participate
in classroom discussions by completing the subtopics"Apply
The Concept To Your Own Classroom".

10. Be prepared to discbss the above classroom activities in the next
session.`

Instructional Concepts*

A. Conceptualizing The Process of Instruction

1.' Read and study " Conceptualizing The Process of Instruction".
2. View` he film, "Conceptualizing The Process of Instruction".
3. Complete the "Model Building" exercise on "Conceptualizing The

Process of Instruction" in small, groups.
4. Check your answer's with the program facilitator.

B. Verbal Interaction,

1. Read and study "Verbal Interaction In The Cognitive Dimension:. .

The Relationship Between Teacher Verbal BehaviOr and Student Response".
2. Using the page entitled "The Analytical Framework" of the subtop,ic

you just read, complete the transcript; "Classroom #1 and #2, by
identifying the verbal behavior of the teacher or.student. Place your
answer in the space provided by each number. There is an answer for
every number.

3. Check your answers with the program facilitator.

C. Organizing Facts

1. Read and study "Organizing Facts To Teach Meaningful Relationships".
2. Read and study "Concept Teaching":
3. Using as a reference your previous reading on verbal igdicators of q

concept teaching, complete the transcript "Organizing Facts to Teach
Meaningful Relationships". Indicate in the space provided by 'each
number, the verbal indicator that identifies the-UndePlined oo-rtions of.
the teacher's conversation. .

4. Check your answers with the program facilitator.

* The source of materials indicated throughout the'ppplemerit
may be found in the Facilitator's Guide. 2.
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4 RECIPROCATING BEHAVIOR *

RECIPROCATING BEHAVIOR

Iiidreasingly, teachers characterize pupils a% being unresponsive, reluctant
to participate in any bUt the most routine of activities, difficult to sti:.
mulate. -Frequently such claims are qualified to mean that pupils are less

,

likely to Otspond to teacher queStions, requests or directions with the
same enthusiasm as shown in previous years. Whatever the validity of these
claims-Tit is true that many teachers are actively seeking ,"new" ways to
stimulate pupils to-participate enthusiastically in classroom activities.

One impottant means for stimulating pupil involvement is through RECIPRO-
CATING BEHAVIOR.

'Reciprocating Behavior: Behavior through which one gives of one's own ideas,
emotions, skills and personal resources "in exchange"
for those of another.

I. PRE-VIEWING ACTIVITIES
.

Describe two classroom"situations in which a teacher might seek tch
,

stimulate pupil activity through "exchanging" his own ideas, skills',
or emotions for those of a pupil.

a)

-

What specific (observable) behaviors would indicate that an exchange
has taken place?

al -

b)

0-3
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II. NOW VIEW THE FILM: RECIPROCATING BEHAVIOR

III. POST-VIEWING ACTIVITIES

The following activities will help you to become more observant - to iden-
tify instances of reciprocating behavior when they do occur, and to recognize
opportunities*for using4reoiprociting behavior to stimulate pupils.

Review i your arrnd the examples of reciprocating behavior depictedtin'
the film."( Use...the table below to summarize three examples.- Describe
the teacher in Column A; the pupil(0 in Column B. Use the middle
columns to record the behavior. expressed by the teacher, and the pupil
resporise which the teacher hoped.to'stimulate.

P'TEACHER,
MNIMENNINII1111111144111 PUPILS ,

.1 - 1

Behavior

.r- -d

Response

S Na De i 1

1

.

,

.

.

c

.

.
.

f
.

3
.

.

.

.

v

.

.
.

B

In each case the teacher, attempted to stimulate pupil(s) by st'ucturing an
exchange, saying in effect, "I'll do it first, then it's your turn." The
teachee*s expressed .behaviors were both models of what to do and invitations
to respond, in kind.

10
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IV% YOU AND RECIPROCATING BEHAVIOR

Think back over the last week. Did anyone attempt to stimulate you bq
structuring an instance of reciprocating behivior? Identify three examples
and record them into Columns A, B, or C of the table below.

Other Person Yourself

A

Name/Description
Behavior
Expressed

Behavior
Expressed

.- 0

Feelings

,

.

2

Try to recall how you felt about each situation. Did you want to recipro-
cate (i.e., make the'exchange response) so as to keep the relationship on-
going? Record your feelings in Column D.

D-5
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V. MORE ON RECIPROCATING BEHAVIOR

Reciprocate- to give and take mutually; to make a mutual exchange or return
in kind or of like value; to move backward and forward alternate-
ly.

Webster's Dictionary

Le-Oqving is an active process requiring the pupil to concentrate his attention
and energy on a productive task. In a classroom, the teacher attempts to
engage his pupils in a continuing sequence of tasks through which they will
learn new ideas and skills. To be most effective the tea 'her initiates a
dialogue in which both pupils and teacher express ideas anB judgments. Through
the give-and-take of true dialogue both parties are stimulated to be active
in the teaching-learning process.

The learning potential that can result from the recipmpcation characteristic
of a dialogue is greatest when the participants draw fr ely on their personal
experiences in efforts to apply the ideas under discussion to real situations.,
To initiate such a dialogue, a teacher may begin by sh ring his own ideas,
feelings or experiences. By doing so he: a) establish s a focus for discuss-
ion; b) models the kind of behavior ne wants the pupil to express; c) contri-
butes to the deveiopmenc of an emotional climate in wh ch it is safe to express
oneself. To maintain the dialogue, the teacher must r member to respond in /

kind to pupils to continue sharing in response to pupils. It is not enough
to initiate only; the teacher must also keep the dialog e alive by continuing
his offers to exchange.

The combined use of modeling and reinforcement proc dures (i.e. through
reciprocating behaviors) is probably the most effica ions method

of transmitting, eliciting and maintaining social res onse patterns.

Albert Bandura, Principles of Behavior
Modification (New York:\HoIt, Rinehart
& Winston, 1969)

It is important to rmember that in addition to providing for exchange of ideas
and skills, reciprocating behavior also provides for exchange f confidence.
Through such behavior, teachers and pup is are sayikig, "I feel secure enough
to share with you - I want you to feel secure enough to share Wjth me. We
are together.'

(
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VI. YOUR CLASS AND RECIPROCATING BEHAVIOR

Choose a class session in which yo \hope to generate discussion or joint pupil-teacher activity. Look over the table below. Begin the class session witha determination to be self-aware. Either during or after the session, fillout the table.

Teacher

MY OWN RECIPROCATING BEHAVIORS

4111111111......... Pupil

Item

No.

Behavior I

Modeled/Offered
for Exchange

Behavior Pupil
Actually Offered

for Exchange
Behavior I
Wanted

Why

Different?

1

0

2

Were there other opportunities for exchanging ideas, emotion, skills? Whatelse could I have done to stimulate pupils to make them more secure in thedialogue or activity?



VII. APPLY THE CONCEPT TO YOUR OWN CLASSROOM

Identify three pupils in your class who are normally reticent, reluctant to

participate in class discussions. Recall what you know about them. Think how-

their own experiences might be related to the ideas/skills you are trying to
teach. Then think about your own life - how the ideas/skills you teach apply

to your own experiences. Identify exchanges you could make so as to bring the

pupils into a productive dialogue. Fill out the table below.

PUPIL NAME
PUPIL

EXPERIENCES/
INTERESTS

TEACHEREXPERIENCES

that are similar
to those of_pupil

EXCHANGES which
might encourage

productive dialoquk

)

.

.

3

)

)

1t:
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CONCEPTUALIZING THE PROCESS OF INSTRUCTION *

Rationale

Many classroom teachers do not have a clear, conceptual grasp of

the process of instruction that can allow them to consider a broad range

of alternative instructional decisions. Preservice teacher education

has tended to stress selected and specific relationships between teacher

ana students and to attend to the development of particular teaching

skills. The process context within which those specific relationships

and skills are exhibited and which gives instructional meaning'.to those

specific and otherwise isolated events is usually not confronted in

teacher education classes. '

Learning how to teach by induction from specific behavioral skills

and an understanding of certa'n specific teacher-pupil relationships is

just one approach. Another alternate, a complementary deductive 4_,

approach, is to first conceptualize the process of instruction by iden-

tifying its components. The teacher can then study and analyze discrete

behaviors and events with the advantage of understanding how these

behaviors and events fit into and influence the instructional process.

The teacher's role is participant and decision-maker in instruction is .

put in perspective, and the points of potential intervention in instruc-

tion are likely to become more clear.

Instruction is an extremely complex process. It is a real challenge

to prepare teachers who can analyze instructional situations, diagnose

and interpret classroom behaviors, and alter instructional decisions

accordingly. Teachers can be helped in developing a working concept of

the process of instruction 'by seeing specimens or representations of

1 I : )
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instruction, analyzing them, and from that analysis constructing their

own models of the instructional process. Valid representatiors of

instructional situations on film can be'analyzed and studied in detail

to identify and classify the relevant attributes or characteristics of

the instructional process. Relationships between categories of behaviors

or events can be hypothesized and tested. The inferences drawn from

. the analytical viewing of the films can be stated as generalizations and

schematized as the viewer's own conceptual model of the processof instruc-

tion. That model can then be tested for its abiAlty to withstand variance

.by applying it to different instructional situations.

Objectives .

The objectives of this module on conceptualizing the process of

instruction are to enable teachers:

1. To identify factors that vary (variables), in instructional
situations.

2. To classify these variables under at least three major categories.

3. To analyze the relationships among the component categories
in terms of the specific variables subsumed by them.

4. To draw a simple model of instruction, incorporating at least
three major components and indicating their interaction with
one another.

5. To describe and analyze an instructional situation in terms of
its components, the variables subsumed by those components, and
the relationship among those variables.

D-10
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CONCEPTUALISING THE PROCESS Or INSTRUCTION

Model Building

By-identifying the categories of the complex instructional situation,
you can begin to grasp the concept of the entire process of instruction.

To aid in this conceptualization, a model or visual representation
of the reality may be helpful. Model building is a step toward making
and testing hypotheses concernifiOnstruction, the forming of generaliza-
tions, and the development of theory.

Model building begins with the grouping and arranging of conceptual
categories like those you have devised from sorting observations into
groups. The arrangement of the category components and the indication of
their relationships in the structure being built should facilitate the
formulation of useful 'hypotheses and theories.

In the space below, draw a model of the teaching-learning process
called instruction, using as structural components whatever major, categories
you think will account for all that goes on in that very complex process
(you may use those headings developed by your group, the headings selected
by the class, or you may devise new ones).

Place the names of the categories in boxes and show the
relationship with solid directional lines (e.g., Teacher

1--

).

,

Talk
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VERBAL INTERACTION IN THE COGNITIVE DIMENSION:
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER VERBAL BEHAVIOR

AND STUDENT RESPONSE*

Alatienale

As a generalization one can say that teachers are expected to

plan, control, evaluate, and modify instruction so that learning takes

place. They are expected to make good instructional` decisions both

for the short range and the long. But the process and the context of

instruction with which teachers deal are very complex, The classroom

represents an integration of teaching and learning behaviors, and it is

on the basis of perceptions of the kinds and quality of integration that

the teacher makes instructional decisions. The teacher needs to be able

to look at the total teaching-learning configuration in ways that help

answer his or her questions about specifiC behaviors and aspects of the

environment that influence what is happening in the classroom. °A con-

ceptual framework or model of instruction can help make contextual sense

of specific variables in behavior or the environment and provide a'guide

for hypothesizing whether specific behaviors influence or are influenced

by other variables in instruction.,

A conceptual model that breaks down instruction into basic component

.parts makes it'Ossible for a teacher to consider in a rational context

the nature and function of sub-concepts in instruction. Such a framework

permits the intelligent selection of behavioral and situational variables

with which,to work in making instructional decisions and modifications.

It helps avoid the teacher's working with instructional concepts so

broad in scope that interpretation is fruitless; it helps prevent the

teacher's manipulating and interpreting discrete variables in .a vacuum.

173
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A model that includes Teacher, Students, Situation, and Outcomes,
k

for example, as major, components, suggests various categories and levels

of sub-concepts under each of those components and some possible relation-

ships between and among the sub - concepts. The category 'Teacher", includes

Teacher Behavior, which subsumes Teacher Verbal Behavior, which can be

further delineated to include Teacher Questioning, which includes Asking

Higher Order Questions, which includes Asking Analytical-Questions. The

category "Students" can be broken down into,sub-concepts, e.g., Learner

Characteristics and Student Verbal Behavjor, Those concepts can be

further described.,'Student Verbal Behavior, for instance,-contains.useful

sub-concepts such as ttudent Questions and Student Responses and Student

Responses can be additionally refined into Productive Responses and Con-
,

forming Responses. Still further, Productive Responses might be broken

down into additional sub-concepts, e.g., Divergent Response. Depending

on the level at which he-chooses to work, the teacher may make and check

hypotheses about relationships between very specific variables or a

larger cluster of variables. He may, for instance, want to look generally.

at the relationship between classroom verbal interaction and affective

learning outcomes or he may want to examine specifically the relationship

between his acceptance of student ideas and fe ithgs and the frequency,

of student response.

The hierarchical and relational structuring of concepts offered

by an elaborated model of instruction, allows a,eacher to continue to

° ' seg a comprehensive picture of the instructional process regardless of

the specificity or expansiveness of the concepts with which he is

immediately concerned. It affords him.the opportunity to choose to move

up or down or across the conceptual structure as his need to analyze and

interpret inStructional.behaviors and situationS,changes.

I': 4
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An assumpaan underlying this module is that teachers have need

to understand middle-level concepts and particularly those that deal

with interaction between teacher and students. Concepts used in this

unit are middle-level in terms of the. hierarchy outlined above.. They

are Teacher Verbal Behavior and Student Response. Verbal Interaction

in the Cognitive Dimension is Also middle-level--not so broad as just

Verbal Interaction,and not so narrow as Memory Level Questions' and

Responses, for example.
J

Substantively these terials reflect the view th
,maat teachers are

naturally and professional y motivated to find out more about the nature

of classroom interaction in which their own behaviors play an influential

part. Research studies of teaching indicate that the teacher's interest

is in student involvement and that "the teacher's own measure o1 how well

he is doing in the classroom is the minute-by-minute evidence ofihis

students' involvement in the task at hand." Experienced teachers look

for the attention, enthusiasm, and degrees of cognitive involvement of
1

students during classroom interaction, and most teachers are aware'that

their verbal input acts as a mediating influence on student response.

lt,has been hypothesized that .tlie more 'open" teacher, "funclioning.at

the optimal level of perceptual awareness of the learner, is more likely

to makb an effective spontaneous decision in direct response tp the

learner--a decision which will expand opportunities for variations in

the learner's productive behavior. Teacher interchanges with the learner

will be differentiated and transaction-oriented, relating to the realities

of the.immediatE interaction context,.." Teacher behavior that is

"closed" exhibits "limited awareness of the learner's fraMe of reference

and his readiness to respond, and it restricts opportunities for variations

Y.

in learner behavior." Essentially, teachers need an understanding of the

1 )
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nature-of\verbal interaction, particularly "open" behavior, so that

they can actively participate in developing persons whO can respond

originally and inventively to a changitig environment.

Differeht kinds of meanings are communicated in classroom verbal

interaction. Some communications carry primarily cognitive meanings.

those related to the substance of the subject matter or wayt of knowing

about it; some ommunications carry primarily affective meanings--those

associated with 'e_e_lings;--IndsoTne communications emphasize social

meanings and indiate where a person stands in relation to the group

in_terms'of autonomy, authority, leadership or power. All three kinds

of meaning can be Communicated simultaneously and the meanings derived

)

in one dimension oftIen depend on meanings derived in the-Other two

'dimensions, i.e., ti* student derives cognitive, affective, and social

r6eonings for himself from what a teacher says and does in the classroom:

Therefore, the behavior of the teacher influences the nature of the

student response. The student bases his response, or lack.of-,it, on

his perception of teacher behaviors. The relationship between teacher

and'student-verbal behavi,ors is a critical focus for illustrating and

analyzing openness in veri:41 interaction.

Interaction here is not used synonymously with the entire process

of instruction, but refers\to the interaction within, the classroom

that begins after objectives, antecedent conditions, and instructional=

alternatives are already giv;en or selected. Interaction takes place

before and during the crystalization of outcomes and is.the in-process

stage of instruction. In the context of this module, interaction refers

to a specific phenomenon in which there is reciprodal teacher-student

or student-student action that is observable.

' To interpret levels of student cognitive operation and modes of

teacher verbal behavior necessitates an observation system of some type.

0-16
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For the purpose of this'module, the matrix developed by Macdonald and

Zaret will serve as the organizer for preparing us to look at teacher
,

avd pupil behaviors illustrative of verbal interaction in the cognitive

dimension. This matrix allows one to analyze the relationship betweeft. .

thq,degree of openness in teacher verbal behavior and productive thinking

on the part of the student. The framework :Nf the matrix and pertinent
0

verbal behavioral terms illustrating the four primary categories appear
1

On the following page.

/
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THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWOK-:

ClassificatiOncof Verbal Behavior in the Classroom

ltanuaccion
Oriented

Decisions
0

Teacher

Supporting
Clarifying

Facilitating
Elpborating

.Evaluating
AMonitoring
**Chatting

Accepting N.-

Diiecting
Judging.Z06.-

AWING

A

RoieJexiect.ancy '-, (Verdicts)

Decisions
/proving

Ignoring

Oriented' proveng

PrObIngi
... Priming

. *Monitoring

. g
. **Chairing

Factual Dialogue

,-
/telling)

Affirming

I-

CLOSING

Learner

Discovering

Exploring
Experimenting

Elaborating

Qualifying

Synthesizing
Explicating

Deriving Implications

Divergent, association

Counterresponding

Pr ductive

Behavior

*Monitoring - calling on aIstudent to respond;
response.

,

keeping a discussion going; no teacher

Essential cfiaracterisiCb'uf the foyr main
.1-

,

**Chairing -

Guessing-
Confirming
Acquiescing
iollowing
Parroting

Countet responding
(directing,ludging,
reproving, rejecting:
defending)

Reproducing facts

-tasioning based on
given or remembered

Reproductive
Behavior

data

recognizing a volunteer

t - 7

Transaction-oiinted decisions

1

talk.

categories are:

1.' reflect flexible teacher expectations.

2. accept and expanethe. learne r

3. promote,divexgent, evaluativ

behavior.

D-181:1 d
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jple-expectancy-oriented decisions

!

1. reflect rigid teacher expectations.

2. reject or proscribe the learner's meanings.

3. promote convergent., non-evaluative loarner beha-

vior.

Productive learner behavior incluiem evaluative zad diver

gent responses.

Reproductive behavior includes cognitive memory and conver-

gentreaponses.

Objectives

The objectives of this module on verbal interaction are to help

teachers;

1. ReCognize the characteristics of verbal interaction in the
cognitive dimens,jon.

2. Identify a unit of analysis useful for interpreting relationships
°in verbal interaction.

3, Differentiate generally between teacher verbal behaviors that
are transaction or task-oPiented and those that are -ole-expectancy-
oriented.

4. Differentiate generally between student responses that are
productive and those that reproduce the teacher's behavior or
conform ro the teacher's expectations.

5. Hypothesize relationships,between,teacher verbal behaviors -and
student responses in interaction dealing with the cognitive
domain.

6. Recognize and be able to analyze teacher openhess as a variable
in interaction.

179
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TRANSCRIPTS

CLASSROOM #1

Segment One

(1) Teacher: You know I donet lice to pick up after you.

(2) Student A: Yeah, we should have to, if we get something out,
say we got some science materials out...

(3) Teacher: Now ju =t a minute, Thos, I think you should run

this, this discussion as far as room jobs and the
room responsibility are concerned.

Segment Two

(4) Teacher: I can, tell you right now, I'm not your nursemaid.
I'm not going to pick up after you, but I'm not
going to live in a pig pen, but I want a lot of
junk in the room, but I want it organized. Now.

(5) Student A:

, Segment Three

(6) Teacher:

(7) Student B:

(8) Teacher:

Well, I think, say--say we...if I got some science
material out and like if it was some chemicals and
I got it on the desk, I,s1,ouldn't just leave it for
the janitor to clean up. I should try to clean it
up myself, so, because the janitor wouldn't have to
go through so much work.

Bruce, what is your reaponsibflity in the room
right now?

Well, I take care-of the reading corner, and, um,
David and John, they take care of other parts of
it. I think David and John,do a pretty gond !oh._
they...

What does taking care of the reading corner an"'

D-21
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Segment One

(1)Teacher:

(2)Student B:

(3)Teacher

(4)student C:

(5)Telcher:

( , )Student C:

(7)Student D:

(8)Sellident A:

(9)Teacher:

Segment Two

It

CLASSROOM #2 *

What kinds of things can you think of,,Candy,

what one thing can you think of that sombtimela
makes a difference in the decision that you
five make? SomAhing ru do.

Well, we like, we de,

like, sometimes wr

to decide. Ulu_

and we Just argue
answer.

on like we, whenever
a lot what we are going

_ides c.n something else

it 'til we get the

OK. Good.

Well, waen, say there's only two in the picturs
And then, "No, I think he would be better." And

'you know, and then if'the rest of them came in
and then they would cast a vote and, it's uneven.

wWell, then one or the other wo1.10 win.

OK. So it makes a difference, how much you talk,

you're-saying, and how strongly you're arguing-and
exchapging the ideas?

Yeah.

Who thinks of the best things like that.

Who expresses themselves the best.

OK. Good point. Who thinks of the things the
'first and th? best. Thinks of the best ideas and
expresses themself best.

(10)Tead'er: Can you think of anything else that you do with'Eou.

another that helps-your decision?

(11)Student D: Ah, we ah, we try to, if they try, we try to think
together._

(12)Student A: We don't think what Mr. Sayre wuld like. We, just

think what, ah, what th.: room would like.

D-22



(13) Teacher: How do you...tell me a little bit about what you

mean about trying to think together, Thos. When

you say trying to think together--show "ge how;

tell me how.

(14) Student A: Well, like independently without, ah,, thinking,
having somt.Jne else do the thinking for you.

(15) Teacher:

(16) Student A:

OK.' You mean alone without the teacher?

Yeah, you can have, be able to think independently.
Like you think sowthing but you think, "Oh, no,

Mr. Sayre would like this, so..." Some people

might say, "OK." ah... "He's the student of the

week," even though you don't think...he.was.

(17) Teacher: OK. Good point. Before we lose this point, let's

get th&a down on -the board.
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ORGANIZING FACTS
TO TEACH MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS t,

Rationale

The trend in the last decade to concept-oriented curriculum has

underscored the passing of the ancient rite,of "just teaching the facts."
0

This'new emphasis has served to increase teacher interest in what con-

cepts and generalizations are worth teaching and how they shoUld be

taught. Teachers have accepted new ideas about what abstract knoWledge

to teach and why, but have found it more difficult to determine new

ways to teach that knowledge. Acceptance of the view that the student

must,create knowledge from his own experiences, including schoOl, requires'

the teacher to do mote than give the facts, define the,terms,,pr lay out

the accumulated wisdom of .a subject field. Teachers must help students

build concepts from attributes they associate with classes-of things,

events, or ideas.. They need to help'students understand relationships

among concepts in order to create a new cognitive product--the

generalizationand to build more abstract knowledge like constructs

And theories. Finally, students need a chance to demonstrate and test

their new knowledge,

The purpose of this module is to give teachers-An idea of the

')characteristics and the feel of A teaching strategy that promotes learn-

ing and leads to the student creating knooledge for himself: This unit

is not intended to show a model of good or bad teaching. ,Rather, it

provides an opportunity for teachers to identify and relate representa-

tive attributes of a teaching strategy based on the assumptions that: /

1) there must be interaction between content offered by the teacher and

a student's mental process, and 2) the student must be given a chance to

form and try out his new cognitive products.



The concept examined in this unit is phrased in a descriptive

-way--"Organizing facts to teach meaningful relationships." It might

have been called "concept teaching's or "a strategy for teaching for

concept attainment." The choice of words for the concept as expressed

in the title was an effort to make the unit broadly applicable to

organizing cognitive input at various levels.

A Definition

O
This unit focuses on teacher verbal behaviors indicative of a

particular teaching strategy, but those behaviors are interpreted in

terms of how students learn. If it'is assumed that learning results
O

from an interaction between content and student mental processes, the

teacher must present substantive content in a way that is most likely

to encourage andfacilitate student mental activity. A concept teach-

ing strategy organizes facts and presents them in a sequence that

facilitates the attainment of the concept by -the learner. Research

indicates that students,recoqnize the difference between teaching that

helps them acquire new and useful meanings and teaching that fosters

merely absorption of unorganized facts; It is not surprising'that students

prefer the kind of teaching that encourages theinexploration of tne realm

of ideas.

Objectives

The objectives of this unit on organizing facts are to help teachers:

I. Understand the composition of-a strategy which enables a
teacher to exert considerable control over stn(iPnt learning
of concepts, generalizations, and higher order knowledge.

2. Identify specific teacher verbal behaviors that are characteristic
of a strategy for teaching concept attainment.

3. Identify specific student verbal behaviors that are indicative: of
acquisition of new knowledge structures (concepts, generalizations).

(
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4. Analyze a teaching episode in terms of teacher verbal behaviors
that indicatelhe use of a strategy that provides for
sequencing, for higher order thinking from students, and
for application of new knowledge.

41
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CONCEPT TEACHING *

Concept teaching is that teacher strategy which leads a student to perform
sequentially covert mental opdFations that are necessary for the development
of cognitive skills. Concept teaching strategy promotes higher level think-
ing; it is a strategy that manages concept learning.

To understand concept teaching involves, first, an understanding of
concept learning. The following definitions relate to concept learning and
will give you an idea of what it entails.

Concept: "A generalized body of attributes associated

with the symbol fora class of things, events,

Conceptualize:

Concept Attainment:

Concept Learning:

or ideas."
1

"An inference based upon the notation of recur-

rence in the context of variance which enables

one to order and organize experience.
"2

"The concept is basically the rule for grouping. "3

"To note the recurrence of patterns, to perceive

a rule for grouping.
,4

"The prqcess of identifying the attributes that

characterize a particular category."5

"Learning to make a common response to a set of

stimuli; that is to say, a group of stimuli is

assigned to a single response tf.tegory.
"6

.2

1
Marlin L. Tanck, "Teaching Concepts, 1eneralizations, and Constructs,"

Social Studies Curriculum Development, 19th Yearbook, national Council for
the Social Studies (Washington, D.C., 1%9), p. 101.

2
James C. Tyson and Mary Ann Carroll, ronce.psual Tools for Teaching in

Secondary Schools (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970), p. 25.

3
Jerome S. gruner, Jacqueline T. Coodnow, and George Austin, A Study of

Thinking (New'York: Science Editions, Inc., 1965), p%

4
Tyson and Carroll, Conceptual Tools p. 27.

5
Robert let.W. Travers, Essentials of Learning (New'York: The Macmillan 6

,Company, 1967), p. 136.

6
Robert Glaerx "Concept Learning and Concept Teaching," in Learninr

Research and' School Subjects,, edited by Robert M. Gagne and William J.
Gephart (Itasca, Illinois: P.E. Peacock Publishers, Tus., 1968), p.3.
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TEACHING BEHAVIORS CHARACTERISTIC OF CONCEPT TEACHING

To achieve student concept attainment 'involves the teacher's Use of
concept teaching strategies. Below is a list of teacher behaviors char-
acteristic of concept teaching.

A teacher can exert control over concept learning:I

1. By reducing the number of irrelevant attributes.

2. By improving the identifiability ofthe relevant attributes.

3. fly providing sufficient time for viewing material after.
feedback is given.

4. By facilitating the coding of information.

5. By arranging for concepts to be learned in an order consis-
tent with their structure.

Verbal behaviors necessary for concept teaching inc1ude:
2'

1. The teacher should present or formulate with the students a
concise definition Of the category.

2. The teacher should present a grovr of examples of the category.

3. The teacher should indicate a contrast between. examples and
non- examples of the category.

4. The teacher should request students togive examples of the
category.

5. Theteacher should indicate the accuracy or inaccuracy*of ,the
student response.

,6. The teacher should request students to discriminate between
examples and non-examples of the category.

7. The teacher should giye examples of the relationships between
the category and some significant human activity, prabl'em, or
question.

1'
Robert M.W. Travers, Essentials of Learning (New York: The Macmillan

Company, 1967), pp. 138-42. ,

2
James C. TysOn.and Mary_, Ann Carroll, Conceptua'1 Tools for Teachingin-

,

SecondnrySchools (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970), pp. 63-66.
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VERBAL INDICATORS OF CONCEPT TEACHING

A WAY OF ORGANIZING FACTS TO TEACH MEANINGFUL RELATIONSOIPS

From the liSt's of teacher behaviors characteristic of concept teaching
and related literature, the following verbal indicators of conceptteaching
have been extracted. /

The teacher helps the students:

1. To reduce the irrelevant attributes,

a. The reacher presents the students with a definition of
the concept.

b.. The ,teacher tells the students the image of a given concept.
c. The teacher gives the students the common characteristics of

a group of unique events.

2. To identify, differentiate, and group the relevant attributes,

a. The'teacher gets students to brainstorm.
b. The teacher asks students to enumera-te the list of relevart

attributes. '

c. The teacher asks students to identify common properties or"
to.explbin why things go together.

d.' The teacher aBks students to label and categorize.

3. To improve the identifiability of the relevint attributes,

-a. The teacher makes identification of attributes easier thrqugh
use ofAictures, maps, graphs, or other visual aids. .6

b. The teacher helps studenti code visual information verbally.

4. TOACompare and contrast recurring instances of the-- concept in
varied situations,,

a. The.peacher promAdes examples. of the category.
b. The teacher provides positive and negative instances. Ar.

* c. The teacher provides suffieient time for viewing materials
after feedback is given.

5. To build and expand the con %e2t,

a. The teacher asks students to identify relakionships.
b. The teacher, asks students to explain;'to give a variety of

occurrences, and to derive implications.

...-

IS. To verify tne signifiCance and utility of the concept,
,

a. The teacher aski students to apply the concept or pt.inciple
to,an ,

unfamiliar situation.
b. The teacher asks student_ tO predict from known conditiona. -

..'
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VERBAL INDICATORS: NON-INSTANCES OF CONCEPT TEACHING

Non-Instances of Concept Teaching is a teacher verbal behavior, that

reflects the absence of a;systematic and strategy designed to

help students attack'cognitive tasks and attain cognitive skills. The

followingjs, a list of Verbal Indicators that are Non-Instances of Concept
Teaching:

.E4

1 The teacher refers generally to an-ill'-defined topic

area; does not gdve an image of a definable concept.
v

,

2. The teacher exhorts students to know rather th'an giving

the outline of a cognitive task to be learned.

3. The attributes remain irrelevopt.and no attempt: is made

to meaningfully reduce, differentiate, or group the

attributes.

4. . The teacher emphasizes memory; the accent is on facts,

not conceptdevelopment.
,

k ,

S. Visual aids are used to little advantage; questions

asked on the basis of those aidq ,little lmprdve t4e.

of. attrib4tes.

Feedback is irrelevant and insufficient time

and assimilation. ii given n-after feedback.'

7. Theteachir does little to facilitate the coding of in-

formation;flin fact, the teadier codes to irrelevancies.,

in this case, cities to dots and rivers to lines on

map. ,;(1 .

13,-, The teachers strategy suggests no order and no sense.

for review

,9. The teacher's use of Positive and negative examples-is

random and fails to illuminate spelfic attributes,

thetY relationskips or their predictive` properties.

10.. Thcriterta for student perfipmance ire vague and

illogical, if existent:

e

11JU
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ORGANIZING FACTS TO TEACH nANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS*

Verbal Indicators Teanscript

112.

(3)

Tchr: The last time we _were talking about demOcracy:At seemed to me we stressed the U-S.

Senators and Representatives and the whole structure of the national government so

much that you people were coming away with the idea that the.only kind of democracy

was representative democracy. And we were trying at the end of, the period last t,ime

to think pf another kind of democracy, still democracy, still government by the

people in the same way you had defined representative democracy but in,a slightly

different form. Lave you had 'a chance to think in what other form, in what other

way, people make decisions all together about rules and laws that effect them and

what that might be called? Anybody have any ideas?

Stds: (lo response.)

Tchr: How about takin: a look at the dictionar definition of democracy? Let's tame a look

at that and see if it defines theterm democracy only as representative democrac

Terri, you want to be our lexicographer?

Terri:' "Government by the people, ruled by*the majority, a form of government in which the

supreme power is vested n the people and exercised by-them directly,. . . . A form of

government in which the supreme power is vested in the people and exercised by them

indirectly through a system of representatives and 'delegated authority inwhich the

people choose their officials and in periodically held free elections.'_ _
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Indicators
Transcript

4

4

4-

(4)

(5)

ry

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Tchr:

Debbie:

Tchr:

Pat:

Tchr:

Debbie:

Tchr:

Jim:

Tchr:

Jim:

Tchr:

O!, who heard two different kinds of democracy in there? Did you hear it? Debbie

There's the indirect demor-acy when we have the representatives and then the

direct democracy when we do the deciding ourselves.

Good. '.:ow can you give an example; not taken from the dictionary or from the U.S.

government at.the national.lerei which is representative, can 421.211ye me an example

of the exercise of democratic power directly by the people*, or by, any \roup of

. \

people? (Debbie-shakes her head.) Who can help her out? Pat', do you have an idea?

You mean, peopleido-'t agree, on something that, they do?

Well, now wait a second. Let's see if we understand the same thing by direct

democracy. Debbie, how did you understand the meaning of direct democracy?

When tide ourselves decide things and not have people representing and deciding for

us.
0

Right. That's what it said, didn't it,, Terri? (Terri nods.) -OK, but give a

specific example that you can think of. Even.from? your life here at sth41.

Jim.

like when Au-elect a president from the class.

OK, go through the steps ,so we are sure it's direct and not representative'

democracy. What would have to happen?-

Well, ah, you nominate somebody and then you rote on it, 4ndthikn the major&ty

decides,

Who's the "vou"? When you say "you" vote on it, who are you talking about?

Verbal

1



Verbal Indicators 'Transcript

,

et b

(10)

(11).

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15).

The people in the class.
d

Tchr: Everybody in the class? un.at do the rest of you think? Do you agree?

Stds: (1.11 agree.1

Tchr: let's have'atother example. . . of direct democracy. Think-of something, Gene.

Gene: tell, like for the captain of the team or something.
4

Tchr: OK, who would ve to vote? rn

Gene: Well, the playe

Tchr: All of them?

Gene: Yes.

Tchr: Now, usually in a democracy because it means a form of government, usually we are

thinking.of establishing rules rather than just - say f. electing a captain. Could

we change your example and ask, if.you layl4oWna new rule for your football team,

then all of the playeri would vote on it aad t4t would be direct democracy?

Gehe: OK.

,Tchr: Let me give you an example and you tell me whether it's representative democracy or

direct democracy. Let's see- OK, Let's say that the City Council decidd ,that

they-wanted to fluoridate the water system - that is, put fluoride in it and pre-.

sumably cut down on cavities in teeth. That issue has to go to the vie of all the

people in thecity., Is that an example of representati4e democracy or direct

democracy?



Verbal Indicators Transcript

198

(16)

(18)

a c,

'Chuck: Both.

Tchr:, In what vipr?

Chuck: The` representative part is the Council getting something for the people to vo4e on.

Tchr:

Amy:

Tchr:

f

You know, they're seeing if people_want=something they think they might want.

OK. Chuck has a very important idea there. He's shown how in that particular issue

there is the idea, representative democracy, Ilecause,,4e elected We councilmen.,, but

they can't make the decision about the water supply. They are turning it over to

everybody to vote op, a use of direct democracy% Do you have any ideaqwhy, in the

case cf _putting something in the ;water supply, everybody would,be asked tolbote on

it and use direct democracy? Amy?

Well, because everybody would be affected and influenced by it.. Everybody is going

to be drinkir3 the water, so they should have some say Over what the drinking water

is going to be .bike.

An extremely important point. She said "because everybody is going to be influenced.

by it". That tells us somethinutE12132L4 direct democracy.

I

.* *
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SESSION V
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'Overly ..fiew .

. -
N

P, ,
Session V

,

beginPwit hefilm, "Clbsing Behavior4. Tpisftiom teachers '

can socialize their, studem into a non - participant or ,participant'mode
of behavior through-the ussof closing behavior. It liecomes.evident in the
film that -unsupported verbal attempts forces thettudent.to become dependent
on the teaohe(. " . . ,

, -
,

. . . ..
s%

e

a

The section, "Group" Process" cOntaIns_four subtopics that consider variiius
roles of group members. The smbtoptc, 'Anti Group Roles" Illuttrates nega ive
behaviors foundkin grodp dctivities that may'destroy mgralp co: if it

......:achievement. Another-subtopic, "lask RoTes" leads,themay t go succsful', \'
problem solving or aaomplishiqg group 'goals. "Unifying Roles",:the third
subtopic, states the importnce of group facilitators wtiOhelp,build.and
maintain group unity. The .final subtopit, "Stages of.Group Grogthfami-:
liarizes one with the four phases of 0.64 growth:.. initial communication,
conflict whtchtlocks group achievement,resolution of the-conflict, ancL ''
Increased productivity. .,

,-

'4

-
Directions

.

This session contains ,wo Tections entitled, "Closing Behalvior" and,-
"Group Process." "Group Procet0 contains four subtopics. In each section

*31pu will be asked to read4491 study written information. Where transcripts
exercises are provided, you may test your learning comprehension:by com-

pleting them indivtdualy or in.small grows.' Below you will find directions
for. he completion of each section. 'Read the directions carefhlly before:
you begin, to insure successful completiOn of,each section. Be sure to check
the anwers with the facilitator.

°

t.

I , ,
.

.

)i
., Closing Beha4ior

3 1.' Read and study the explanation Al definition of "Closing Eehavioe'
g. Frompas4: experiences provide the needed inf rmation fop the Pre-, ..

,

.`Viewing Activities.
3. View the film. ,

4. From exaiplesin the filar, complete the,Post-Viering Activities.
.

5. Check your ariswers to the Post-Viewing Activitiet with the prograt \
facilitator. . . 7, .

6. oRead and study the subtopic, . "Bore About Closing behavior":
';-----7-.--Identtfy,the closing behavior skou.used ihthe taped episode of %

yopi class ftirTh-e---exerciteszin' the subtopic "Now Try it ,for Yourself ".'
8. Beiorepared to discuss the above Classroom activity in themext.session.

.

2 0 2
E-1



Group PrOcess *

A. Anti-Group Roles

1. Read and study: "Anti-Group Roles 'Description of the Concept".
2. view the film; "Anti-GrouvRoles".
3. Discuss 'Anti-Group Roles" with the group

.

B. Task Roles
.....ri .

W 11 Read and study'"Task Roles Description of the Concept".
2. Complete.the'transcript "Group'Process: Task Roles".

. 3. Check your answers with the group facilitator.

C. unifying Roles
. ..

N 1. Read and study "Unifying Roles - Describt on of the Concept".
x - 2. Provide the' necessary information for the rankrip "Group Process:

''' tslifyino Roles".
. .. ^

3. Checi( 'youryour answers with the .group facilitatpiI.

9

ti

D. Stages of 5reup Growth

1. Read 'and -study ",Stages of Group Growth - Description, of the Copcept".
2. View the, film, "Stages of Group Growth".
3. 'Discuss "Stages of Group Growth" with the group.

4

*:,11Fre source of materials indicated throughout the supplement may be
,,Taunein the Facilit'ator's.Guide.

S.

S.
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CLOSING BEHAVIOR*

".*.A

14 CLOSING BEHAVIOR

*.k,

The responses Which .teachers make to pupil statements have an important
kmj impact on..pu0.1 thinking. ..

-,,

pfi Pupil thinking is enhanced when7the childisencouraged to clarify and
elaborate his own ideas. Children practice and develop thinking skillsA when they, are given/the, opportunity 'to manipulate ideas.verbally.

In order to sustain and extend pupil thinking, the teacher must listen
towhat the purlls say and show genuine interest in pupiVefforts to-9t--: work throtigh idea;.,kdoing so, the teacher lays-the.groundwork for

.:.,,z- 4-levare mature, fetptiaV.ble and productive.relationship,with:pupils. -,-_-__

language and thinki 'abilities are developed thisough :language use. The0 A 'teacher who consist tly encourages pupil' use of language '11 facilitate
. growing language an hinking skills.

The responses a teacher uses to. stimulate pupils, to express ideas also
contribute to the development of positive attitudes toward self and others.

Teacher responses which consistently terminate pupil^opportunities to
express ide,.s inhibit development of language and thinking skills. Such
responses also contribute to the development of negative attitudes toward
self,, disaffection from the teacher and withdrawal.

CLOSING BEttAVIOR: Behavior through which one terminates the opportunities
iof another to express his ideas, emotions, and skills.-4

AA' I. PRE-XIEWING ACTIVITIES

-.4

:17 Think about the behaviors of teachers and pupils in the classroom.eement _everal,instances in which a teacher either knowingly or unknoW=
-ingly -_rminated pupil opportunities to talk or act. List some OBSERV-

.ABLE bqhaviors through which teachers close out pupils.

c.

E-36-
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II. NOW VIEW THE FILM: -CLOSING BEHAVIOR
7

III. POST-VIEWING ACTIVITIES)

The following activities will help you become more sensitive to the occurr-
ence of closing behavior. You will become skilled in recognizing closing
behavior and more thoughtful about its use.

Recall the examples in the film. In the table below list: a) those
closing behaviors which were most noticeable; b) those which you
really had to look for.

Closing Behavior Observed in Film

A

...,

-
.

MOST.OBVIOUS - LESS OBVIOUS .

+

-

. .

.

.,

.
-,...,.

...,

.
....-

.

.

,

b

.

..,

.
.

- ,

,
.

.

. _

.

.

.

_

Put a plus (+) by those closing behaviors which seemed to be necessary
to "proper" teaching-procedure. Put a minus(-) by those which seemed
likely to inhibit pupil development. Examine your reasons for judge-
ment.

E-4
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List some circumstances where closing behavior is appropriate for a
teacher to use. List some where inappropriate and potentially dam-
aging to pupils.

Appropriate

IV. MORE ABOUT CLOSING BEHAVIOR

Inappropriate

C

The-process of "talking things over with another person enables us to:

a) organize our thinking by putting our thoughts into stated form;
b) gain'feedback about the accuracy of our ideas and their potential

meaningfulness for others;
c) Other additional information and ideas which-we can use to

further develop our thoughts;
d) obtain feedback through which we evaluate self-worth:
e) transact social relationships that areTputually satisfying.,

The teacher may terminate several opportunities for a pupil to exprc,si
himself without apparent harm: However, when the teacher's responses to
a pupil assume apattern of closing behavior, he becomes an active
deterrent to the pupil's social, emotional and intellectual develop-
ment.

E-5-
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The expression of thoughts in language allows us to give our thinking shape,
and direction If we do not talk or writerabout what we are thinking, our
thoughts may remain muddled and indecisive. When we express our ideas to
one another, we must-make them clear so that our meaning is understandable
both to ourselves and others.

Another person's response to our ideas isr, in effect, a "critique" of those.
ideas. It gives us an opportunity to recheck our tninking for possible
errors or lack of oliarity. In addition, the feedback provided by another
person's reaction to our words may contain additional information which
will help us further develop both our ideas and abilities to,express,them
clearly.

Many teachers jump from one pupil to another in classroom discussion. They
fear tnat if the class isn't kept under controlit will become unmanageable.
The "jumping around" is explained-as a means to "keep everyone 16olved." .

The result of this jumping around is that each individual pupil is asked on=
ly to submit a factor idea, rarely to develop it. Hence, each pupil is
"closed out" from the development of ideas and reduced to the role of
supplying information which the teacher will then develop through further
instruction or by.asking for another pupil's comment. This interruption
breaks off the child's flow of talk, and in many cases bis thinking is
'cut off. Eventually this may lead to'frustration, dependence and tuning

, out:

Teachers who continually employ a pattern of closing behaviors to maintain
a "fast pace" may well be socializing pupils intd a non-participation mode
of behvior. Pupils may become accustomed to talking only long enough.to
elicit the closure response from the teacher. 4In this way they have shield-
ed themselves from actually embark$ng on a thinking task onlyto be put clown
because they didn't get to the right answer as quickly as the teacher wanted

, it. Irsuch situations occur often, they "condition" the learner to behave
accordingly. If a child's verbal attemptS are regularly unsupported by the
teacher, his thinking,, rather than becoming independentbecomes dependent
on the teacher. He waits for teacher responses to signal wheh to talk and
how much to think, Instedd of gaining self-confidence in his own mental ab-
ilities, the child begins, to believe that he really. can't figUre out filings
by himself. * .

A crucial.element in a good teaching strategy is a response, pattern which
gives each-child adequate opportunity to clearly express his thoughts.

How many kinds of teacher responses will do this?

E-6
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V. NOW TRY IT FOR YOURSELF!

Make'a ten to fifteen minute audiotape recording of one of your class'
discussions(large or small group). Play back the tape. See if you can
identify the instances of closing behivior in your own teaching. Don't
forget to complete Column D for each inappropriate Closure you firp.,

1
-

Closing Behavior

. ..

Teacher Behaybr
v

Why Teacher Closed

osure
Appropriate
Yes No

W No, What Could
Have Been Done

. .

. ,
. .

.

...

.

,

A B C

Whit could you do to avoid over-use of closing behavior?

O

E-7
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ANTI-GROUP ROLES '
Description of 'the Concept

The conceptpti-Group Roles consists of behaviors that can hinder , .

the group by destroying morale or blocking achievement of the goals. the

five anti-group behaviors which we have illustrated are:

A. Aggressing

B. Blocking

C. Attention-seeking

D. Dominating

E. Non-cooperating

It is important to distinguish anger and resistance which are

productive froM that which tears a'group"down. Not all negative be-

haviors are anti-group. A group member'may constructively.critiie

another!s behavior or idea, or correctly persist in opposing a plan of

action that could lead the group to failure. Or members may find that

ton- cooperating is the only reasonable tactic for dealing with an -

: oppressive leader. Look carefully at the context in which the behavior

occurs in order to-judge-whether the behavior is truly,anti-group. In

fact, it is quite possible that you wi:1 disagree,with'some of the inter-

.pretations -of behavior that are provided in.the Protocol film. BeCause

of'oue-decision to show brief examples, this is to be expected..

A. Aggressing:' expressing unconstruciive disapproval of members',

values or ideas or actions'

Examples: a. Verbal: "YoU don't know what you,',re

talking about. You never do

dnd I bet you never will."

Non-verbal: scowling'

b. Verbal: no swords

Non-verbal: hits other

Commentary: The aggressing member launches an attack. However,
the fact that tie is in opposition to an issue or to a group'.

member does not automatically make his action anti-group.' His
manner of opposing is crucial: if he tries to make persons in the
group feel worthless, if he addresses them sarcastically, if he

heckles or taunts, if he tries to knock them down, or tries tp.'

get others to do any of these things, then he is aggressing.

Aggressing persons can craw on a whole range of techniques or

choose the same style of attack each time. Aggressing can be

quite obvious, noisy and prolonged, or .very sly and swiftly

E-8 2 0j
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timed. Some persons adopt aggressing as.a role; others may ,

aggress in one situation and not another.

,Both to.change aggressingehavior and to help students

learn to'protect themselves from it takes time, patience and the
presencerpf positive student and teacher models.1

Once a teacher diagnoses that aggressing action is disturbing
a group, he may decide to do nothing at all and let the grodp

take care of itself, if he feels it is capable of (icing so, or he
may move in firmly and decisively to protect the persons under

attack: You might choose the latter approach if you feel the

group is, not clear that the attack is unfair, or the aggressing

member does not know that there are alternative ways to deal with

or voice his feelings.

Depending upon the vulnerability of the students involved,

you may want to work.. Separately With some of the individuals

concerned. For example, if the aggressing student appears to be

actiny out of strain's that did not originate in the group, he

may need special attention... Or. the persons attacked begin to

withdraw from group activities, they may require special support.`

B. Blocking: resisting ideas orsuggestions in a stubborn

unreasonable way

Examples: a. Verbal: "No, no, no, no....I don't want

.
1 to discuss the. ways in which we

can improve this sprout), and I

. won't:" 1' .

Non-verbal: set jaw .

b. Verbal: no words

Non-verbal: holding on to the treasury

box with all her might,

Josephine refuiei to let the

club members see how much

. money has been' collected.

C ntary: 'The blocker categorically refuses to listen to. other

.p 's reasons. He wants to do things his way, or not at all.eole
He is a drain on the groUp's energy. He may block swiftly and

deftly with one strong "NOWr he may persistat his blocking

over a long period of time. .47'

Role-playing may be a particularly good technique for

helpthg both the group member whit Takes blocking as a role and

E-91°
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O
the members who have been faced with this behavior. Trying to

reason with a blocker may have little positive ef'ect. Th-ough

role-playing he might both become aware of the effect he is having

on the group and Lind a safe outlet for the blocking energy. Role-
.

playing also can add a little humor and lightness.
,

C. Attention-seeking: _calling usual amounts of attention to

qpeself, by boasting, self-criticism, or

other'means

Examples: a. Verbal: "Everybody here knows that I'm

the one you, need the most...righ0"

Noh-verbaf: smug posture 1

b. Verbal: -no words-

Non-verbal: Ca'rla nudges the visitor and-, ,

smiles at hikevery few minutes.

Commentary: The attention-seeking member wants tor disproportionate
. .

amount of other group- members' approval agd7or time. He wants

praise and reinforcement forvork that is quite usual or is not

relevant to the.task, or for work he did not even do. Perhapt

he wants special recognition for aspects of himself--his past

experience, his present problems- -that are notof immediate

interest to the .groUp. Perhaps,hesimply engages in behaVior which

rakes him the focal point of the group's attention by scraping

his chair, removing his coat or tapping his pencil. jianpmany

behaviors can be,called attention-seeking.

IR observing the student who

as-a role you may feel that he is

from other sources--his home, his

has adopted attention-seeking'

not getting enough attention

friends. you. Just recognizing

this may give you a chance to find other means of support for

the student and take the strain off 'the group_

There are other possibilities. The group may be content

to supply his attention need, or they may be clearly letting him

'MOW triiit he-is imposing on them, or they may be asking him for-

some special attention in exchange for his demands.

If the group does make the attention-seeking student feel

very rejected, you, perhaps together with others, (counselor,

otherteachers, adults from the' community) may want to find gays
. .

to help him handle his feelings. This type of support could in

itself lead to changes in his.attention-seeking behavior.

,

ti



D. Dominating: trying to boss or bully group members

Examples: a. VerbaI: "Straighten up...Get over .

there...Don't move so

Non-verbal: calloui, tense

b. Verbal: "This group is more mine

than yours. -.I've been in

it longer and I know more."

Non-verbal: cold, superior

Commentary: The dominating member tries to take over. He may not.

even be the appointed leader. He may just think he ought to be in

coimiand..

If he is the leader and acts in a dominating fashion, his

actions may be too easily' accepted by the group. If the group

is not able to defend itself against a member.wqo hzs taken the

role-of dominator, and has not -asked you to intervene, yqu have a

'difficylt acisIon: Should you move in.to protect the group?

Should you let the grouvremain on its own, despite the.pain

being caused? The detisitin you make will prdbably depend both on

your outlook in regard tothe amount of teacher intervention of

which you generally approve and your judgement of the group's

tolerance for conflict. You own awareness of conflict as a stage

that ,many groups endure may help you in your decision. A

If you decide to intervene, you might simply 4sk the grOup

to rotate the-leadership position. In experiencing non-dominating

_ leadership_from other members,'the group may begin to reject the

unfair treatment of dominator. With older students, or

students who have,had-alot of experience in groups, you may

wish to guide them in some distussions of group process and'roles.

As they move into evaluating their own group and the roles ,they

play, they will be more able to recognize and deal with the

dominator.

E -11 2
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Noll-cooperating:_ not participapng in the group's activity

by use of nonchalance, by playing ardund.

Or by other means

Examples: a. Verbal: ."Hey John,,,let's spit. They can

do.the work."-

Non-verbal: indi?ference

b. Verbal: silence

. Non-verbal: sleeping'

,
Commentary: The hon-cooperalfng member has Withdrawn from the

action, either in mind or body. It_is important, and perhaps

difficult to distinguish between a lack of involvement that mays

be either real boredom or a constructive "strike", andthat which '

is determinedly destructive. You will'need to look carefully at

I the context in which the behavior occurs.

Some students who'take rioncooperating as a role may have

had a number of .negative experiences in'grOups in school, or-may

have never functioned in a "real",group7-one in which-the students

interacted with one another; or they may never have,been in any
' -

one group long enough to learn to expect the tensions that

naturally occur. Yob-can help prevent this by encouraging groups

in the classroom to stay together as long as they want to anti can.

4 T.
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*...__TASK.ROLES
Descriptlion of the Concept*

The conceptiask Roles consists of behaviors engiged in by group

members for tip purpose of solving the 'problem or,accomplishing the

work which the group has undertaken. Six task oriented behaviors

°which can occur are

A. Initiating .

B. Itiformation seeking

C. Information ,giving ,a*

D. Opinion giving

E. brienting- ;

F. Coordinating

These:are not the'ooly behaviors that the concept of TaskRoles

refers to, but these-are ones which occur often. Here,areAteirdefinitions:

A. Initiating: offering new ideas relating to the group's task -

Examples: a. "Here's the way we could solve the
.

fund-raising problem. Let's ..."

b. "I think it would go fasteeif we
,

broke up into teams'of three and

then came back to discuss each

team!strecommendations."

COMmeniary: The impor,tant,cue:to the behavior is the suggeiting

of something new...a new approach, a solution not yet disCussed.

Although initiation is a behavior*ten,assumed by leaders, 4t-
-

would be incorrect to assume that.Only leaders initiate. This

behivior and the other task behavi047 could be enacted by any

on

group member.

'By noting Which students tend to initiate, you may be able to

identify and'reinforce potential leaders. For example, you may

find that students who initiate only occasionally in one group

might be strong initiators in another group. By encouraging such

students to take apportunities'to lead you can help them strengthen

their confidence. You might accomplish this by having the position

Of leader be a rotating one or by building an environment in which

students feel free'to form groups on a spontaneoui basis.
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B. Information Seeking: ,requesting facts, ad/or opinions relar-

ing to the grouprs concern

Examples: "What would it cost to feed Wien

at our team's annual pahcake jamboree?!:

b. "Oro you think the protest marckwill

help change anybne's mind?"

Commentary: The speakerrevealsothathe is information seeking ,

when he -=is hunting for knowledge in the form of facts or opinions.

The lack of information- seeking behavior may indicate extreme
4

cla% rity in task assignments or lack of motivation on the part of

group Members; or "you may judge that a low frequency of information
9 +a

seeking is due tothe natureof the taskit may not inspires

inquiry; cor pe-rhapS it'suihe result of poor{ interactive skills

(the students may not be accustomed to questioning); or it may be,

the result of the personal tendencies of the meniber's.--(o'ne ot-two

well-informed members may be intimidating less confident contri:'-

butors).*

"You may have observed that some group members,.spend_too

much energy on friforMation seeking. It,seems as if almost all

their contributions A in a question mark. Though infbrmation
-t

Seeking is a worthy activity, it nevertheless can be a relatively

low risk behavior in the group `setting. When yod become aware

that a student specializes solely in information seeking, you

may want to try one of these Strategies; depending trpon the age,
,

personality, and experience- of the student. You might 1) suggest
..

, ,

other contributions he could make; 2) introduce him to other
. .

studentS(vho have the same tendency (if they work together, they

may naturally start exercising other task behaviors); 3) ask'the

student to lead a group in a task in which he is already wells

informed (in leading,.he will be hire likely to use a range of

task relevant behaviors).

C. Information

Examples:

O

Giving: contrlbutinrfac-tsreTa-tiig--to-the-gr-oup'-s-

concern.

a. "I checked with thi administration; the cost

of renting' the auditorium is more than this ".

group can afford."

b. "How do I know the dessert we've planned is

Turkish? I spent seven years in ritanbul."

E-Ai5
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Commentary: The information-giving member draws both upon outside

sources and his own ek0erience.when he bringilactual data to the.

group. Information giving i% especially essential in classroom

groups, where the emphasis is often on problem-solving andaviui-
,

-sition o f skills. Qf
t

course, it's a frequent teaching behavior

i,n the context of both small and-large groups.

When you seea group has enthusiastic members who are in-

volved In a task they like, yet their-progress is slow, you might

take note of their inforination-giving behavior.' Perhaps none of

the members have had'sufficientexperience the topic at'hand.

In this case, you may want.tdparticipate in the group initially
C

as an information giver, or you,may wish Ito guide the group to

an awareness of their need for information.

'Another explanation far low ffequency informatioh-giving

may be the reluctance'of somettudents to reveal what they know,

since appearing to be "too smart" may,be taboo. If you can :spot'

specific students who are setting thisnorm,gydu might consider

looking for ways to help them become more at ease with their 171/

information giving. -

D. Opinion Giving: stating one's own belief or attitude relevant ,

to the group's concern

Examples: a. "I don't believe in_whatwe're doing.

-I feel were on the wrong track.".-

---b___I_thinkyou've got Wrong inforMation

but I can't7Orbve it."

Commentary: The opinion-givingmember expresses'his feelings, hts

beliefs, his intuitions. Protoco3 project staff a lack

of opinionjgiving in the classroom they visited, yet in many

groups outside the school opinions account for a large'kercentage

of the task behavior. A group might-appear to be functioning

quite productively without opinion:giving,behavior, but iirrseCond

thoughtz---ate-these students afraid to trust their, own instincts?
4-

Do they feel they always have to cite authoritative sources?

Are they afraid to risk revealing their own stand since it might
. ,

be seen as irrplevant,,or onprovable? ThOugh4it.maYsbe difficult

to substantiate, intuition if based on knori1edge and experience.

It can sometimes lead to more effective-task accomplishment than -

E-1
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an apparently logical task.''As a group member, you may'sometimes

want to express your personal'hunches or 'provide support for'

opinion-giv trq by other members. Obviously, the other extreme,
(ftoo much opinion-giving, might be just as-harmful to group produc-

tivity. S. ,..ft
J5 . 4V.

E. Orienting: definjng the grAupOs position or calling attention

to its stated.goals
v

O

Examples:: a. "In orderl.to get our overall work done

we' better put most of our energy and

time into this idea:

b. "Remember,tnat's not the strategy we

° origfnally dec d.to usein tackling

this project."f 7 ..

Commentary: The orienting.member.reminds the group to remain on

covse or steers it back' when it loses sight of its goal "oi. its

plan for achieving that goal. .
y

,

Like initiating, orienting often occurs as a leadership'
A

,

function but can be and'is performed by other members. As a4.

u

teacher, if you .take.ihis_role toooften.you,may preventa.g-roup

from'learning to pPeiate-in an'autonomous manner. vPer:sOns.who are

used to orienting may become overly sensitive.to its absence.

Actually, ii.can be temporarily beneficial for a grdup to suffer
,

4 fel:Mt the lack of orientihg ?tateMents. Lin failing to meet an

obligation or in deviating too far 'from its goals, the group will

have an opportunity to learn from it:... own mistakes,. In the process

of recovering aAense of direction, one or two members may move

naturallY, into the role of orienter, Or from time to time different

4

Members may orient the-group to.thepart of the task in which

they feel Opable or responsible.

.F. CoOrdinating: pulling together ideas and efforts relating

to., the group's concern

Examples: a. "I hear several 'different suggestions.

I think the first and the third can be

combined, and the rest tabled."

b. "I would like to state the plan we have

developed so far; it seems that Tom and

Vera areiwilling to do the research and

the rest will help write the report."
'E-16
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Commentary: Coordinating involve$ drawing together diverse aspects
of: the group's work, by pointing out relationships or suggesting a
way to diyidethelaboi.. Coordinating is not a simple skill; it

requires both an Ability to think in an organized manner and a

sensittvity to.the capabilities and wishes of the members, Practice
is important. By recognizing thi complexity of coordinating

behaVior and the need for experience, you might help groups in a
number of ways: 1) Encourage groups to discuss-controVersial
topics: This will provide practice in dealing with diverse opinions.

2) guide groups in learning some specific techniques for problem-

solving. 3) Introduce groups to a self-evaluation approach. Here

. are some of the questions they could ask themselves: Can we survive
without a coordinator? Can we have too many coordinators? Was an

''unclear interpretation of events offered by the coordinator?

I



TRANSCRIPT

GROUP PROCESS: TASKROLES*

Instructions:

. There are se,,eral student behaviors engaged in by group members for the
purpose of solving the problem or accomplishing the work which the group has
unglertaicen. Six of these task oriented behaviors are: _

1. Initiating -- offering new ideas relating to* the group's
task.

2. Information Seeking -- requesting. facts and/cir opinions
relating to the group's concern.

3. Information Giving4-- contributing facts relating to the
group's concern. :

4. Opinion Giving -- stating one's own belief or attitude
relevant tb the group's concern.

5. Orienting -- defining the group's position or ca ling
attention to its stated goals.

6. Coordinating -- pulling together ideas and efforts relating
to the group's concern.

The following is a transcript taken from a classroom Situa through -out the transcript you will find certain student remarks are it heses.
Read the transcript and identify the Task Role of the remarks. 'ntheses
by writing the appropriate behavior to the left of the remark.
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TASK ROLES

TASK' ROLE TRANSCRIPT

--Are there any other modes of communication that

, we can explore?

. I (No One.has yet perceived the need strong

c.

(1)
enough,to do a newspaper.)

--Ma'e a list in other words- -Make a list of

three'or four or five things, as many as you

think appropriate.

(2) (--I think we should just have a play- -the moral,

like books....)

-j-Yeah, a.play.

(3) ( - -Make them like gifts- like, ind_a guy-- someone

like me or Jeff or MarioSomeone two guys coot

(4)

in and like try to steal books and they ron.off

with them and someone - -a police guy like Mark,

would come and catch us and...)

(Jake out the fish,.take out the water, take

out the racks, and then take it apart, and then

E-12
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TASK ROLE

(5)

TRANSCRIPT

carry the part to the other room, put it together,

then put in the rocks, put in the water and put

in the fish.)

(--When have been the times that we have been most

together? Do you remember? Last:year?)

(7-How do you know that they're called that?)

--I don't know. I 'just heayd it before.

(--Well, what\do they do?)

--I guess ma e the bean grow.

--Yeah.

(--How can we figure out what makes it grow?)

(How does it make the bean grow?)

--Because...

--That's what we're trying to find out.'

\

--The first-thing we asked was why should you

evaluate tea5hers, and you haven't really said

E-20
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TASK 'ROLE

1

r

(10)

E.

0 (11)

(12)

n

TRANSCRIPT

anything. (What are you going to do with these

evaluations? Just say, here's your evaluatton?
L

.I.

You stink, or you are really great. What
a

difference should Alt,' evaluation make in that

teacher's life and in the kid's life?)

(--Treeschool, uh, there's a school in Menlo Park,"'

uh, it's-another free school and they have a-

I just saw it for the first time two nights ago--

they print on ditto paper this little newspaper, ,

it's this big by this big. .

--It's a little book.

;-And it's just all these little teeny pages and

it's poetry and it's also, you know,.what

people are doing and, everyone has their page.)

--Then you can plant a bean in plain water.

(--No, because it needs the ground.

9 22



TASK ROLE

031

TRANSCRIPT

No you can't because it needs soil and light to

-go along with water. If you have just water then it

won't grow.)

5

--Where do students fit into revolution?

--Where do students (pause) fit into the revolution?

--Yes.

(--Students are--a revolution isa revolution of

'consciousness, too. -Students are people Oho are

developing consciousness, just as all people are,

but in particular, that's kind of like their role,

'as-a person is developing i0, you know, helping in

developing consciousness, that's like part of the

reason the SMC ,are on campus.

E-2i23



TASK ROLE

(14)

(15)

d,

TRANSCRIPT

.?

--We could but we don't

..
(--I have some feeling that I'm working with other

people At the school.. I don't say that I'm--

we're all doing the- -we're all in the same school.

I feel that, you know?)

(- -You can't walk on--walk on.sponges

--Well, you know that you just might can. It might

be a little hard, but you stillyou'll get used

to it. ,Like you got now. If you was watching--

washing--walking on sponges when you were first

:born you would be used to it and-if you walked
4

4

on ground it would be a little Wder.

--If this earth was just sponges then'nobody could

live on it. Because if you think about it...

--People can grow in sponges though, and there would

be enough oxygen.

--No, because..)

( - -Like some kids can be kicked out of school because

E-23 224i
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TASK ROLE

CY

(17)

(18)

TRANSCRIPT

none of the teachers like the kids, you know,

he's hard to put up with and all this. I think

it snoUldgo the same way with teachers.)

--We'd see a few people over the summer but maybe

we need something during the week to get the

people together.

(--What--we're still talking in the context of

standing face-te-face to somebody and saying.

"Hey, look, here's whit I'm into." Are there

other 'modes of communicadon that we can explore?).

--Factory made sponges are the best kind...

--Not really.,

--Yes they are.

(- -Well, we're not talking about factory made sponges.

'We're talking about hcw--how beans grow in certain

2 2
E -24
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fiMK ROLE

. t

TRANS /RIFT

substances and things.)

' - -Oh I see.

--When you grow up yOu'll just learn fikeliutt but

,you'll only be stealing bigger things and then

you'll get in jail for it. ,

(19) Whow; but the-problem, what I'm throwing in

your laps right now js what can we do about it?

What kind of a- -what kind of a control can you

put on this? What can you do? What should we

do?)

(20) j (--1 get the feeling that we all think the newspaper",s

r

a good idea. And I'd like to do that you know,

get to work on it and do something with it and

see if we can bring in other people and make it

.work:. Use it as a starting point: A point to

work off from and do other things.)

t

tft
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TASK ROLE

1

(21)

(22)

TRANSCRIPT

--Okay, our break is over. We better get back to worl .

Would,you sit doWn?

- -After you: young lady.

- -Miss Rothai_

we kind of collect our thoughts; to resume

where we were befOre some of our members had to

leave. Jeff had said something to Brian about

revolution and I think Steve you were pondering

jumping in on tt.)

--1-r1 still think that spongethaf bearts will

0

only grow-in,soil. But other plants--some other

plants, but not all other plantsmay grow in

water,

1--Well, I think that-the only way\we7can come to

a conclusion whether they'll grow or not, and

what, dis to try -both things. And Paul thinks .

4.

that%it'll 'groWin sponge and Debbie thinks it'll

grow in cotton, and I think the only way we can

do it is to try it.)

'E -26
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UNIFYING ROLES ,

Description of the Concept*

The concept Unifying Roles consists of behavior engaged in by

group members for the purpose of building and maintaining unity and

momentum: Five unifying behaviors which can occur are:

A. Gatekeeping

B. Energizing

C. Harmonizing

D. Compromising 1

E. Encouraging

Again, as in the case of task roles, these are-not thetonly behaviors

which could describe unifying roles. They have been selected because

they are quite essential for unifying purposes. The unifying behaviors

are aimed at constructIng,good relationships among group members, and

creating an atmosphere in which individuals feel free to contribute and

communicate. Since. the emphasis li on'affective rather than cognitive

interactions, the examples will include some pOssible non-verbal attri-

butes of the biglaviors.-

A. Gatekeeping: attempting to keep communication channels open

by facilitating theparticipation of group members

Examples: a. Verbal: "That point has been well presented

by John and Bartholomew but Beatrice

hasn'isaid anything about,it yet."

Non-verbal: warmth, concern
,

b. Verbal: "Hold it. We're all trying to talk

at once. Why don't we go around
,

the table and get everyone's opinion?"

Non-verbal: assertive, positive

Commentary: The gatekeeping member morlitors,,the communication flow.

How formalized and how frequent gatekeeping is in a particular group

depends upon the group's level of maturity, its size, its task, and

its style. Thus, a'large group may find it necessary to appoint a

member to call on those who wish to speak. A small group that has

functioned together for a long time may have experienced the natural

evolution of certain rules, such as "We won't interrupt one another"

or "We vote on all impdrtant issues." such a group, the rules

may be so well understood that all Members function as gatekeepers

by monitoring themselves.
E-27 ,228,



Whether, exercised as an internalized process or a formal

function/gatekeeping is an extremely necessary.function for a oy

healthy group. If each member does not have iNt opportunity to

have his sat,'or if communication flows bnly,in one direction - -

from the leader to,the group--the group may eventually-dissolve
k

for lack of a voice.
1

Gatekeepingis one of the fiinctions that a leader, or a

teacher serving as leader, might consider delegating. Sometimes.

Jeaders think they must assume most of the task and unffyihg

roles. This can keep a group from developing a sense of itself

as a capable organization, or can keep members from acquiring

needed skills. Although as a teacher you pr6ably are very much

concerned with actingeas a gatekeeper, students. should also be

encouragedto play this role.

B. Energizing: urging or stimulating the group to action

Examples: a.' Verbal: "Wake up, we've only been at
D

ft for an hour and we have so

much more.to dq. .Let's move." A

Non- verbal: intense,

b. Vetbal: "Hey, listen, really, let's

'follow this up because this f

0 idea could be the'ariswer to'our dilemma."

Noh-verbal: enthusiastic

Commentary: Thee energizing member pushes the group- to perform,

'prods it to greater heights or new directions. The energizing

action may be related to either task or affective aims. For

example, a member may urge the group to solve an interpersdnal

problem,"such as conflict between members, or he may make a

strong plea for accoMpliiNing a piece of work.

Members Who energize consistently tend to be either leaders

or persons who,ire willihg to'take significant responsibility.

One sign of a mature group may be the degree to which energizing

is a shared activity. If one or two members are always providing_

most of the impetus, the others may be overly passive. Of course,

the particular cause of the passivity will depend on the situation.

These members may always rely on others to provide the steam,

or they may be uninterested in the.subject,'or they may basicalty

dislike the group.. E-28 2 '9
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C. Harmonizing: attempting to mediate differences amOng group

members .

Examples:' a. Verbal: "You want to have the meeting

at noon and Mervin wants to

meet at four in the afternoon,

What about 2:30?"

Non-verbal: _concerned, positive

b. Verbal: "We can't seem to agree on any

of these alternatives and we

_can't seem to stop arguing. I
,

think we should take a break,
4-

calm down, and ihen come back

and see if we 'can combine some

of the.assets of each suggestion."

Non- verbal: confident, calm

CoMmenta y: harmonizing member tries to resolve conflicts.

He does ot always succeed. .

Mos ,groups endure periods of conflict, and groups that do

'to are ikelyto'become more cohesive. In handling personality

clashes and differences over task issues, groUps are likely to

acquire skill in harmonizing, compFomising Ind gatekeeping. If .

you,. decide to. help a group deal with confpct, you coutd lat

them k ow that both task and personal conflicts happen to groups.

They m y ask you to spend time talking with them about ways to,

1-esolve friction between members or ways te "problem- solve" a

task issue. Or theymay wish to go through conflict on their

flown,, finding their own ways to cope.
.$

The harmonizing member(s), might suggest various means of

resolving conflicts. Fdr example, in conflicts over task matters
; -

he can propose that the group discuss; debate, or seek outside

advica; in conflicts over personal matters, he may suggest role-

playing, having a cooling-offcpertod, or inviting someone else

to help. As the group becomes skilled in coping with a whole

'range of conflicts more members will become capable of harmon-

izing, and some will specialize in certain types of harmonizing.

One person might be able to help the group out of a staleMate

over an academic question wh4le another person might be adept

at'easing hurt feeling.
E-29
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D. Compromising: agreeing to alter one!s stand or admit error

in one's own position

Examples: a. Verbal: "You may be right. I didn't

look at it that way."

Non-verbal: relieved

b. Verbal: "I still don't agree with the

rest of you, but I'll ,consent

to the plan anyhow.?

Non-ve:bal: displeased

Commentary: The compromising member yields to other members when

they oppose his view or point. Compromising, like harmonizing,

makes it possible for a group to move past a:stalemate, or
,

create

a unified ,positioh when-necessary. Of course, there are cases

when compromising should be delayed or even avoided. To compro-

'' mise one's case too early can lie a mistake. If the poSItion has

merit it's worth fighting for.

order at all, since the member

position that will reasonably

Or perhaps, compromise is.not in

may feet he haschosen)theonly

benefit the group, and'is willing

to work tirelessly to convince the other members (as one might

de on a jury).

ComproMTSing has crucial, implications. for the teacher. Both

as participant in the small group or leader of the class, you can

0 model compromising behavior. However, because your positions

carries authority, you may without thinking about it expeCt.more'

Compromising behavior from the udents,than you do from yourself.

Depending upon the situation, this may be patently unfair or it

may be appropriate. But when students,feel'that your uncompro-.

mising position is unfatr, theymaykacquiesce meekly and silently -

resent you, or they may openly resist.;,

E. Encouraging: ,piigraisinareeinvloraccetinthe

co?tribuiiont of grow members

ExaMples: ,a. Verbal": "Wosm, we're really getting

a lot done today."

Non-verbal: warmth, enthusiasm

b. Verbal; "I like your suggestion.'

Non-verbal: pleased, gentle,

E-30
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Commentary: The encour ...ng member gives support. We feel en-

couraging behavior may be the single most important behavior

described within the unifying roles, yet it is too often absent

from the group member's repertoire.

The quality of both the task motivation of the group and the
.personal interactions may be profoundly affected by a lack of

Positive feedback on the part of student or teacher members.

Gequine acceptance and warmth may not only be modeled by the

others, it may also become the chief reason the members remain

a group.

You may want to take an active role in encouraging

"encouraging"--by praising supportive statements and acts.

You might say, "I'M-glad to hear you're giving yourselves credit"

or "I just heard Marcel tell Richard that he read his work. I

think it's great you do that for each other."

This is not to say that group members should not communicate,

negative feelings as wel,1,: But yo, ! need to help group members

learn the difference between rejecting e member's contribution

and rejecting the member himself. In this case, how well members
listen to one another or the tone in which, criticism is made,

makes the difference.

E-31
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TRANSCRIPT

GROUP PROCESS: UNIFYING ROLES
*

Instructions:

There are several student behaviors engaged in by group members for the
purpose of building and maintaining unity and momentum. Five of these uni-
fying behaviors are:

I. Gatekeeping -- attempting to keep communication channels
open by facilitating the participation of group members.

2. Energizing -- using or stimulating the group to action.

3. Harmonizing -- attempting to mediate differences among
group members.

4. Compromising -
error in one's

5. Encouraging --
contributions

- agreeing to alter one's
own position.

praising, agreeing with,
of group members.

stand or admit

or accepting the

The following is a transcript taken from a classroom situation. Through-
out the transcript you will find certain student remarks are in parentheses.
Read the transcript and identify the Unifying Role of the remarks in parenthe-
ses by,writing the appropriate behavior to the left of the remark.

ti
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UNIFYING ROLE

O

(1)

(2)

(3)

UNIFYING ROLES

TRANSCRIPT

(--Take a vote. Anybody in here that has been hit

with a natjonball and it bur` very much? Thought

you would just about cry youchurt so bad?)

- -Me.

- -I won't talk.

- -If you don't want to, it's alright man.

- -Come on Bruce.

(- -Yeah Bruce, we haven't heard from you in a while.

For about an hour.)

- -He's 'thinking, I suppose.

- -Oh, brother.

- -if they are walking in the grass they deserve

to get water on their heads.

--Aw, man, people are gonna look at this place

and the manager is not gonna like that too

much. I mean, you know.

- -Paul and Marty, you're just sitting there, you

know maybe you're getting bored with this, but

E-33 234



UNIFYING ROLE

(4)

(5)

\I

,

TRANSCRIPT

we said we would move it. What do you think?

Do you'think like Steve. or do you think we

gotta do what Chris says?

(- -Well, if we are going to play this game why don't

we think of some more rules? We only got about

15 minutes:)

,--They want it bad, but they want other people to

do their. work for them.

--P4ght.

--I know, that's how come nothing's getting done.

--(overlapping)

--You have to get people enthused. You just can't

announce it in the daily bulletin and expect

people--I think maybe...

--Okay, what should we do then?

--Okay, listen. (I think that maybe during lunchtime

it wouldn't be taking off the peoples' lunchtime,

E-34
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(6)

4

_TRANSCRIPT

or inconveniencing them in any way. But what we

should do is, we should have kind of like a rally,

and let them sit around, get a microphone set up and

talk to them about it, Ar.d if they didn't want to

listen:.- -That way we'd at least get gross and

get some power-packed hitting things,)

- -Pretty soon.by the time you get through with the

'business everybody's bored and restless and has to ...

- -Yeah, I'm getting a little bored and restless

right now

- -Okay, then that's a cirticism, a very valid

criticism, that the Town Meetings just take so

long, (okay, we should do something about it, instead

of all walking cut of the door and saying, "Wow,

man, that just took so long I'm so bored, ! can't

stand it, I'm gonna go home and eat lunch,"

should sit there and see what we can do about it.)
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UNIFYING ROLE

(7)

3

TRANSCRIPT

(--Why don't the students, yoU know. just be alone

on recess and break and then leachers be the

referee on P.E.?)

--We don't want really to be fair, we want to win.

--Right.

--I don't want to go against this in an unfair

way, you know.

--But that's got really unfair.

--It's not really unfair. They've had a lot of

time.

--They've had a lot of advantages.

- -Because, see...

- -Yeah.

--I think...

- -They don't even have to research.

--I think we should let them- -let them have a

group discussion or something and then one da?

like meet in the multipurpose room and we could

have like a debate to see where we stand, exactly.
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(8)

1RANSCRIPT

--We alreaey know where we stand.

--It's just that feeling-A mean...you'know.

That's just what they--They think that will

nappen. That's all they are saying is, thisis

gonna happen, you know. They're gonna steal

Safeway or something, you know.

(--Well, I. think all Inez wants to do is have a

debate to bring out all the issues, you know,

and see who's right and who's wrong, instead

of just getting a group of people together, I

think'the school board, they are all against it.)

- -That would be good.

- -It's easy, we get the saw from the next room,

you cut the door, the door is like that, you

cut a big hole in it, some people get up,

then move the big door, then set.it aside, you

put the aquarium on wheels and then you just

.haul it through.
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(9)

TRANSCRIPT

--What are you gonna do,with the big hole after

you're finished?

--What?

--What are you gonna do with the big hole when

you're finished?

--Put the door back in its spot and you patch it-up.

- -Yeah, the reashn'we're taking it apart is because

it's too heavy. Now how're you gonna put it

up on theon-the wheels?

-- People got muscles you know, we can lift.

- -We can't lift an aquarium.

--Nobody here...

- -What?

--I said nobody here's got muscles.

- -Well, you can grab one of those--um, you can get

a board and stick right under it and you can

just lift it like that.

--We don't have one of those

--With no water or fish or anything it should be

pretty easy.

( - -Okay Paul, why don't you do us a favor and just --
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UNIFYING ROLE TRANSCRIPT

(10)

okay, why don't we just take it apart,'and then
1

the next' time we have to do it we'll do it your

way, okay?)

- -No.

- -I think maybe that would be a good idea. To

lit you referee yourself at your break time and

over your lunch hour and then if we play a

class game on your own P.E. period, I referee

you at that time.

(Alright, I'll accept that. That sounds fair

enough.

- -I agree to that.)

.

--We just can't have a sit-in, you know.

- -Open campus...

--Something that trivial...

- -Hey, you know, we're gonna have to...
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TRANSCRIPT

--I think we should just have that-

--What?

--Everybody leave the,campus.' And we're all

suspended.

--Really. Really.

--I know. Stop. Nobody go to the school. And

we're all suspended fora week.

--Open campus is way more involved than just

that clothes code...

--Yeah, I thinicit is.

--I meaa you got...

--Okay, maybe one more time--maybe one more time

go through the proper channels, like we did

before, and make it a well known thing. Have

speeches and everything. Go through the

channels, make sure everybody knows about it

and then if we don't get fit, resort to the more

drastic action. (Just--just do this part even

though I know it wouldn't work. Just do it to

prove to them that we've tried everything. Okay,

every peaceful way so they can't say, "Well, a

lot of people didn't know about it tend nobody
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(12)

(13)

TRANSCRIPT

cared because you didn't have the support and

everything, and you didn't go through the

proper channels first.")

--And even if it is a few inches bigger, all'you

can do is turn it diagonal and it'll go through.

-Put it this way Paul, how did they get it'in here?

can get it out the same way they got it

in here. If they couldn't fit it through the

door, how did they get it in here?

(Alright, alright, okay, I'll agree with you.)

--Alright.,

(--So that was alood suggestion that helps

whoever is playing have that extra margin to

ah, give that extra oomph. Because it seems

like some of the girls are having a hard time

getting the ball over. And then'also, no socking

or overhand of the ball. You have less control
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(14)

(15)

n

TRANSCRIPT'

anyway--but to hold the ball.. So what else can

you come up with? Those are three great ideaS.)

(--Right, I think it's gonna work, I really do.

I think--I think we've got it down just about

perfect. It's really beautiful.)

- -You can't grow a bead up and just, you know, in

a machine, you know, you need the ground soil.

- -Well the ground.- soil - -The ground soil makes

a bean, um, softer. So does water, so you can

grow i bean in water.

--Not

water helps. It might just, take long.

(--Hey, Debbie, you got-you have a point there,

because this is so soft that it even'll bend.)

--I know.

2 4
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STAGES OF GROUP.GROWTH
Description of the Concept'-

The concept Stages of Group Growth consists of four phases which
a group may endure. These are:

A. Initial" communication

B. Conflict which blocks achievement of the group goal
C. kesolutiOn of conflict 1

D. Increased productivity

These stages are usually sequentiffi, yetethey do not always occur
2 in the expected order. Further, the length oftime a group will spend

. at any one point can vary drasticallyone_group may take an hour or a
day to plan its work, another may need several months. Some groups, may

/cycle through one or several of the stages more thanSnce, depending
, upon he number of tasks'and problems they face and the duration of the

group's existence. Some may start in a more advanced stage, never needing

lk

to experience'preliminary growing pains; others may become stuck io.a. -

planning or orgariizing phase and disband-out_of frustration.

A. Stage One: Initial Communication: the group may do any of the

following:

I. Set goals or clarify the,purpose of the meeting

Example: Gerald: g -

"I'm notAuite sure why this group was formed."

Jean:.

"Well, we better talk about that first."

Cloe.:

"Okay, according to the memo, we're going to
put on a pTay."

Gerald:
"Oh, but I thought..."

2. Devise a plan of.action
0

Example: Vince:

"I propose we spend three weeks in the field before
each major decision point."

Daniel:

"You mean you think well clwa better job if we
really know what's going On out there?"

Vince:

"Yes, much 'better Ulan last year's proposal committee."

"Well, you may be right, but you have to consider the
amount of time thig_Willake."
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3 Choose leaders, or experience the natural, emergence of leadfrs'

Example: Pbul:

"Amy Lee seems to know more about what we're doing
than the rest of us. Amy Lee, tell us what to do."

Amy Lee:

"No, I don't like to give directiom."

Marge:,

"All right, all.right, well..,.why don't we start
by telling us what you know."

Commentary: Unless the group has extraordinary enthusiasm or"

experience, getting started is hard. The group is not yet a

,, group. Some or all of+the"members may not even know each other.

Stage One is a'time of testing. Who knows what we're doing?

Who's timid? Who's assertive?" Go'we want to work together at

With this stage, and with all the stages,-you can' probably

be best prepared by just 'being aware of what might occur. If you

know that starting is rough, the members mightnot.cliCk

with one another, that it takes talk and time to name goals and

make 'flans, and that leadership roles need tp be worked'out-, you

are likely 'to bei more willing to watch the group fumble.

You cotAdiet-theirli-Iinnw-thifYO4 understand 'getting started

takes time and that if they.want some suggestions on how to

proceed, they should feel free to ask you to help. Gr you may

'wish to leave them completely,alone and say nothing at all, on

4the premise that their need:for autonomy is greater than their

need for guidance. /

B. Stage Two:, Conflict which stops the group from Peaching its goal

the group may experience either -pr both of the following:

1. Conflicts involving the content of the task'at hand

4mixample:

"I know we don't have enough time to get even
half of the project finished."

Helen:
v.

"Wm)/ God, you're right."

Th

v

Moe:

"Looks like a kind of bankruptcy for this organization-0 .

,,

Merrill:
.

"Yeah! I haven't the Slightest idea how to get us
out of this mess."
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2. Personal clashes among group members

Example: Rea

"With yent here we never get anything done.'

Joe:

"Oh yeah!"

Rea:

"You've got a mouth like a *****."

Joe:

"All right, I've had it, I'm pulling out and I
bet half the group comes with me."

Commentary: Perhaps the most important thing that can be said

about Stage Two is that,itcan and does occur. Too often a

state of no conflict is looked upon as a desirable goal for

groups. Conflict can be.healthy and probably is a necessary

phenomenon in groups. By attempting to deal with their 0"fer-

ences, whether over task or personal matters, members develop

4

respect for their individuality and a sense of their abilii to

survive difficulties. Classroom'groups that experience conflict

are exposed to a world that at least bears a resemblanceto the

one they step out into when they leave the school world. Your

main role either as a member of a group or as an observer may be

to reassure the group that conflict is not only acceptable but

is a'so something to be expected.

Depenting upon the behavior and previous experience of the

students, the teacher may wish to set certain limits. Violence

may be*.out of bounds. Prolonged verbal haranguing may be ruled

out Anti-group roles, sucti, as aggressing and dominating, may be

discouraged. In other words, it will be important to 'help students

\see the difference between the form the conflict takes and the mes-

,sages which are being communicated.

Hov.,:v1r, conflict, particularly when it involves friction

between persons, has ascertain Unpredictable quality. If there

are too many prescriptions as to how negative statements and

feeling should be communicated, spontaneity will be squelched.

Some verbal harshness or hurt feelings will sometimes just be
_A

Art of the process that prcedes peace.
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C. Stage Three: Resolution of conflict: the group may do either

or both of the following:

I. Find solutions to task-related conflicts by compromising,

accepting the- decision of their leader, using the help of

an outside negotiator or other means the group devises.

Example:- Chet:

"We better find a way out of this impasse."

Cam:

"I'm stuck, too."

Ada

"Look, I have an idea. Let's each speak our minds for
three minutes without being interrupted and take a vote
on which of the two plans is best. How does that sound
to you?"

(group agrees to this; everyone talks, and then a vote
is taken)

Chet:
"Whew! Well, we got through that, At least, we have a
decision-and we can get moving- -even if it's not the one
I would have voted for."

2. Settle personal clashes or convince conflicting parties to

refocus attention to the group's goal(s).

Example: Gary:

"All right, all right, half of you like the way
I lead and half of you don't. What the ***** do
you want me to do? I feel like the baby King Solomon
would have divided in half."

Gloria:

"Calm down, Gary. Those of us who criticized you
didn't say we wanted you to stop being our leader."

1
Gary:

Well *****, what do\you mean?"

Lisa: \ ,

i

"Look, lets take a break, so we can all cool off."

(After a half hour, the group gets back in session.)
,

Gary:

"Okay, look, I feel a iittle Netter. I think I'm
ready to hear some of lur comments now...but this
isn't easy, you know, s I'm going to tell you what
I think too."

\Gloria:"Fair enough."

Commentary: The resolution of conflict is often a process that

evolves from within the group. It'$ a process that relies upon

the,group's spontaneity and imagina0on and good will.
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Timing is often important. The group may be exhausted and

blocked. After a rest, obstacles are more easily overcome.

Many kinds of energy can contribute to the resolution. Ore
member may be a harmonizing force while another initiates alternatives
and yet another performs as gatekeeper.

Both individuals and groupi may be embarrassed at "being

stuck", and this embarrassment in itself may block resolution.

In this situation, you or an experienced group member could let
the others know this happens to lots of people who are trying

to create something--whether the object of creation is the group

itself or the task it has undertaken.

D., Stage Four: Increased productivity: the group may become either

or both of the following:

I. More purposeful, noticeably closer to its goal

Example: Debbie:

"You know, this is finally beginning to hang
together. And I'm getting excited."

Dave:

"I know what you mean."

Mort:

"Well, I'm ready for a rest."

Debbie:

"Not me, I'm just beginning to see an end
in sight. Can't stop."

Dave:

"Yeah, now we've plowed and planted. I'm not
going home until we water it. Aw...Get to work."

2. More cooperative; more able to cope with personal clashes

with understanding, humor and speed

Example: Arnie:

"I'm not going to do this alone. I'm not. I'm not."

Jim:

"We heard you! We heard you!"

Cory:

"So who do you think you are...anyway?"

Arnie:

"The King, the King (of Hearts), who else?"

Cory:

"Well, look at him!"

(Laughter)
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Commentary: Stage Four has a certain fluid and perhaps elusive
quality. Since persons and groups have their °up's° and "down's,"
ftwould be unreasonable to judge that a group had reached Stage
Four only when it is constantly purposeful and positive. What
is important is the general feeling and trend.

Groups are so different in their make-up and history that

it may be unreasonable to expect Stage Four to look the same
from group to group. The description of Stage Four for a parti-
cular group should be viewed in relation to its previous stages.
A group that has endured intense and repeated conflict may reach
the productive stage with a sense of quiet and calm. Another
group, plagued by indecision and a low interest level, may express
obvious and catching enthusiasm in Stage Four.

A group, formed for purely social purposes and never having
had to accomplish a specific task, may be described as productive
in Stage Four in terms of the amount of

satisfaction gained from
interactions rather than by its progress towards a tangible product.
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SESSION VI

Overview

This supplement explains the theory and mechanics of role-playing. The
section, "Theory: The Role Playing Model", points out the idea that role
playing can be used in many different situatiops. One important advantage
of this technique is that it encourages the use of emotions and intellectual
ability. Shaftel and Shaftel suggest that roleplaying preparation should
include warming up, the group, selecting participants, preparing observers,
setting the stage, enactment,\evaluation, reenactment, more evaluation, and
finally drawing generalizatAon.

In the section; "Role Playing: Critical Skills", emphasi's is put on
specific planning for the role plAying activity. Through questtoning, the
teacher can emphasize feelings, values, problem-solving skills, or subject .

matter exploration. With a definite focus in mind, the teacher can plan a
story with an appropriate sequence of events for the students to act out
and discuss. The teacher must adequately facilitate the role-playing exercise
to sucessfully attain the planned goals.

Directions

For this session, you will be asked to read, and study about the theory
Of role playing and critical skills necessary to complete the role playing
activity. Classroom activities include a tape presentation and a role playiw
exercise. Read the following directions carefully before you begin, to complete
this session successfully.

Role Playing*

1. Read and study "Theory: The Role Playing Model!.
2.' Read and study "Role Playing: Critical
3. View the video training tape.
4. Demonstrate this concept by having four or five class members

present a role-playing activity.

* The source of materials indicated throughout the supplement
may be found in the Facilitator's Guide.
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THEORY: THE ROLE PLAYING:MODEL

Overview

O

In role playing as a teaching strategy, students explore humn

relations problems by enacting or improvising problem situations and then

discussing the enactments.' Role playing gives students a sample of human

IntotaLtion't.o analyze in order to identify alternative ways of handling .

situations, clarify social` values, and learn to deal with the emotions in

(onflict situations: At lhe'same time, because it is built on role playing

rather than on a real ,prnblem situation, the participants can analyze their

0
own behavior and permit their values to be criticized without the severe

consequences which may occur when real conflicts arc explored. For example,

in a role- playing situation one can take on the role of a dishonest person

and then carry on a discussion of honesty and dishonesty and one's own

feelings about it, something much more difficult when It follows a real act

of dishonesty. Through role playing one can also enter into unfamiliar roles.

A Icadt an expel fence how it feels to he left out, shy, or made fun ef. A

hulk! can learn how 11 feels to he bull led.

Role playing as a strategy has roots in both the personal and social

diminsfuns of social education.. It belongs in the personal dimension

betause it attempts to help the iedIvldual find personal meaning within

his social world. It belongs also in the social dimension because it

*

This model comes from the work of Fannie and George Shaftel. See:Roly Pknyjil,/or,Social Values. (Harper and Row, 1971), pp. 32-37.
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allows groups of individuals to work together to analyze social situations,

especially problem situations, and to develop decent and democratic ways

of coping with these situations. The underlying assumption of the strategy

is that by becoming conscious of the values that guide our behavior and

of their consequences for ourselves and others, we can look at our own

values critically, modify them if necessary, enhance our sensitivity t')

of and Improve our skill in relating to them.

The Essence of the Strategy

At one level, role playing is simply the enactment of 4.0roblem

situation by several members Of a group while other members observe the

enactment. Depending on the educational purpose of the activity, the

chilu,en or the teacher may select and analyze a particular aspect of thy

situation. At another level, group members become'deeply involved and

xiierrence many of the-same emotional reactions that they have In similar

ttoe-lile situations. In a sense, well done role playing becomes a part

of tile. A.pet:.on put.), him:AM In the position of another person. and then

tiles to interact with qumeone else who is also playing a role. Empathy,

sympathy, anger, and affection are all generated during the interaction.

rhe emotional content as well as the words and the actions become part of

the Intel ann1W.i'.. (I)

Hole playing has the power to motivate participants and observers alike

be.anse It involves them and generates emotional as well as intellectual

content. When two people are playing roles) for instance, in which one

F-3
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is prejudiced cLpd the other is trying to overcome them, the observers begin

to "want" the conflict to be resolved. When the situation is finished, eve

the observers are involved enough to want to know why the one person reached

the other, what the sources of resistance were, and whether there were

other ways this kind of situation could have been approached. The

essence of role playing is the involvement of participants and observers

lu a ma: problem sltua:ion and the desire for resolution and understanding

that this involvement engenders.

Several people have experimented with role playing for social education.

Their treatments of the strategy are remarkably similar. The version we

will explore was formulated by Fannie and George Stiaftel./' The Shaftels

have developed storkes that pose common human problems; these problems

can be used to stimulate role playing. However: any type of difficult

interpersonal situation or event can be tilinsferred to a role-playing

sitoation.
(2)

hcre are two basic reasois'why a teacher might decide fo use role

',laving with a group of children. One reason is to begin a pfogram of

social education in which a role - playing situation forms much of the

material to he discussed and analyzed; forthis purpose a particular kind,

of problem story might be selected. The second reason is to help a group

of children deal with a human relations problem they have; role playing

can open up a,problem area to the qtildren's,inquiry to help them solve

th problem. The first situation is a systematic, curricular use of role

plaVing In a program of social education, whereas the second is an

Incidental use_ of role playing for counseling purpose',
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Role elaying may also be considered a ;eneral process in which social

problem are dealt with through action--Students chef ins the problem,

delineate alternatives, experience the conaequences,tlirough ale playing,

and analyze the consequences. As a procesp, role playing dowloPs inquiry

skills and provides practice in declqion making. 5e6ra/ types of social

prol, kerns are amenab 1e to exploration through this mode I Int tutting :

Interpersonal conflicts. A major use of role playing is' to reveal -

interpersonal conflicts so that students can discover technigHes

r overcoming them.

er renp relations. Interpersonal problems arising from ethnic

and racial stereotyping or from dichotomous, unilateral thinking

can also be explored through role playing. These problems

4

involve conflict, but the conflict may not be apparent. Role-

playing situations of this type might be used to uncover stereo-,.

types and prejudices or to encourage acceptance of the deviant.
V

1. , indlvtdual di lemmas. These arise when a person is. caught

between two contrasting values or between his own interests

and the Interests of others. 'This kind of-problem is particu-

.lar..1,y difficult for young children to deal with, since their

moral judgment is still relatively egocentric. Some of the

most delicate and difficult uses of role playing make accessible

to the child this dilemma and help him understand why it occurs and

what he can do about it. A situation for such use might he one

in which a r2rson is caught between the demands of his peer group

and those of his parents or between the pressures of the group

and his own preferences.

256
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Role playing is designed especially to alter social and emotional

behavior. Rut how can a teacher determine whether changes in these kinds,

4 of behaviors have occurred? In their book Chesler and Fox discuss role-,

(3)playing evaluation 'and suggest techniques for assessting student performance.-

They also list one teacher's evidence of student growth.

1. , Students were able to suggest a ireater variety of solutions

2.

for a given problem situation.

They were less inhibj.ted and more able to respond to one

another 's problems in class.

3. They'were better able to act out their feelings and examine
o

them in class.

4. Children who had been socially ineffective began to learn

more appropriate and effective social behavior.

5. Formerly rejected children were increasingly integrated into the

classroom process.

The students asked her to arrange joint'sessions with older

classes so that the lessons of the role-playing experitnce

could he shared with real sixth-gradeisJ4)

Me-benefits of role playing are not merely in completing an erlactment
1

\hut in the quality of the enactment and of the analysis, and in th.0
= -

application to real -life situations. ,

A sincere involvement in the riles is essential if the experience

, is`10 he meaningful. Children would not necessarily engage effectively

in role or role analysis 'the first time they try it. Many have to learn

to engage in role playing in a sincere way so that the content generated
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can be seriously analyzed.
Some authorities- DI role playing suggest,

pantomimic exercises as a way of freeing' inexperienced students. (5)

Role playing is not likely to be successful if one simply suggests

it to the students, tosses out a liroblem situation, persuades a few

ehildzen to act it out, and then conducts a discussion about their

enactment. The Shaftels suggest that the role-playing activity consist
o

of nine steps.'

1. Warm up the group

2. Select participants

3. Prepare observers

4. Set 'tile stage

5. Enact

6. Discuss and evaluate-

t
7. Reenact

° 8. Discuss and evaluate

9. Share experiencei and generalise
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Figure 1 shows these steps and activities.

Figure 1

. Steps and Activities in Role Playing

Step

. I' Warm up the group
$ ' 9

). Select participants

1. tet the stage

4. Prepare the observers

5. Enact

h. Discuss and evaluate

7. Reenact

8. Discuss, and evaluate

9. Share experiences and
generalize

Activity

Identify or introduce problem

Make probiem explicit

Speculate on or interpret problem story

Describe roles

thoos& role players

SeClineof action

Restate roles

Get inside problem situation

Assign observation tasks

Begin role play

Maintain role play

Break mole play

Focus on action in role play

Shift to alternative proposals

Plap,revised rules, quggested next steps,
or behavioral alternatives

As in step 6

C

Share similar experiedces

Formulate general principles' of'conduct
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Steps in the Strategy: A Discussion

t. Warm up thv Crumb

The first step involves introducing students to a problem so that

they recognize it as a problem that everyone needs to learn to deal

The warm,op can begin, for example, by identifying a problem within the

group.

Teacher: "Do you remember the other day we had a discussioh about

Janey's lunch money? Because she had put her money in her pocket

-and had not given it to me when she came into the room it was lost.

%>

t

We had quite a talk aboetiinaing money: 'whethes'to keep it or

times-10;i not easy to decide what to do. Do you ever have

tines. when you kst don't know what to dole

The teacher sensitizes the group to a problem and creates a climate

of acceptane so that students feel that all views, feelings, and behaviors

can be explored-writhoet retribution.

The second part of the warm up is-to express the problem vividly through

examplei.,. These may come from student descriptions of imaginary or real
I

sitoationsithatexpress the problem, and from situations selected by the

teacher, such a a film, television show, or problem story.

In thebr hock the Shaftels have provided a large selection of problem

atories to ,be read to the class. Each story stops when a dilemma has
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become apparent. The Shaftels feel that problem stories have several

advaL ages. They focus on a particular problem and yet ensure that the

children will he able to disassociate them$elves from the problem enough

to face it. Incidents the students have experienced in their lives or

the group has experienced as a whole, while visually and emotion4lly

involving, can cause considerable stress and therefore be very difficult

to analyze. Another advantage of the stories is that they are t.amatic

and make role playing relatively easy to ipitiate. The burden,of getting

the children into the activity is lightened.

The last part of the warm up is to ask questions so that the children

will think about and predict the outcome of the story: "How

story end?"; "What is Sam's problem and what can he do about

teacher in the illustration above handled khis step like thi

Teacher:

might the

It ?" The

"I would like to read you a story this aftern on about a

boy who found himself in just such a spot. Hi parents

wanted htm to do one thing, but his gang insist 'd he do

something else. Trying to please everybody, he of himself

into difficulty. This will be one of those problem stories

which stop' but are,not finished."

\
A Pupil: "Like the ne we did last week?"

1

\Teacher: "Yes." ?\
1

A Pupil: "Ohl But can't you give us one with an ending?"
1

\
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Teacher: "When you get into a jam, does someone always come along

and tell you how your problems %all end?"

Pupils: "Oh, not Not very often."

Teacher: "In life, we usually have to make our own endings -

to solve our problems ourselves. That's why I'm reading

you these problem stories - so that we can practice endings -

try out many different ones to see whith work the best for us.

"As I read this story, you might be thinking of what

you would do if you were in Tommy ,ftines' place."

The story is about a boy caught between his father's views and those

of his club. He has committed himself financially to a club effort his

father does not approve of and would not support. Tommy does not have the

money -and resorts to somewhat devious means of getting it. The problem

centers on Tommy's opportunity to clear the debt with his gang. He delivers

a package for the druggist and is overpaid five dollars - enough to clear

the debt. Tommy stands outside the customer's door, trying to decide

whether to return or keep the money. After reacaog the story, the teacher

focuses the discussion on what might happen next, 'Aug preparing for

different enactments of the situation.

Teacher: "What do you think Tommy will do?"

A Pupil: "1 think he'll keep the money:"

Teacher: "Yes? - - -"

26L'
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A Pupil: "Because he needs to pay the club."

A Pupil: "Oh, no he won't. He'll get found out, and he knows it."

2. Select Participants

The children and the teacher describe the various characters what

they are like, how they feel, and what kind of things they might do.

Children are then asked to volunteer to role play, or they may ask for a

particular role. The Shaftels caution teachers not to assign roles to a

child who has been suggested fo- it because the person making the suggestion

may be stereotyping the child or putting him in an awkward situation. A

person must want to plaktrole or should be the one to suggest himself

for it. Although she takes into account the children's preferences, the

teacher should exercise some control in the situation.

The teacher can use several criteria for selecting a child for a role.

Roles can be assigned to those children who appear to be involved or who

identify with it, those who express an antisocial attitude that needs to

he explored, those who will best typify the problem, or those whb need

to identity with the role or place themselves in another person's position.

Shaftel cautions the teacher to avoid selecting children whd would give

"adult-oriented, socially acceptable" interpretations to the role because

such a quick resolution of the problem dampens discussion and the exploration

of the basic issues. (6)

9 i,; t)
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In our illustration the teacher asks someone to be Tommy and then

asks him what rotes nerd to be filled. He answers that he'll need someone

to be the customer and students to be the gang. The teacher asks several

children to fill these roles.

3. Set the Stage

In this step the role players plan what they are going to do but do

not prepare any specific dialogue. They simply sketch the setting and

perhaps one person's line of action. The teacher may-help set the stage

by asking the students a few simple questions about where the enactment

is taking place, what it is like, and so on. It is necessary only that a

simple line of action be identified and a general setting clarified so

that participants feel enough security in the roles to begin to act.

In our illustration the setting is arranged so that one corner of

the classroom becomes the school where the gang is waiting for Tommy to

bring the money; in another corner a chaii is used to represent the door

of the customer's housp. The teacher asks the boy playing Tommy *ere

in the action he wants to begin, and he decides to start with the scene

where he is delivering the packages.

4. Prepare the Observers

It is important that the observers become actively involved so that

the entire group experiences the enactment and can later analyze the play.

The Shaftels suggest that they teacherjinvolve observers in the role flay
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by assigning them tasks, such as evaluating the reality of the role playing,

commedting on the effectiveness and sequences of the role players' behavior,

and defining the feelings and ways of thidking of the persons being

portrayed. The observers should determine what the role players are

trying to accomplish, what actions the role players took that were helpful

or not helpful, and what alternatives might have been enacted. Or they can

watch one particular role in order to define the feelings of that person.

The observers should Understand that there will be more than one enactment

in most cases and that therefore if they would hive acted on- a certain

role in a different way, they may get a chance to do so.

"In our illustration the teacher prepares the obiervers as follows:

Now, you people, as you watch, consider whether you think Jerry's way

of ending the story could really happen. How will people feel? -You

may want to think of what will happen next. Perhaps you'll have

different ideas about it; and when Jerry's finished, and we've talked

about it, we can try your ideas." (7)

5. Enact

At this point the role players carry out-the situation. They assume

the roles and "live" the situation, spontaneously, realistically responding

to one another. The role playing is not expected to be a smooth dramatization,

F-14
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however. Nor is it expected that each role player will always know

how to respond. This is part of life as well as part of feeling the role.

A person may have a general idea of what to say or do but not be able to

enact It when the time comes. The action now depends on the children and

emerges according to what happens in the situation. This is why the previous

steps were so impoitant.'

Shaftel and Shaftel suggest that enactments be short. The teacher

should allow the enactment to run only until the proposed b,havior is.

clear, 'a character has developed, a behavioral skill has been practiced,

when an impasse is reached or when the action has expressed its viewpoint

or idea. She can then reenact this scene if the follow-up discussion

reveals lack of understanding about the events or roles. The purpose of

the first enactmer is simply to establish events and roles, which in later

enactments can be probed, analyzed, and reworked. During the initial

enactment, role players of the major role can be changed to demonstrate

the variety of the role and generate more data for discussion. In our

illustration the boy playing Tommy chooses not to tell the customer that

he has overpaid.

6. Discuss and Evaluate

If the problem was an important one and the participants and the

observers were involved, then the discussion will probably begin spdntaneously.

At first the discussion may focus on different interpretations of the

F-15
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portrayal and disagreements over how the roles should have been carried

out. Some people may think that individuals would not act the way they

were portrayed. More important than these interpretations, however, are

the consequences of the action and the motivations of an actor. To

prepare for the next step, a teacher should focus the discussion on both

of these aspects.

To help the obseiver think with the role players; the teacher can

ask questions such as,"Haw do you suppose John felt when he said that?"

The discussion will probably turn to alternatives both within the roles

and within the total pattern of the situation. When it does, the stage

is set for further enactments in which role players change their roles

and interpretations, or play the roles in a different way.

The first enactment in our iberstration went like this:

Teacher: "Well, Jerry has given us one solution. What do you

think of it?"

A Pupil: "Uh-uh! It won't work!"

Jerry: "Why not

A Pupil: "That man is going to remember how much money he had.

He'll phone the druggist about it."

Jerry: "So what? He can't prove anything on me. I'll just say

he didn't overpay me."

A Pupil: "You'll lose your job."

Jerry: "When they can't prove it?"

F-16 207
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A Pupil: "Yes. Even if they can't prove it!"

Tencher: "Why do you think so, John?"

John: ,"Because the druggist has to be on the side of his customer.

He can fire Tommy and hire another boy. But he doesn't

want his customers mad at him."

A Pupil: "He's going to feel pretty sick inside, if he keeps the

money."

Teacher: "What do, you mean?"

A Pupil: "Well, it bothers you when you know you've done something

wrong."

Teacher: "Do you have any other way to solve this problem?"

A Pupil: "Yes. Tommy should knock on the door and tell the customer

about being overpaid. Maybe the man'll let Tommy keep iLe

money."

Teacher: "All right, let's try it your way, Dick. "(8)

7. - Reenact

The reenactment may take place many t'nes. The students and the teacher

can share new interpreattions of roles and decide whether new individuals

shuuid play them. The activity alternates between discussion and acting.

The new enactments should explore as much as possible the new possibilities
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for causes and effects. For example, only one role may be changed so

that everyone ,can observe how that change causes another role player

to behave. Or at the critical point in the .enactment, the participants

may try to behave in a different way and see what the consequences are.

In this way the role playing becomes a dramatic conceptual activity.

In our illustration, a second enactment. produces Alle solution in

which Tommy alerts the maQ to his overpaymest and,ge'ts to keep the money,

for being so honest.

H. Discuss and Evaluate

In the disetissioa that follows the students are willing to accept

the -.olution, but the teachereptishes for a realistic solution by asking

what her they think this ending could really happen. One student has had

a ..tmilar experience but was overrald only $1.25, which he got to keep.

The teacher asks the class whether they thought it might be different

with five dol lars. She- asks for another solut ion, and it is suggested

that Tommy consult his mother. There follows some discussion of Tommy's

lather, toncepts about family, and parental roles. The teacher suggests

that this third solution he enacted. Here's what happens in the third
,

enactment:

fOmmy: "Mom, I'm in an awful pot"

Mother: "What's the trouble-Tommy?" (Tommy tells his mother the

whole story.)

"*.
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Mother: ''Why, Tommy, you should have told me sooner. 'Here, you

pay the money (opens purse)'and we'll talk thlrs over with

Dad when he comes home. u(9)

During the discussion ol this enactment the ttcher asks what will happen

next, and someone suggests that Tommy will get a licking. The students

feel that this punishment will relieve Tommy's mltd.

0. Share Experiences and wierallze

This period of sharing and generalization'should not be expected to

result in generalizations about the human relations situation itself. Such

generalizations require much experience. The teacher should; however,

attempt to shape the discussion
11,

so that the children, perhaps after long

experience with,rnis strategy, begin to form general ideas ahotit approaches

to problem situations and about the consequences of those approaches. The

more adequately the shaping of discussion is done, the more general will

be the conclusions that are reached and the closer the children will come

to hypothetical principles of action they can use in their own lives.

The initial goal, however, is to relate the problem situation to the

v.

children's experience in a nonthreatening way. This goal can be accom-

plished by asking the class if they know someone who has had that experience.

In our it with Tommy, and the money, the teacher asks the class

whetheranyone knows of an instance in which a boy or girl was in a situation

t
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like Tommy's. °fie stpdent describes an 2xperienco. with his father.

teacher then asks'about parental attitudes and the role of fathers with

respect to their children's money.

From such discussionsemergeOlnciples that all students can articulate

and use. These principles can be applied to thii kind if problem situation

or he used by the children as a springboard for the exploration of other

kinds of problems. It is hoped that the children will graudally master

that wlin a problem comes up, either within their group

they have\studied, they win be able to use role playing

into the problem or at least achieve clarity about 'it.

for example,systematicaily use role playing to improve the

The

the strategy so

or from a topic

to gain insight

Students might.

quallty of classroom democracy.

Teadier's Role

readier question's and comments should encourage free and honest

vxpession of ideas and feeling!. The teacher must establish equality and

et rust between hi*self andhis students. He can do this by accepting all

.443i1;gestions as legitimate and making no value judgments. He simply reflects

the, children's feelings or attitudes. For example, if; a child revealii anger

dulIng the role play, the teacher might say,"You are very angry, aren't you?"

or the teacher might summarize the child's views: "It stems to me you

are saying that you don't know what to do iitxt."

F-20
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Though the teacher is reflective and supportive, he is not nondirective.,
lie often selects the problem to be explored, leads the discussion, chooses

the actors, makes decisions about when to act enactments, helps design

the enactments, and, most significantly, decides what to probe fcl. and ,

%Ant suggestions to explore; In essence, theteacher shapes the explora,ion

of behavior Sy the types of questions he asks, and through questioning,

establishes the focus.

F-21
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Reference Notes

1. For a definition of role and a discudsion of the theoretical

foundations of role playing, see Mark Chesler and Robert Fox,
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ROLE PLAYING: CRITICAL SKILLS

As you read, earlier, role-playing is an extremely versatile model

and it applicable to several important
educational objectives. In addition,

it carries with lean appealing set of activities. Students like butt)/

the action and acting. Because of this we tend to forget that the role

play itself is oniy a vehicle for other educational goals. Many teachers

fall into the trap of thinking that "making
enactments happen" (phases 5

and 7), or even going thtough all the phases, accomplishes the objectives

of this model. Role playing is not designed to develop acting ability.

in fart, the real purposes of role-playing strategy are less in 'the process

than in the content that is developed aitd emeises, that is,'the content of

4tHdente values, feelings, attitudes and solutiore to problems. The processes

all serve to explore this content.
4

Through skillful questioning and responding the teacher can insure an

In-depth f...xploration of substance and emotional involvement on the-part of the

students. Teaching skills, both in.planning and implementing the model, axe

important for high quality
role-piayinuactivities.

In this sertiou we explore several critical
!aching-skills. One is a

planning, skill, some are general teaching
skills,designed ticcreate4 fo'Cus or

improve-praticipation and some related to specific phases of this model. The

critical/ skills'are listed in Figure 2.



Figure 2

0

I. Planning Skills

t. Selecting a Focus

II. General Teaching Skills

1. Paraphrasing
2. Probing
J., Summarizing
4. Participation

Ill. Phase - Specific Skills

I. Incroduce the problem
2. Coficeptualization of roles
3, Select the participants
te Set the line of action
5. Get inside the situation
6. liallavioral alternatives
7. Analysis of feelings (observed)
8. Analysis of behavioral reality
9. Consequences of action
10. Reflection and mummery
It. Prepare observers
12. Monitor the enactment

SKILL

A Focus:. A Critical Planning Skill

A planning skill is an analytical skill. It is part of the decisions

you make in thinking abodt
or' planOitig for instruction rather than in

interacting with your student.. "Planning skillstare important because many
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of the instructional decisions-you make before teaching limit, assist,

hinder, or otherwise shape what hippens when you teach. Deciding what to

teach is a planning activity. The skill of selecting a focus is a decision

about what to emphasize when you use the Role Playing Model. Then, as you

plan further, your decision about. the focus will govern the nature of your.

goestione when you teach. The possible foci, discussed earlier, are listed

below. We have organized these into four major categories:

I. Exploration of Feelings

2. Exploration of Attitudes, Values and Perceptions

3. Development of Problem-Solving Skills and littitudes,

4. Subject .atter Exploration.

Within each of these are aeveral points of departure.

.1. Role Playing as a Vehicle for Exploring Feelings

a. exploring our own feelings

b. exploring others' feelings

c. acting out or releasing feelings

(1. to experience higher status roles in order to change the

perceptions of others and one's own perceptions

II. Role Playing as a Vehicle for Exploring Attitudes, Values, and Perceptions

a. to identify values of culture or subculture

b. to clarify and evaluate one's own values and value conflicts
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111. Role .laying as a Means of Developing Problem-Solving Attitudes and Skills

)enness as to solution

ability to identify a problem

c.' ability to generate alternative solutions

d. ability to evaluate the consequences'to himself And others of

behavioral alternatives

e. experiencing consequences and making final decisions in light of

experienced consequences

f. to analyze criteria-and assumptions behind alternatives

(-Y
g. to acquire new behaviors

IV. Subject Matter Exploration

a. feelings of participants

b. historical realities: historical crises, dilemmas, and decisions

Because in the role-playing process all these foci tend tour could

potentially emerge, it is easy to give only supeTficlal consideration to them.

One difficulty we are faced with then in using this model is that an in-depth

treatment of any one focus requires time and trying to touch all possible

foci in any one session is probably not helpful. We -re inclined to feel

that IL is Important to select one, perhaps two, major foci for any one

session. This is more true at the beginning when students are getting

accustomed to the model and to an exploration of their behavior and feelings.
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The teaching skills for moving through the phases are all helpful, but

shuuld be used selectively depending on your major focus, e.g., Phase-

Specific Skills. In the demonstration tapd you will see how a teacher uses

dll LA ICie moves andtat the same time, maintaini'the focus on problem solving40-QA...00

and the generation of alternative solutions.

Another thing to remember is that there is usually a key concept

related to a focus that students may or maynot be familiar with. For

example, the notion of "inner or emotional confliCt" is central to the

purpose of exploration of feelings in a problem situation. W usually

do not have a problem if there is no conflicting feelings. You may want

to introduce students tl the concept of "inner conflict" in a discussion

0before beginning the role playing model. During the model, you would maintain

this focus by having them examine the problem and their feelings in terms of

this concept. You may need to paraphrase the "inner conflict" they:may be

describing' but can't label as such, and you may want to keep using the

term "conflict." In other words, you raise to consciousness the problem

of the conflict of feelings. drher central concepts related to each focus _

are presented below. Reflect on these, and others you may think of, as

you prepare for this model.
Ask yourself what it is in general you want

the students to understand about feelings, values, and problem solving

and how does that apRly in this situation.
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Sample Concepts Underlying Different Foci
o

Role Playing as a Vehicle for Exploring Feelings

1. concept of "inner conflict"

2. recognizing and naming feelings

3. concept of "role"

4. feelings can determine behavior

Role Playing_as a Vehicle for Exploring Attitudes and Values

1. concept of "value"

2. values determine behavior

3. concept of "attitude"

Rule Playing as a Means of Developing Problem-Solving Attitudes,ana Skills

1. concept of "behavioral alternatives"

2. concept of "problem solving and decision making"'

3. concept of behavioral consequences

4. concept of a problem-solving style

5. concept of criteria for decision (ethical)4

6. concept of risk

1riO
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SKILL 2

Setting and Maintaining the Focus

Once you have determined your purposes, in using this model, you can

consider each phase ill. terms of the questions you will ask and themes

you wili,emptu.size. For example, rather than asking an open-ended question

in the warm up, e.g., "What's this story about?" or "What's the problem

here," you might be more specific, "What was John feeling?" or "What was

most important to each of the people in the story (values)?" No one

Pquestion alone will produce as much exploration as you need. The idea is

to design a sequence which probes the events and ideas on the story in

terms of the focus or concept you are emphasizing. And if students go

into another focus such as how they might solve the problem, you should

refocus them on John's feelings. You will see the teacher in the,demon-

stration tape seating and maintaining the focus and refocusing students

through all phases of the role playitig model. Notice when and how she does this.

SRIJA, 3

trH 1) ras ns
M

In addition to the'themes you initiate through your questions, you

niaintsin, or more appropriately reiterate, the focus by paraphrasing

the students' ideas. Paraphrasing is restating in new words the ideas

of someone else. In this case, you would restate the students' ideas

and at the same Lime, put them into the context of "the focus or perhaps,j
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a broader concept. Often students, especially younger ones, will recite

the particulars and you can restate and interpret these on a more general

This skill is used both in discussions and as a tnansition to

futher enactments.

SKILL 4

Probing

As students contribute their opinions and analyses to the probti

situation, you will want to have them extend their ideas, especially

in terms of the focus% If, for example, the focus in on feelings the

student may explain the problem "in teens of the actual choices of the

person in the situation. , The teacher may probe, pursuing the focus,by

asking, "OK. So what's Mike feeling?" and then perhaps, paraphrase

the students' response in terms of the conflicted feeling.

sKILL S

SommariziEg

Rol! playing enables students to compare.their perceptions of reality

and ways of solving problems with:other people. As a result there will

and should be'a diversity of ideas. One of the skills for "keeping

ll ideas toothej sore" is summarizing.
Summarizing moves solicit or

supply a review, or.a list, of what has just occurred, acting or-ideas.
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below are several examples,of summarizing moves. This will help

students keep track of one another's ideas and compare and contrast them.

SKLUS 6-17

Phose-Spirt ific Skills

To start a particular step or activity in role playing.

6. Introduce the problem: to convey a sympathetic attitude

toward the situation, and focus the student'll attention.

"We are often naught between what we want to do and what

someone else. wants us to do. This is a story about that

situation. Try to think of what you might do."

7. Conceptualization of roles: to delineate and generalize about

the character. "What kind of person is he ?" "What is he like?"

"What are some of the things he feels?" "Why does hp behave that

way?" "What are his parents like?"

b. Select the participants: to select the role players.

Usually selection is developed indirectly in terms of a

proposal or design of the situation. "Johnny, why don't

you come up here:and show us what you mean?" "Who will you

need to help you?" "Whom will we need for this enactment?"

9. Set the lin,/of action: to describe one way of handling the

situation. / °Okay, let's explore your idea of what happens

if Tommy keeps the money."

282
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10. Get Inside the situation: to descxibe the time.and place and

perhaps oneperson's activity who is doing what. "Where is

thisrtaking place?" "What, is it like in this place ?" "How

do you happen to 'be there?" "What time of day is it ?" "Mary,

what are you doing when Sue walks in ?"

Behavioral alternatives: to elicit proposals for solutions..

"What could you S"ugge"st to solve tpe problem?" '"Do you have

any other way to solve the problem?" "What else' could he

hai/e dope?"

17. Analysis of feelings (observed): to analyze the feelings of-%

the role players toward themselves and others; changes in

feelings, and the feelidgs that result from others' actions.

"How does Tommy feel?" '-'Why does lie feel-that way?" "How does

Re feel toward his father?" "Who will be affected by Tommy's

behavior?" "How will they feel?" "Have Tommy's feelings changed?"

"Why?"

13. Analysis of behavioral reality: to probe the reality of the

enacted.situation of of proposed solutions and circumstances.

"Do you.thlnk that could really happen?" "Would it matter if

circumstances were different?" "Why do you think that would'

happen?"

14. Consequences of action:. to establish the events. and analyze the

con8cquencesof observed or proposed behavior.- ."What happened?"

"What were the results of Nelson's behavior?" "When he did that,

What happened?" "What will happen if Tommy doeaq't give the

money back?"
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15. Reflection and summary: to reflect the stud4hts' feslings.orl

summarize ideas. This move is used both during discussion and

as a transition to further enactments. ."YoU feel guilty

about the money." "You think you've. done something wrong?"

"You feel -it's okay to do something your parents disapprove'

of bectiUse theydo not make an effort to understand the
4

situation." "You are saying that because he hit you first,

it's 'all right to hit hip back?"

16. Prepare observers: to assign Observation tasks, to focus

observation on the analysis ebfeeling, reality, or 'conde-

quences, or to suggest the next steps of the action. "As

R,Inember

purposes

you watch the actors, decide if that's how they would behave

in real life." "Try to think about what wilt hhppen after

his parents,visitthe teacher." "Try.to decide what Tony

is feeling."

17. Monitor the enactment: cotehift to another solution or

set., up another enactment. In the first ease, the role-playing

leader steps in with a reflective or,summarizing move. In

the second case, he might say: utihat:is happenilp" or "What

will happen

that these moves

and major focus.

ram?"

should bey used strategically depending on your

'
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Figure 3

Types of Moves and the Role-Playing Strategy'

Step Type Function'

1. Warm,up the group 7

2. Select participants

3. ;-Set the a-tsge

4. Prepare the observers

S., Enact

t,. Discuss and evaluate

7. Reenac
.

8. Dilcuss and evaluate

9. Share experiences

andgeneralize

. Problem definition

Participation

Conceptualization
of roles

Activity - specific
f'

Activity - specific

Conceptualization.
of roles

Activity'- specifici

Activity - apecifiC

Participation
4

Reflection and summary

Activity - speafic

Participation

Analysis of feelings

Analysis ofbehivioral
reality I

Consequences of action

Reflection

Behavioral

Activity -

and-iumnary

aitetnatives

specific

Same as 1

Same as 6

Reflection and summary
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Introduce problem
and set climate /

Focus attention and
initiate discussiOn

Get qtudents to
feet roles

Sleet participants

Set line of action

Restate toles,
if necessary

Get inside problem
situation 4

Assign observation
tasks

Agin role play
Maintain role play

Break rote play

Monitor enactment

Open up'tlicusi3lbn

Analyze feelingb

Probe reality

Anal; 2e events

Summarize ideas

Elicit proposals

Monitor enactment

.Summarize idea;!)-
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INTRODUCTION

Supplement G, the Facilitator's Guide, has been prepared to

aid the inservice leader(s) in guiding participants through the

inservice materials. Directions, worksheet and transcript answers,

presentation aids and some suggested alternate means of presenting

the individual sessions have been provided in this supplement. In

addition, the source of all materials, films, etc., utilized is

presented sunder the section "Source of Materials."

The ideas, concepts, techniques, and manner of presentation

in these supplements are nothing mare than suggestions, some of

which have been tried. The facilitator is encouraged to make those

changes necessary to best meet the needs of the inservice partici-

pants.
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SESSION I

Overview

Session I begins With the film "Aggressive Behavior". ,The film presents
examples of aggressive behavior sometimes exhibited in the classroom by
the teacher or,students. , A worksheet is utilized to aid viewers in recognizing
and controlling aggressive behavior.

,,"Classroom Interaction", containing four subtopics, has several helpful
methods to bring teachel- and student into a more comfortable learning environ-
ment. The first subtopic, -"Using Student ideas ", suggests six methods for
acknowledging or acting upon student ideas. Another subtopic, "Lesson
Organization", helps a teacher understand the fundamentals of an organized
lesson which contributes to the ease'of learning for the students. The subtopic,
"Praisf! and titr-ective Feedback", helps the teacher become"familiar with verbal,
nOn-verbal, and token ways of commending students-and methods of facilitating -

incorrect student responses into a positive learning force. The last subtopic,
"Questioning", suggests various levels of student gilf4oning procedures that
can be used to test the cognitive development of students on subject matter.

Directions

This supplement contains two sections entitled "Alfressive Behavior"and
".Classroom Interaction ". ."Classroom Interaction" has four subtopics. In

aeach section you will be asked to read and study the written information.
Where transcripts or exercises are provided, you may complete them either
individually or in small groups to test your learning comprehension. Below you
will find thorough directions for the completion of each section: Read the
direcOons carefully before you begin, to insure successful completion of_each
section. Be sure to check the answers with the facilitator.

Aggressive4Behavior*

1. Read and study the definition of "Aggressive Behavior".
2. Complete in your own- words the Pre-Viewing Activities. 4°

3. View the film.
4. Wirk in small groups to complete the worksheet exercises.
5. FcOm film observaticns4 complete' the Post-Viewing Activities ",

6. Check your answers to the Post-Viewing Activities with the program
facilitator.

7. Read, study and provide the necessary information for the exercise
in the section, "Some More Thoughts About Aggressive Behavior".

8. Review one of your classes and do the sectioh "Now Use The Concept
For Yourself".

9. Be prepared to discuss the above classroom activity in the next session.
a
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Classroom Interaction*.

A. Using Student Ideas

14 Read and-study the introdyction "Using Student'Ideas in Teaching".
,,,' **Refer to the teaching aid "Using Student Ideas", .,

2. Conclude this subtopic by supplying the necessary information
for the transcript, "Using Student Ideas". .

3. Check your answers with the group facilitator.

B. Lesson Otganization

1. Read and-study the introduction "Lesson Organization": e.
2. Read and study "Teacher Behavior Involved in LeSson Organizat*on".

**Refer to the teaching aid, "Lesson Organization:' for further

explanation of the preceeding teacher behavior components.
3. Follow-the directions given and work in,small f_Toups to complete

the transcri:-q- "Lesson Orcyanizition."

4. Check your answers with the group facilitator.

C. Praise and Corrective Feedback

1. Read and study the introduction "Praise and Corrective Feedback in
Teaching".

**Refer to the teaching-aid, "Praise"._
2.. Supply f',e necessary information fOr the exercise "Praise".
3. Do the ilatthinc exercise "Corrective Feedback".
4. Check your answers with the group facilitator.

D. Questioning

-1. >Read and study the introduction "Using QuestionS.in Teaching".
2. Read,and study "Classroom Interaction - Questioning".

**Refer to the teaching-aid "Questioning".
3.. Complete the transcript "Questioning" in small groups.
4. Check youor answers with the.group facilitator.

* Refer to page entitled, ".Source of Materials" for address
of materials utilized.

** For faEilitator's use.
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TEACHING AID - 'USING STUDENT IDEAS

r
THE FOLLOWING MAY BE PRESENTED VERBALLY ea THE. FACILITATOR AS A POST-
SCRIPT TO THE INTRODUCTION "USING STUDENT IDEAS IN'tEACHING"..

'With indirect teaching, the teacher does little ,lecturing and does

not exert undue direction in Mearning situation. The "direct" teaching,``

pattern includes more lecture and other kind.of teacher behavior whic0,

control' the interaction in the clasSroom.

The greatest difference between teachers who direct and those whi34,

are. indirect is found in whether or not student ideas are used.` The direct

teacher does very little in the area of using student ideas while the indirect,*

teacher utilizes student ideas frequently.

Using student ideas-is a good predictor of positive achievement and

positive attitudinal outcomes of instruction., Where stint ideas are ,used, -

students are 'likely to- achieve bigher'and like 'schodl_better,.

Ca.

11,

\N
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TEACHING AID.- LESSON ORGANIZATION

. THE FQLLOWING MAY BE VERBALLY PRESENTED BY THE FACILITATOR AS ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION TO THE SECTION- "TEACHER BEHAVIOR INVOLVED IN LESSON ORUANIZATIONZ

Lesson organization is the term we are using for the way in which

teacher activities are put together', in order f'r the teacher to communi-
i

7 cate more effectively to students. Teacher. organization has been found

to be positively correlated with student achievement while disorganization

yielded negative correlations with student achievement.

. Organization can be divided into nine subcategories.

(1) Specification of objectives - whenhgoals were clear, teacher was rated
high on organization.

(2) Review of previous work - ties to other curriculum areas or overviews;
hasa poitive effect Onlearning.

(3) Task orientation - correlates highly positive with achievement.

(el) Signals of transitions - increases student achievement.

.(5) Emkasis',- upon particular words or.ideas to be learned.

(6) Clarity of Explanation: positive correlation - clarity promotes factual
/- - gain -

Includes:- appropriatenes of lesson to ability
of student's interpretation.

Lack of clarity: negative correlation
Mere 2 or more questions were contained A*

in one interaction (unclearfpresentation).

Where information followed a queition
(obtains wrong answers or asks poorly
structured questions).

(7) Check ;for student comprehension.

(8) Personal organilation of teactler - positive correlation between businesslike
teacherand student achievement; saves
class time and maintains task-relevent
class.

(9) Summary - positive correlation.

G-4



TEACHING AID -,PRAISE

1HE FOLLOWING MAY BE PRESENTED VERNALLY BY THE FACILITATOR AS CONCLUDING
COMMENTS TO THE SECTION "PRAISE ,AND CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK IN, TEACHING:

The effects of reinforcement on teha'ior has been'extensively,studied.

Most has been in laboratory studies of tne effects of food reinforcement

on the behavior of animals. It has been assumed. that praise to a human acts

. much like-food to animals (i.e., tymans may be shape& by the use or withholding

or praise): The use of praise (verbal and nonverbal) has a positive correlation

with achievement.

4 '0.- CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK

Corrective, feedback is a form of correction when the response is wrong

and criticism 4s considered inappropriate. Much *Study has been conducted

sealing with criticism in the classroom: In almost all cases Criticism
,4

showed a negative correlation with achievement. Also, the more intense

the
,

crjticism,,the griaterthe negative col- relation.

Obviously then; criticism is no value in the classroom. However? when

the student -gives an incorrect response, the teacher mus6-e1;1. This is

wheie corrective feedback is of value. It removes much of the negative effect

which is associated with criticism.` By changeling student responsts'intO-.

a correct mode, which can, in the end, be praised, corrective feedback becomes

a positive force for student achievement.

G- 5
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TEACHING AID - QUESTIONING

THE TWO SECTIONS BELOW MAY BE PRESENTED BY THE FACILITATOR IN SUMMARY TO
THE-SECTIONS "USING QUESTIONS IN TEACHING" AND "CLASSROOM INTERACTION -

QUESTIONING ".

Using Questions In Teaching

A student's day is spent answering many questions. Four-fifths of

.school time is spent in question_and,allswer interch.ange. Although the tate-

cl questioning is high, are these questions tapping c9gnitive levels that

result in greater learning?
F

A Two-thirds of the questions require-direct recall of textbook informa-

.tion. Students who are expose0 to analysis and'evaluation questions scored

higher on tests and did not suffer on recall-of facts. Students Who were

expAed to recall questions did not do as wellon higher order evaluation

questions.
1

.Sander's Taxonomy of'Questions °

This strategy -of questioning was designedias an Aidfor teachers to

get students responding at certain levels of thinking and to reflect different

levels of cognitive understanding.

There is no clear-cut giglide.for the use of questions in the classroom.

However, the understanding of question types: Auestion_strategies, and

question effects is beneficial. UnWanted effects from,particular question

types can be avoided.

-

V 4, .1 at A& I

*
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ANSWERS TO SESSIONI MATERIALS
a

I. Aggressive Behavior - Post-Viewing ACtivities

State the definition for aggressive behavior (as used in this film):

Answer - Obtrusive behavior that seeks.to control or exercise
power over others.

.

List the a9gressive behavior yr. observed in the

Answers - Verbal abuse
. Increased Voluble

"Strikincu Tone
Controlling

Demanding

Dominating
Manipulating

II. Using Student Ideas - Transcript

Answers 1, Restatemefft 25. Restatement"
2. Acknowledgment 26. Acknowledgment
3. Reinforcement 27. Reinforcement
4. Acknowledgment , 28. Restatement O

5. Restatement 29. Restatement
6. ReinforceMent 30. Reinforcement
7. Restatement 31. Restatement
8. -Summarization 32. Comparison
9. Reinfordement 33. Comparison
10., Summarization (or) 34. Restatement

Restatement' 35. Compar on

4

11. -Comparison 36.- Comparison
12. Comparison 37. Acknowledgment .

13. Acknowledgment 38. SuMmarization
14. Reinforcement 39. Restatement
15. Restatement 40. Acknowledgment
16. Reinforcement 41. Reinforcement
17. Comparison,
18. Reinforcement
19. Comparison (or)

42. Comparison
43. Application,

44. Summarization
Acknowledgment

20. Comparison (or)
45. Comparison
46. Summarization cc

Restatement
21: Comparison

47,Comparison4 ,

48. S mmarization
22. 9p
23. Comparlon
24. Acknowledgment
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III. Lesson Organization -; Transcript

-
Answers - ,

1
1. Clarity of Explanation

2. Check for Comprehension

3. Suinmary (or) Review
4

4. Eniphasis #
1

5. Specification of Objectives

C

6

F

6. Clarity of Explanation (or) Summary.'"

7. Review

8. Check for 'Comprehension

9. Signal for Transition

°\:10. Task Orientation

ti

11. Srmary.(or) Eniihasis

12. Personal Organization

13. Specification of Objectives

14. S.nnnary (or) Review

1. 5. Emphasis'

It)

16. Specification of Objectives

17. Personal Organization

18. .Task Orientation

19. Review

20. Signal or'fransi tion

O

4
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IV. Praise and Corrective Feedback

PRAISE EXERCISE'
. (Answers) .

Directions: Place an X.in the,cofUmn(s) th6I pertain to thp
described.
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1. John received the highest
citizenship grade. . : 'N

/ o
. .*

.

-

.
X . X X

.

fi'.;

2: When' ose finished
.

readi j, the Leacher
applauded loudly.

.

.

---..

e

.

.

.

.

.
.

3. The Leacher told Jose's

Parcrils.that Jose has an
outstanding reader. X X X X

4. After Juana solved the

'problem, the teacher found no
mistakes. So she placed an
A above the problem.

*

X X
.

.,

.

X

5. The coach said, "You are
the best quarterback on the
team."

.

X

.

I

. .

.

.

6'.. The fx't teacher gave Ntra

points tO girls who showed
%pod sportsmant.hip. X

.

X X' X

7. "My teacher'reiX seemed
to Mke my dr'ess., 'said Lori.

,

.
.

q. The teacher patted my,.
shoulder' as I placed the
litter in the can. 0 0.

..4 .
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each student who correctly
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-problem. .
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17. "Mary I%es such pretty
col orc ! -exelomed 'her
teacher. - ,0

.)

.
.

.

X X

.

°

.

. .

Vc. ";,ne vuledictorian -15
'Susan Brown," announced the
principal,.

, .
,

5
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X

.

X
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, -Corrective Feedback Ekercise'

. II .
,...

°,
Answers -1. C , 7. C

2. B . . .8. C
3. D . ,- 9. D'

4. :-C. ' 10. C

5, E3 1 . 11., C.

6. B

12. A

14. C

15. C

16. C

17. A

V. Westioning - Transc'ript
e _

AntwerS - Lower-Order Memory .

2. Lower-Order Memory or Analysis
-

3.-Lower-Order lienOry' ,

4. Lower-Order Memory
5. Lower-Order Memory

, 6. Lbwer-Order MeT017
7. Lower-Order -.Memory
8. LdWer-Oeder Mcmory
9 . higher -Order Analysis
10. Higher-Uder Evaluation (or) Interpretat-6i
11. Higter-Order Translation (or) Interpretation
12.,y Higher-Order.Evaluation
1 3. ' Repeat: . -Higher-Order Evaluatiem
14C. Higher- Order Application
15. Higher-Order Synthesis

Repeat:: Nigher -Order Synthesis
,7...itighet-Orcler Evaluation
I 84 Higher-Order Analysis (or) Synthesis
19. Higher-Order Application - also personalizing
41. Higher-Order Translation (or) AOlysis
2 1. Higher&Oeder Analysis (or) Evaluation

Nis

- also
,personalizing

-I

`t

22., Higher-Order Synthesis

4IP
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SESSION II

.,;Overview

k Session.711 begins with the film, "Withdrawal Behavior". Represented
the film are student behaviors exhibited as pupil withdrawals recognition
the problems; its causes, and bow both student and teacher'can avoid-the

problem.

"Classroom Management" combines positive reinforcement, group alerting,
'" learner.accountability:,and withitness into one section. The subtopic,,"Positive

Reihicol'-cement" emphasiles a- variety of positive reioforcemget techniques to 1

'a-:-'.,help-,teacheits adapt td varied classroom situations and routines. Another of
\\)f .the subtopics, "Group Alerting" involves teacher behaviors designed to keep

students alert in the classroom, while increasing pupil work involvement and _

reducing deviant behavior in the classroom. The concept of'"Learner Accounta- I

11 bility" ibased on the teacher's use of accountability >strategies in the class-
room; thus, reflecting a higher degree of student work involvement-and fewer ,-
class disrUptions. The subtopic "Transitions" As-concerned-with cl4SsrOom
.managementotechniques exhibited by,the teacher for the purpoSe of facilitating
th,,smooth transition from, one classroom activity to another. Last of the
subtopics -in this section is "Withitness", which refers to the teacher belia-iiop
.demonstrated.due to her-knowledge of what isgoing on in the classroom. To
further'claWy, the teacher, through communication,vith her children, is aware
of-what the children are actually doing and at the same time increasing student
Work inv.olumeni and detreaSinotany disruptive student behavior.

Directions

This i_upplement contains two sections entitled "Withdrawal Behavior" and
meClassoom,Manadement"* "Classroom Managemerit" contains four subtopics. In
each section you will be asked to read and -tudy the written information.

1..4here transcripts-or exercises are provit:e. you may complete them either
-- Individually or in small groups to test_your.learning comprehensio0. elow

you will.find directions for the completion of each section. Read the directions-
carefully before you begin to insure successful completion of each section.

. -Be sure to'check the answers with thi 'facilitator._
-t

Withdrawal Behavior *

1. Read and study the definition of "Withdrawal".
2. Using your Own words, complete the Pre-Viewing Activities.
3. View the film.

.

4. Review aggressive behavior andiothen complete the Post-Viewing
Activities An small groups.

5. Check your answers to the Post-Viewing exercises with the program. -facilitator:
o

6. 'Read, study-and supply the information needed for the subtopics,
"Think a Little More About the Causes of Withdrawal" by working in

* .. small grou0s...,.
- . J

Mfr.
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Withdrawal Behavior, continued

7. Choose a class period whAe withdrawal of students sometimes occurs,
then complete the subtopic, "Now Use the COncept For Yourself".

3. Be prepared to discuss the above classroom activity in the next session.

Classroom Management *

A. Positive Reinforcement

1. The facilitator wi.11 give an oral presentation over the follling 4ter-
idiS: "Classroom Mailagement Through Positive Reinforcements" ; "Teacher
Attention As a Reinforcer"; "Activities and Priviledges a$ Reinforcers."

B. Group Alerting

1 Read and study "GroUp Alerting - Description of the Concept".
_ Follow the instructions given, and complete the transcript "Group

Alerting".
4r

3. Check. your answers fith the group facilitator.

C. ,Learner AccOuntabTlity

1. Read and study "Learner:Accountability Description f the Concept".
2. From instruc-tions given, supply the necessary information for the -'

transcript, 'Learner Accountability" by working in small groups. )-7

3. Check your 'answers with the program facilitator,

D. Transitions

1. Read- and st)y "Transitions Description of .the Concept".
2. Roleplayor write opt on the sheet provided a classroom situation.

which incorporates one'oflie three behavipral indicators of transition-
, Write it or rolpplay it.first in a negative manner, then in a positive
manner.

E. Withitness

Readjand study "Withitness - Description of the Concept".
2. Follow the ,instructions given, and complete the transcript, "Withitness"

in S.mall groups.

3. Cheek your answers with the program facilitator.

* Refer to page entitled, "Source of Materials" for address of materials
.utilized.

6 301
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ANSWERS TO SESSION II MATERIALS

I. Withdawal Behavior - Post-Viewing Activities

Can you improve your first definition of pupil withdrawal?

Answer - A coping response to an overwhelming stimulus:

Make a new list of behaviors which indicate withdrawal.

Answer - Lowering of eyes
Silence

Physical movement away

o II. Group Alerting - Transcript

Answers - 1. QT+
2. QT-
3. AC
4. NA
5. AC
6. RS-

7. AC
8. QT+

9. QT-
10. QT-
11. AC

12. RS+

C-

III. Learner Accountability - Transcript

Answers i. GDP 9. WS
2. PI 10. PI

3. PI 11. PI

4. NA 12. NA
J. WS 13. WS
6. GDP 14. NA
7. GDP 15. WS
8. GDP 16. PI

17. NA

IV. Withitness - Transcript

Answers - 1. CP 6. D+
2. SAB 7. CP
3. DDB 'k 8. DDg 114

4. D+ , 9. b-

5. DDB 10. CP

11. SAB

e .
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Overview

SESSION III

Session III begins with the st, entitled "Supporting Behavior".
After viewing, the film entitled " Supporting Behavio ", a teacher can better
underrstard the effect supporting behavior has on the self- Incept, emotional

41 °' development, cognitive development, and social development of students.

'2 "Teacher Language" contains four subtopics which stress the importance
of effective teacher language. The first subtopic, "Clarity' suggests the
use of precise, short, and simple statements or questionsfor explaining
a concept or an idea. The second subtopic, "Organization", emphasizes the
need for reviews of past subject matter and current subject matter at the4-
beginning, the end, and other appropriate places during the lesson. The
thirdisubtopic, "Emphasis", points out effectiv'e, techniques such as voice modula-

tion, paraphrasing and, cueing which indicate important points for students to
remember: The last subtopics, "Feedback" imparts the need co solicit feedback
ft-om students to determine their understanding, interest, and attitude toward
subject matter.

Directions

This supplement contains two sections entitled "SuppOFilTig.Behavior" and
"Teacher Language". "Teacher Language" has four subtopics. In-each section
you will be asked to read and study the written information. Where transcripts
or exercises are provided you may test your learning comprehension by comp
pleting them individually or in small group§. Below yoo will find directions
for tho completion of each section. Read the directions carefully before you
begin, to insuresuccessful completion of eacifsection. Be sure to check the
answers'with the facilitator.

Supporting Behavior*

1 -; Read the opening statement- and complete the Pre-Vietiing.Activities.
2. View the film.
3. Review film observa,tions by (Wm the Post-Viewing Activities in small

groups.
4. Check your"answers with'the program facilitator:
5. Read and study the subtopic, "The Concept of Self is -a Product of

Transactions With Others".
6. Complete in your own words the exercise, "Proposed Effects of

Supporting Behavior" while working in'small groups. .

7. After observing one of your students, do theexercise, "Actual Effects
of Supporting Behavior".

8. Be prepared to discuss the above classtoom activity in the next session.
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Teacher Language*

A. Clarity

1. Pead and stud, "Clarity - Description of the, Concept ".
2. Check your learning comprehenSion by,doing the transcript, "Clarity "'.
3. Check-your answers with the program facilitator.

B. Organization**

1. ,Read and cirdy "Organization,- Description of the Concept".
2. After reading the concept or during the presentation, fill in the

necessary ifformationon the""Organization" worksheet.
.3! Check youranswers with the program facilitator.
4. Present a,role .playiLg exercise on "Organization" or develop a series

of teacher statements that demonstrate this concept.

C..Emphasis**

1. Read.and study "Emphasis - Description of the Concept ".
2. After reading about the concept or during the presentation,

provide the necessary information for the "Emphasis"- worksheet.
3. Check your answers with the ROgram facilitator.
4. Present a role playing exercise on "EmphaSis"_or develop a series

of teacher statements that demonstrate this concept.

D. Feedback**

1., Read and study "Feedback - Description of the Concept".
2. After reading about the concept or during the presentation, test

your'understanding by doing the "Feedback" worksheet.
3. Check yobr answers"with thcprogram facilitator.
4. Present a role playing exercise on "Feedback" or develop a series

of 'teacher statements that demonstrate this concept.

Refer to Oge entitled, "Source of Materials" for address of materials
utilized.

** Note - The facilittor may assign these topics to small groups
for presentation to the entire class.

'G-16
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ANSWEr(TO SESSION in MATERIALS

I.. Supporting Behavior Post-Viewing Aciiviti s

Ruin to organize ydur thoughts 'by restatin
supporting behavior.

Answers - Hold up
Defend
Guidance

Emotional support

Fe

En

"S

the film definition for

1 secure, power,"control

ver environment

ourageJ student ideas
stain, uphold, and defend"

List the supporting behaviors that you obs rvad in the film. (List
only what you saw_not what you may have inferred).

Answers - Nant to talk about it" i
Stayed with pupil
Keep others from interfering
RepeaCothers ideas
Physically showed interest I,

II. Clarity - Transcript

Answers 1. Sq+' 10. NA
2. Os 11. P1+'
3. NA "12. Ds'
4. P1- 13. Sq+
5. Pl- 14.' Plt
6. Os 15, Di or P1+
7. Os 16. Sq+
8. Ot 17. P1+
9. Sq-

,

III. -Organization , Worksheet
,

. 4

Answers -1\ State: the principla underlying the concept ORGANIZAT,I0R-
in. your own weds., Model answer: Teacher languate that helps
the student organize hie learning and place it in context. to in-
crease student achievement,

Example of satisfactory restatement of principle: The,:teacher
can use language so that the student can better organize his
learning and place it in context. This helpS increase student
achievement.

G-:17
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2. Name and briefly define foUr teacher language'skill
(behavioral indicators) that can be used in the classroom to
apply ORGANIZATION. Model answers:

(.a) Name: Teacher Elicits Review--At the start of the lesson
ang as needed throughout the lesson, the teacher frames ques-
tions to elicit from students review of relevant past learning.

(b) Name: Teacher Reviews- -At the beginning and as needed
throughout the lesson, tharteacher supplies a review of rele-
vant past learning.

(c),Nam: Terminal Structure- -Near the end of the lesson, the
teacher adds content relevant information which has not been

.

covered iry the lesson dispoVssion.

t.°`
(d) Name: Sumtharylleview-=Near, the end of the lesson, the teacher
reviews the main ideas and the'essential content'Of the lesson.

L. ,

IV. Emphasis - Worksheet

Answers - 1. State the principle underlying the concept EMPHASIS
- in your own words. Mode4 answer: Verbal emphasis indicatifig

important content tends to increase qudent achievement:

Example of satisfactory restatement of principle: By verbally
emphasizing importani,content,a teacher can increase student
achievement.

22. Name and briefly define three teacher language skills.
(behavioral indicators) that can be used in the classroom to
apply EMPHASIS. Model answers:

1

a) Name: Voice Modulation. Definition: "The teacher uses
voice'tone and inflection to point, out and emphasize main or
important facts or concepts.

(b) Name: Paraphrasing. Definition: The teacher repeats the
most important content ofeither a student response or of her
own"remarks usfng different words or phrases.

(0-Name: Cueing. Definition:, The teacher calls the Tearner's-
attention to important points by using phrases 'such as "this is
important," or "be sure ::a hemember this.'

a,s

V. Feedback - .Worksheet

Answers - 1. State the principle underlying the concept FEEDBACK
in your own words. ,Model answer Teacher solicitation and use
of student feedback facilitates adjustment of the learning
situation to meet stmt needs.

3 ( f)
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i

Example of satisfactory restatement of principle: The teacher .

should use student feedback to adapt the future learning sequence,
and to improve student performance by diagnosing student weaknesses,
sttdent interest and student perceptions of relevance.

.2.' Name and briefly define thrte,teacher solicitation

skills (behavioral indicators) that Vin be used in the class
room to apply FEEDBACK. Model answers:4

(a) Name: Soliciting Feedback Related to Student Understanding.
Definition: By questioning, the teacher determines the level
.of student understanding regarding the specific subject matter
or ideas that nave been covered in the lessoh.

(b)-Name: Soliciting'Feedback Related to Pupil Interest. De-
finition:. Through questioning,and observation, the teacher
identifies. those areas of the curriculum that arouse student
interest.°

(c) -Name: Soliciting Feedback Related to Pupil Attitude. De-
The teacher frames questions which are designed to

determine student perception of ttiiFelevaDce of the.curricular
-

amaterials.

I-

lb

4
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SESSION IV

Overview

"Reciprocating Behavior" is the first section of Session IV. The.film presented helps a teacher identify reciprocating behavior. th.roughmutual exchange of ideas, the teacher can facilitate more opportunities forreticent'or reluctant pupils to participate in classroom discussions.

"Instructional Concepts", containing three subtopics, presents the idea of
conceptualizing the,instruction process in order to make-improvements in com-

ponent

parts of the process. The first 'S,Libtopic, :"Conceptualizing The Process
of Instruction" suggests.alternate ways of looking at the total'instructfbn
process alodg with the variables that affect"this process. By,looking at
verbal interaction in the subtopiC, "Verbal Interaction In The Cognitive Dimen-
sion: The Relationship Between Teacher Verbal Behavior and Student Response",
a teacher can become familiar with a matrix classifying modes of teacher
verbal behavior that will generate productive verbal behavior from the student.
The -subtopic, "Organizing Sacts To Teach Meaningful RelationshiW emphasizes
the need to teach subject matter in a logical sequence and conceptualize all
information into relevant categories.

Directions

This supplement contains WO sections, "Reciprocating Behavforu and
"Instructional Concepts". instructional Concepts" contains three subtopics.
In each section you will be askid to read and study written information.. Where
transcripts or exercises are, provided you may complete them individually or
in small groups to test your learning comprehension. Below'you will fin(

--; directions for the completiOn oreach section-. Read the directions carefully.
before you begin, to insure successful completion of each section. Be sure to,
check the, answers with the facilitator.

Reciprocating Behavior*

1. Read and study the introduction and definitirn ofIeciprocating
Behavior!' #

2. In your own words, complete the Pre-Viewing Activities.
3. View the film.
4. Classify film instances.'of reciprocating behavior in the Post-Viewing

Activities by working groups.
5. Check your answers with the program facilitator.
6. Think of an example of retiproCating behavior that happened to you,,

then do the subtopic, "You and ReCprocating Behavior".
7. Read and study the subtopic, "More On,Reciprocating Behavibr".

0''6
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Reciprocating Behavior, continued

8,. Rick a class session to encourage_reciprocating behavior and
,

provide the necessary information for the subtopic, "Your
Class' and Reciprocating Behavior".

9.- Plan a,teaching strategy for students reluctant to participate
, in classroom discussionsby complking the subtopics, "Apply.

The Concept To Your Own Classroom". ,
:

- 10.' Be prepared to discuss the above classroom activities io the next
'Session. .. 4

c'
. -

*

ts

9

Instru ctional Concepts*

A, Conceptualizing The Process of Instruction 4,
.

.
.

1. Read and study"C(nceptuali7ing The Process of Instruction".
**Refer to the teaching'aid, "Conceptdalizing The,Process of

Instruction- for hints on levon presentation.
2. Viewthe film, "Conceptualizing The Process of,Instruction."
3. Complete the "Model Building" exercise on "Conceptualizing The

Process of _Instruction" in small groups. -

4. Check your answers'with the prdgram facilitator.

B. Verbal Interaction

1. -,goad and study "Verbal Interaction In The Cognitive Dimension:
The. Relationship Between Teacher Verbal Behavior and Student Response".

2. .Using the page entitled "The Analytical Framework",of.the subtopic
you just read, complete the transcript, "Classroom #1 and #2, by
identifying the verbal behavior of the teacher or stOent. Plate your
answer in the'space provided by each number. There is an answer for -
every number.

3.. Check yoUr answers witty the program facilitator.

Organizing Facts

1. Read and study ."Organizing Facts To Teach Meaningful Relationships":
.40.*Refer to teaching aid, "Concept-Teachinefor additional informa-

tion.

2._ Read and study "Concept TeaChing". -

3. Using as'a reference your previous reading on verbal indicators of
concept 'teaching, complete the transcript "Organizing Facts to Teach
'Meaningful Relationships ". Indicate in the space,provided by each
number, the verbal inoicator that identifies the underlined portions
of the teacher's conversation. , 4

4. CheCk your answers with the program facilitator.

.

* Refer to, page entitled, "Source of Materials'.' for address
of materials utilized.

** For facilitator's use. . 309



TEACHING AID
CONCEPTUALIZING THE PROCESS OF INSTRUCTION-

THIS TEACING AID IS A SUGGESTED METHOD OF PRESENTATION BY THE
fACILITATOR ON THE,SECTION, "CONCEPTUALIZING THE PROCESS OF INSTRUCTION."

7 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS GIVEN TOFURTHER EXPLAIN VARIOUS CONCEPTS DIS-
CUSSED IN THE SECTION.

0 011

Give out introductory materials and allow time for ts to read.

Wle're interested in what you observe when you look at a classroom.

I'm going to show a film of two classroom situations (please ignore ihe

fact that they are of elementary classrooms--and remember that we're

only trying to establish a point orjdea). I want you to write down

what you see happening in, each of these classrooms. "(like students an
- -i-

swering questions, teacher giving directions, students not paying atten-

tion,.teacher reprithandtng,,etc.) make.a separate'list for each of the,
r

clatsroam episodes. 4

Show film- "Conceptualizing Theyrocess'of Instruction."

,Now in small

classroom episode.

groups, compile the observations into one list for each

Then develop a classification system of at least

three headings Io encompass all observations on both.lists (example:
,

-living things are divided into plants and animals).

Write headings on the board that each group develops.

G-22
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Alright, which allows the teacher. the best focus and most flexibility

for describing what is.happening and why? Jest the classification system

to see if apll obsetvations can be listed under these major headings.

: .

Give outthe Model Building handout and haVe each group design a model of

the instruction process. u

IHave each group explain their model. Put an example of the model on the

.

board.. Jf

Okay, think back to classroom episodes #1 and #2 that we dust saw.
6

'

Did you observe differences, in the two classrooms? Where were the dif=

ferences? 4 Answer: in teacher

in student

in learning environment

Alright, then factors comprising instruction vary-from classroom

to classroom. These variables influence the process ofninstruction.

4e can see that variables exist between classroom #1 and #2. Are

there any variables within a single cl.assroom? Look at classroom #2,

are there specific,behaviors the teacher can manipulate, change, or

control?, v Answer: The way the teacher asks questions, attitude-

toward incorrect answersc explanation techniques, and

change-in group arrangement may result in change

student behavior.- All of these things are variables.

What are some things a teacher has no'control over? Answer:, time

of day, weather, background of students, certain teacher characteristics.

1

These are not variables.
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.

Which Of these teacher and student behaviors are interacting with .

other behaviors? An;wer: 'student background and teacher'S manner of
1'.

.
...

citestioning, studtnt answer interacting with teacher response, and the.

. t perception of that-interaction influenc6g what other students say.

. -

,
.

t `-

is

/

- In other words, there is an interactiOn between students, teacher,.
, ,

11

and the situation which yields' outcomes or learnings.

1/2

This is just an,attermI to get'yoAAg-look at the entire process _

of instructton, By lookingat component parts and-their relatiOnships.
A %

/

you can bettdr understand how behaviors (teacher and'studentt, situations,

and events fit into and influence the instructional process.'
-,

.

0
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TEACHING AID - CONCEPT TEACHING''

THE FOLCOWING TEACHING gD SUGGESTS 04ETHOD OF PRESENTING
t+E SECTIONONCEPI TEACHING' FOR THE FACILITATOR.

a

Give out introddctory materials, "OiNaniOng Ractt To Teach Mean-_

* 4 . ,
. C. 'r

. ingfulXationships,". and then "Caricept Teaching." After.the
.

.

.
-., .

participants.have°read thelatter, as the following question:

'What are some attributes of concept learning or concept attain-4
Q .

meni-,frowthe definitiohs? Answer: Identifying,. classifying or

grouping, organizing, relating,,applying, testing, creating ori§iiial

examples:

GiVe out Teacher Behaviors Characteristic of Concept Teaching, leital
4

Indicators of Concept' teaching, and Verbal Indicators.;. Non-Instances

of Concept Teaching, and allow time for the participants to read.

Discuss.

O

. -

Give.out transcript to be analyzed and completed by.the partidipants.

This.can bedone in small gro4s.

Discuss,the answers-te the transcript.

4
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ANSWERS TO SESSION IV MATERIALS

7

I. Reciprocating Behavior - Post-Viewing Activities
o

The folldwing activities will help you to become more observant - to iden-
tify instances of reciprocating behavior when they do occur, and to recog-
nize opportunities for using reciprocating behavior to stimulate pupils.

Review in your mind the examples of reciprocating behavior depicted in
the film. Use the table below to summarize three examples. Describe

, the teacher in Column A; the pupil(s) in Column B. Use the middle
columns to record the behavior expressed by the,teacher, and the pupil
response which the teacher hoped to stimulate.

TEACHER

(ANSWERS)

....M110.11110411 :PUPILS

.-tiditheilkiCS191taa-----521q1t----.--ati25S3211111NaDr.i

.

Behavior

Showed pictures
of his friends

.

Response

To get stuclent.,to__
talk about self

and friends

,

.

G
,

.

.

2

Give opinion of
the value of dam

Trying, to get
student's ideas
on dam

1

3

Wanted to help
students bring
up their grades

Students suggeSted
how to help each
other

Iii each case the teacher attempted to stimulate pupils) by st cturing an-
exchange, saying in effect, "I'll do it first, then it's your t 'The

teacher's expressed behaviors were both models of what to do and invitations
to respond in kind.

k't
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II. Verbal Interaction - Transcript

Answers

Answers

Classroom # 1

1. Reproving Self-reproving, acquiescing
2. Confirming, acquiescing 6. Probing
3. Directing 7. Reproducing facts, evaluating
4. Affirming, riproving, directing 8. Ignoring

Classroom # 2

- 1. Facilitating' 10. Facilitating
2. Explicating 11. Explicating
3. Accepting 12. Qualifying
4. Elaborating 13. Facilitating
5. ACcepting,:Crarifying 14. Elaborating
6. Confirming 15. Accepting, clarifying
7. Divergent association 16. Elaborating
8. Divergent association 17. Accepting, supporting,
9. Accepting, supporting, clarifying directing .

III. Organizing Fdcts To-Teach Meaningful Rel onships Transcript

Answers - 1. Image or definition of concept (1)
(2)2. Brainstorm

3. Use of aid (3)
4. To identify (2)
5. Apply concept (6)
6, -Explaim (5)
7. Example of concept or apply
8. Enumerate common properties
9. Expl.ain-(5)

10. Brainstorm (2)
11,

concept (5) or (6)

(Z}

Apply concept or give examples (5) of (6)
Explain (5)

.

13. ,Explain` (5)
14. Image or characterispts of concept (1)
15. Teacher example (4)
16. Explain (5)
17'. Explain (5)
18. Image or characteristics of concept (2)

ob.
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SESSION V

Overview

Session V begins with the film, "Closing Behavior". Classroom teachers
can socialize their students into anon- participant or participant mode
of behavior through the use of closing behavior., It becomes evident in the
film that unsupported verbal attempts forces the student to become dependent
on the teacher.

The section, "Group Process" contains four subtopics that consider various
roles of group' members: The subtopic, "Anti Group Roles" illustrates neg'ati've .

behaviors found in group activities that hay destroy morale or inhibit
achievement. Another subtopic, "Task Roles" leads the way to successful
problem solving or accompliskinglroup goals. "Unifying Roles", the third
subtopic, states the importance of group facilitators who help build and
maintain group unity. The final subtopic, "Stages of Group"Growth", fami-
liarizes ore with,the Sour phases :of group growth: initial communication,
conflict which bTocks group achievement, resolution of'the conflict, and
inrereased productivity.

Directions

This session contains two sections entitled, "Closing Behavior" and
"Group Process." "Group Process" contains four subtopics. In each section
you will be asked to read and study written information. Where transcripts
or exercises are provided, you may test yobr learhing comprehension by owl-
pleting them individually or in small groups. Below you will find directions
for,the completion of'each section. Read the directions carefully before -
you begin, to insure'successful completion of each section., Be sure to check
the answers with the facilitator.

Closing Behavior *

1. Read and study the explanation and definition of-"Closing Behavior."
2. From past experiences provide the needed information for the Pre-

Viewing Activities.
3. View the film.
,4. From examples in the film, complete the Post-Viewing Activities.
5. Check your answers to the Post-Viewing Activities with the program

facilitator.
6. Read and study,the subtopic, "More About Closing Behavior".
7. From a taped episode of your class, identify the way you used closing

behavior for the exercise in the subtopic, "Now Try It For Yourself!"
8. Be prepared to discuss the above classroom activity in the next session.
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Group Process *

A. Anti-Group Roles

1. Read and study "Anti-Group Roles,- Description of the Concept".
2. View the film) "Anti-Group Roles."
3: Discuss "Anti-Group Roles" With the grotil,

. Task Roles

1:" Read and study "Task Roles - Description of the Concept".
2.. Complete the transcript "Group Process: Task Roles".
3. Check your answers with the group facilitator.

C. Unifying Roles

1. Read abd study "Unifying Roles - Description of the-Concept
2. Provide the necessary information for the transcript, "Group Process:

Unifying Roles".
3. Check your answers with the group facilitator.

D.. Stages of Group Growth

1

----

1. Read and study "Stages of Group Growth - Descrip ion of the Concept".
2. View the film, "Stages of.Group Growth."
3. Diuss "Stages of Group,;rowth" with the group.

.

* Refer to page entitled, "Sour
of materials utilized.

e of Materials" for address

. G-29
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ANSWERS TO SESSION V MATERIALS

I. Closing Behavior - Post-Viewing Activities

,The following activities will help you become more sensitive to the occurrence
or closing behavior.. You will become skilled in recognizing closing behavior
and more thoughtful about its use:

Recall the examples in the film. In the table below list: a) those clos-
ing behaviors which were most noticeable; b) those which you really had to
lock for. tz

Closing Behavior Observed in Film

(Answers)

A B

a

+

-

-

t,

MOST OBVIOUS LESS °Mous
+

-

- Boy lost place (shift atten-
tion to another. pupil)

'Teacher went from reader to
reader

+

+ -
:

Teacher terminated conversa-
tion after answer

. ,

,

. Teacher failed to identify -

hand
-

- Teacher did not pursue "no
responSe"

Barrage of questions +

Teacher igndrs student answer
1) Goes .to next question

2) Answers own question- -

Teacher didn't elaborate on
answers

....

Put a plus (+) by those closing behaviors which seemed to be necessary to -

'"proper" teaching procedure. Put'a minus (-) by those which seemed likely
to inhibit pupil development. Examine your reasons for judgement.



.

II. Task Roles - Transcript

Answers -' 1. Initiating (prOposino :eW way to attack task)

2. Initiating.(offer{ng new idea)

3. 'Initiating (offering new idea)
.

4. Initiating (suggesting solution to a problem)

5. Information seeking (requesting facts)

6. Information seekirrequesting facts)

7. Information seeking (requesting facts')

Information seeking (requesting facts)

Information seeking (requesting facts)

10. 'Information seeking (requesting opinionS)

ip. ',InformatiOt giving (offering facts)

12.- Information giving (offering facts)

13. Information. giving' (offering personal experience
and,facts)

14. Opinion Giving (starting own belief relevant to
group's concern)

15. Opinion Giving (stating own attitude)

16. Opinion Giving (stating own.belief)

17. Orienting (questions general directions of
discussion)

18. Orienting (brings group back to subject)'

19. Orienting (brings group back to subject)`

20: Coordinating (takes consensus and establishes
relationship between ideas)

21. Coordinating (summarizes)

2?. Coordinating (pulls ideas together)

G-31
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III. Unifying Roles - Transcript

Answers - 1. Gatekeeping (helps keep communication channels open)

2. Gitekeeping (facilitating participation of others)

3. Utekeeping (promotes active- participation of group members)

v.
4. EnergizingAprods group to action)

5. Energizing (prods group, stimulates interest)

6. Energizing (arouses group to hfgher level ofactiOty)

,

T. Harmonizing (proposes a solution acceptable to both parties).

8. Harmonizing (attemRts to mediate differences among other
group members)

9. Harmonizing (attempts to mediate aifferendes)

16. Compromising (agree to alter stands)

11. Compromising (agrees to defer judgment so group can move
.on toward goal)

12. ComproMising (alters stand)

13.. Encouraging (praises contributions of group members)

14: Encouraging (agrees with and praises contributions of group)

15. Encouraging (supports other group members)

G-32
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SESSION VI

Overview

This supplement explains the theory and mechanics of role-playing. The
section, "Theory: The Role Playing, Model", points out the idea that role
playing can be used in many different situations. One important advantage
pf this technique is that it encourages the use of emotions and intellectual
ability. Shaftel and Shaftel suggest that roleplaying preparation should
include warming up the group, selecting participants; preparing observers,
setting the stage, enactment, evaluation, reenactment, more evaluation, and
finally drawing generalizations.

In the section, "Role Playing.:, Critical Skills", emphasis is put on
specific planning for the role playing activity. Through questioning, the
teacher can emphasize feelings, values, problem-solving skills, or subject
matter exploration. With a definite focus in mind, the teacher can plan a '

story with an appropriate sequence of events for the students to act out
and discuss. The teacher must adequately facilitate the role-playing exercise
to sucessfully attain the planned goals

Directions

For"this session, you will be asked to read and study about the theory
of role-playing and critical skills necessary to complete the role playing
lctiyity. Classroom activities include a tape presentation and a role playing

,exercise.- Read the following directions carefully before you begin, to-complete
this session successfully. (An oral report can be presented by an individual
with expertise in this area).

Role Playing*.

1: Read and study "Theory: The Role Playing Model"..
2., Read and study "Role Playing: Critical Skills".
3. View the video training tape.*
4. Demonstrate this concept by having four or five class members

present a ;role- playing activity.

* Refer to page entitled "Source of Materials" for address of materials
utilized.
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Source of Materials*

1975-76 Protocol Materials

National-Resource and Dissemination Center
Universit,,of South Florida
Tampa, Florida 33620

The films and materials utilized in the following educational concepts
were.adopted and modified from the above source;

Classroom Interaction
°Classroom Management
Group Process
Instrjictional Concepts-

,

Teacher Language

Interactions in the Multicultural Classroom

Science Research Association, Inc.
- 259 East Erie Street

Chicago, Illinois 60611

The following films and respective film guides were adopted and
modified from the above source:

Aggressive Behavior
Closing Behavior

Reciprocating Behavior
Supporting-Behavior
Withdrawal Behavior

Models of Teaching by Bruce Joyce and Marsha Well
Prentice Hall, Inc. n

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey

The matenialsutilized in the following educational concept were adopted
and modified from the above source:,

Role Playing

Stanford Center for Research and Development in Teaching
Stanford Univertity
Stanford, California

.7

The Ode° training tapes utilized in the role playing session were
prepared by Bruce Joyce at the above source.
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Mini - Course 23 - "Classroom Management Through Positive Reinforcement"

Far West Laboratory for Education Research and Devegiopment-
1855 Folsum Street

San Francisco, California 94103

The materials utilized in the following educational concept were
adopted and modified from the above source:

Classroom Management Through Positive Reinforcement

* The researchers found all of the above films to be_available at no cost
from the'Audio-Visual Service Center, Media Servicei, at Western Kentucky
University. Those wishing to utilize these films should check with the
Media Service Division at the nearest state institution of higher educa-
tion..
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